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PREFACE
This pamphlet is designed as a medium for the military l a w e r ,
active and reserve, t o share the product of his experience and research with fellow lawyers in the Department of the Army. At no
time will this pamphlet purport to define Army policy or issue ad.
ministrative directives. Rather, the Militand Law Reeiew is to be
solely an outlet far the scholarship prevalent in the ranks of military
legal practitioners. The opinions reflected in each article a r e those
of the author and do not necessarily reflect the v i e w of The Judge
Advocate General or the Department of the Army.
Articles, comments, and notes treating subjects of import to the
military will be welcome and should be submitted in duplicate to the
Editor, Xilitary Law Review, The Judge Advocate General's School,
11. S. Army,Charlattesville. Virginia. Footnotes should be set out
on pages separate from the text, be carefully checked prior to submission for substantive and typographical accuracy, and follow the
manner af citation in the Harvard Blue Book for civilian legal eitations and The Judge Advocate General'a School Uniform Suntern of
Citation far military citations. All cited cases, whether militaly or
civilian. 8hall include the date of decision.
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T H E WARNING REQUIREMENT OF ARTICLE 31(b):
WHO MUST DO WHAT TO WHOM AND WHEN?*
by Major Robert F.Maguire”
“No P B P S S Osubject
~
to this Chapter [Cadel may interrogate, or r e w e s t
any statement from,an accused or B person Iuspeeted a! an offense without
flrst inionning him of the nature of the accusation and advising him t h a t
he doer not h a r e t o make any etatement regapding the offenae of which
he 18 accused or Suspected and t h a t any statement made bg him may be
used &a evidence against him in a trial by esurt-msrtial.”l

Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Militaly Justice throws a triangle of protection around accused persons. Subsection (a) incorporates the privilege against compulsory self-incrimination;
subsection (d) proscribes the admission in evidence of involuntsw
confessions and admissions. However, subsection (b) provides an
entirely distinct and more sophisticated protection. Concepta of
compulsion, coercion, and unlawful influence or inducement and
their effect upon the will of a subject are not in point. The sole
relevant question is: As a matter of fact, was the subject given a
proper and timely warning advising him of his Article 31 rights?
It is the failure to recognize this apparently obvious proposition that
has caused much unnecessary confusion in this area.
The drafters of the Manual included among the instances of
“coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement” in obtaining
a statement that it had been obtained without the subject having
been warned of his rights under Article 51 (b) This language was
most inappropriate as it ignored the clearcut distinction made by
Congress in Article Zl(d) excluding from evidence statements obtained “in violation of this article” and thoae obtained “through the
use of coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement.” I t is
readily apparent that the first of these categories must apply to
statements obtained without a warning and, therefore, that the
absence of a warning does not, as such, have any application to the
second category. If a warning has not been given. when required,
~-
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
the resulting statement is by this very fact rendered inadmissible
and it becomes unnecessary to determine whether the statement was
alao obtained in violation of the law of confessions.
However, the failure of the Manual to make any distinction between the hvo categories and the manner in which it purported to
merge them into the one concept of "roluntariness" led some boards
of review, in the early days of the Code, to believe that the absence
of a warning in merely another factor to he considered in determining whether a statement was made voluntarily under the law of
confessiom8 An outstanding example of the effect of this original
interpretation of Article 31(b) is found in B ease where the Board
cited a long line of Federal decisions holding that the mere fact
that a suspect has not been warned of his rights under the fifth
amendment does not render a confession inroluntaly under the law
of confessions and concluded with the following statement:

".

...

This mle does not carry over mta our military system, for the
Congrees in Its wisdom has seen Rt to dathe the soldier with B greater
measYIe Of PlOteEtim than iii afforded the ordinary citizen."4

Finally, in Cnited States v. Wilson 6 the Court of Military Appeals
gave independent significance to Article 31 ( b ) , stating that the
Policy underlying the Congressional mandate is "80 overwhelmingly
important in the scheme of military justice as to elevate it to the
level of a 'creative and indwelling principle.' " e Although the requirement of a warning was treated apart from the law of eonfessions, there was no express recognition of the distinction. Then in
United States v. Williams the Court made B Sm pronouncement
that Article 31(b) extends the fifth amendment f a r beyond the
privilege against self-incrimination and that the voluntarineas of
the statement is immaterial for this purpose.6 Subsequently, it reaffirmed this Drineiple, stating that although the purpose of the requirement of a warning is to aroid impairment of the constihrtional
guarantee against CompulSory self-incrimination,e the former is not

ARTICLE 31(b)
Coextensive with the latter.10 Needless to say, the boards of review
have given full effect to the changed views of the Court in this area."
AS we have seen, the drafters of the Manual and, for some time,
the Court of Military Appeals apparently failed to appreciate the
true sipnificance of Article 31 (b). However, it must be realbed
that the problems posed by the statutory provision had to be decided
largely without the aid of judicial precedent. The Court was entering upon virgin territory. There was no military precedent because
Article of War 24, the predecessor of Article 31 of the Code, did not
expressly exclude as evidence statements obtained without a warning, with the result that the principies which were developed thereunder a s to the effect of a failure to warn were treated as a part
of the law of confessions. They were concerned solely with "voluntarineas." There was little judicial precedent available, for in only
one other American jurisdiction is there an absolute requirement
of a warning similiar to that found in Article 31(b) ; and, in that
jurisdiction, the statute differs from the Article to such an extent
as to render most of its decisions thereon of little practical we.12In
this climate it was to be expected that there would be a certain
amount of confusion as to the meaning and effect of the statute.
However, in the opinion of this writer, the confusion is more apparent than real and results more from a failure to properly analyze
the reported decisions than from faults in the language or reasoning
of the judicial opinions.
Logical analysis of Article 31 (b) requires recognition that it
comprehends four distinct factors posing four questions; viz., Who

11

does not apply.
E.& CM 390175 Hill 21 CMR 501 (195s) (Coereim ete. erpreasly
exclkdei in 08se ;nool&
Art. 31(b)); C P 365872, Howard, 13 CMR
212 (1863) (Distinction between eoereion and warning emphasized)'
;c;;Rw;i;19f3)
(Statement held net i n d u n :
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Tex. Code C r h . . Proe. Ann. Art. 721 (Vernon 1941). The Statute is
ret forth in part below with emphasis added to indieate the principal
points whieh diatinpuish it from Artlcie 31(b) :
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must do what to whom when? The Article is quoted below in such
manner a4 to indicate these four factors and the precise question
posed by each.
w h o m"6t war"?
"KOperson subject to this [code]
When is a warning required?
Whomust b e n a m e d ?

What warning is required?

may interrogate, or request any statement
from,
an Becused or a person suspeettd of an
0Ur"W
without Brat informing him of the nature of
the aceustion and advising him that he doel
not have t o make any statement regarding
the offenm of which he is aeNSed or IUSpBeted and that any statement made by him
mas be vezd 8.1 evidence against him in s
trial by court-martial."

In the following pages we shall consider each of these factors
separately.
I. WHO MUST WARN?
"No nerem aubjwt ta thia [ d e ] may interrogate.. , .I'

In order to properly isolate the factor with which we are con.
cerned under this heading we will, in each case, assume that the
subject is a person who must be warned and that the problem arises
with reference to an occasion on which a warning would be required.
It is only in this fashion that we can screen out other factors which
otherwise might well confuse the issue.
For the meaning of the phrase "person subject to the code" we
need look no further than Article 2 of that statute which sets
forth twelve distinct categories of such individuals. If we could stop
here there would be no problems other than to determine in a given
case whether the interrogator fell within one of these groupings.
Obviously, a person on active duty with the armed forces or a person
accompanying or serving with the armed forces within the meaning
of Article 2(11) of the Code is a person subject to the Code.'* I t Is
equally obvious that members of civilian law enforcement agencies,
State or Federal. or foreim. are not:" nor is a civilian e m d o w e

4

ARTICLE 31(b)
of the Army within the United States.lSHowever, certain principles
have developed whereby a determination that a person is or is not
subject to the Code does not conclude the matter.

The Court of Vilitary Appeals has indicated that, under some
circumstances, a person m t subject to the Code may be required to
give a warning. In United States v. Grisham it held that French
authorities were not bound by Article S l ( b ) but was careful to
point out that a contrary result would obtain if it appeared that
the military investigators used the foreign authories as their
agents for the purpose of obtaining a statement from a n uninformed
subject.‘? A board of review had anticipated this result by holding
that the failure to warn was fatal where the interrogator was a
civilian employed for that purpose by military authorities. The
board stated that when the investigator is acting 84 the agent of a
person subject to the Code, the warning is required “as fully as
though it [the statement] were obtained directly by the person subject to the Code for whom he was performing the inveatigation.”
The Court has also held that a person subject to the Code is not,
under all circumstances, required to give a warning to a suspect
before interrogating him.18 The first case raising this issue was
United States v. Creamer 20 which involved a situation wherein an
enlisted member of the air police was escorting a n airman recently
released from confinement in a civilian jail to an air base. During
the automobile ride the subject volunteered the remark that he had
been absent without leave since 1945. The escort asked him to repeat
the date and he did so. The opinion of the court was silent as to the
failure of the escort to warn the accused, despite the fact that a
question had been =ked and answered, and held the statement ad.
missible as being merely an unsolicited remark made during a
friendly and aimless
The Court thereby indicated its
approval of the provision of the Manual that where a statement is
made by the subject Spontaneously “without urging, interrogation,

16
17

11
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ACY S-5148, Coeuara, 10 CMR 768, 755 11963) (Post Laundrpauperlntendent).
4 USCMA 694.16 CMR 268 119541.
Id. at 696.16 CMR 270.
NCM 131 N O ~ I3 CMR 572 576 (19631. see aido CM as ass^ ~ r s n ~ i n
s CMR 6is. ai (1952) for h i l a r e ~ p r e ~ ~ofi ~opinion.
ns
am&
of the Manual had also realized the justice of this remit. See Legal
and Legislative Basia, MCM, 3881, at 217.
The reader is reminded that eireumatanees relating to who mud be
warned or when the warning is required are not being eonaidered at
this time. We 2 ~ now
8
concerned solely with the status of the inter.
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267, S CMR 1 (1952).
I d . at 273, 3 CMR 7. Aooord, CM 860336, Sanchez, 3 CMR 411, 415,
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
or request" it may be regarded as voluntary.22 However, since the
record disclosed that, after the spontaneous statement had been
made, a question was put t o the subject at a time when he was or
should have been a suspect, the C~samevcase gave notice that the
Court might require something more of an interrogator than merely
being a "person subject to the code" before Ariicle 31 (b) would be
applied. The next case decided by the Court indicated n h a t that
additional requirement might be. In L'nited States v. Welch" a
young lieutenant aceused of having cheated in an examination a t
a service school was given inadequate advice as to his rights by
the lieutenant colonel investigating the incident. The Court held
that an officer conducting a "quasi-judicial" investigation must
comply with Article 31 (b) ,? Together, the foregoing two cases presented the two extremes in this area but furnished only slight clues
as to where the dividing line might be found. In this state of the law,
we can find but one board af review decision which ventured into
the undefined middle ground. The Secretary of a n Officers' Open
Mess informed a lieutenant colonel member, without first advising
him of his rights, that some of the latter's personal checks had been
returned by the bank without payment and had received from the
member an implied admission of guilt in the form of a promise to
make immediate restitution. The board disposed of the issue of the
failure to warn with a footnote stating that the admission was not
made in the course of an investigation but that the Secretary was
merely discharging his official duties in informing the member of
the return af his checks.26

There were no further developments in this area until the advent
of the case which prompted the Judge Advocates General of the
Armed Forces and the General Counsel of the Treasury to recommend that Article 31 "be redrafted to make it more practical in
application so that it does not impose an insuperable burden upon
law enforcement agencies." 2B
On 10 April 1951 a Korean civilian was shot and killed in South
Korea. A military policeman who happened to be in the area an a
routine patrol was informed of the shooting and went t o the Scene

~ _ _
21
23
24

25

Par. 140% MCY, 1861
1 WSCMA 402,3 CMR 1S6 (1962i
Id. at 407, 3 CMR 141.
A C I 6128. Maxweii. 7 C U R 632, MZ, in. 1 (1962i

ARTICLE 31(b)
where he saw a group of American soldiers standing about a fire.
Another military policeman who was present pointed two soldiers
in the group out to him and told him that m n e Koreans had identified these two as the men who had fired the shots. H e approached
the group at the fire, looked a t these two soldier8 and without giving
any warning under Article 31-not then in existence-asked who
had done the shooting. The two subjects repiied that they had “shot
at the man.” These, then, were the f a c b upon which the Court of
Military Appeals, incident to its mandatoly review of the death
sentence adjudged in the case, passed upon the admissibility of the
incriminating admission of the two accused in United States v.
Wilson.27Judge Brosman, with Chief Judge Quinn concurring, held
that a s the two accused were suspecte and the interrogator was a
person subject to the Code, there was a duty to warn them of their
rights.2P The status of the interrogator wa3 ignored in reaching
this holding. I t wns not until after the Court had held the statement
inadmissible that, in discussing the effect of the improper use
thereof at the trial. we find it stating: “Where-as here-an element of officiality attended the questioning . , , .” Thus, it appears
that the majority did not consider that the status of the interrogator
required any discussion as bearing on the requirement of a warning,
despite the Creamer and Welok decisions, which it did not mention.
Judge Latimer filed a forceful dissent. He stated that Congress did
not intend that Article 31(b) should prohibit any and all inquiries
by persons subject to the Code and indicated his belief that there
are three conditions which must exist before the duty to warn arises.
These are: (1) The interrogator must occupy some official position
in connection with law enforcement or crime detection: (2) The
inquiry must be in furtherance of some official investigation: and
(3) The facts must have developed f a r enough to reasonably cause
the interrogator to suspect the subject. He pointed out that any
other construction of the Article would seriously impair the investigation of crimes in the armed forces.8o The application of the first
b o of t h e e requirements to the issue now under discussion is apparent. The other will be considered subsequently 8s bearing on the
issue of who must be warned. There would be a lapse of over a
year before the Court would again speak on this problem. In the
27
28

29

80

2DSC.MA248.8CIR4Si19591.
I d . a t 255. 8 C\IR 66.’~
Ibid. Despite the fact t h a t U C W was not in eustence at the t h e of
the interro$atian, the Court held Artiele 31(d) to be B rule of evidence
binding on all triols subiequent t o the effective date of the Code.
Id. at 260, 8 C I R 60. The imitations ruggesred by Judge Latimer
*’ere incorporated by reference m tho recommendation of The Judge
Advocates General for an amendment af Article 31, mentioned % p a
nota 28.
~
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interim, the boards of review were obliged to attempt to reconcile
Wileon with the implications of Creamer and Welch as best they
could. They had no difficulty in applying Wilson to interrogations
by military police arising out of investigations by them Into specific
offenses and holding that a duty to warn existed.31 Interestingly
enough, in each case emphasis waa placed upon the fact that a t the
time of the interrogation the policeman was acting in an official
capacity. Apparently, the phrase "an element of officiality" in the
majority opinion in Wilson had made an impresaion. As this element is clearly present where a cammanding officer, after having
heard of an illegal "slush fund" maintained by the subject, queries
him about it, or when an Inspector General conducts an investigation pursuant to orders of a commanding officer, the duty to warn
exists in each situation.82 By the Bame principle, where the atatement is made to one holding no official poaition a t all with regard
to the subject, as in the case of a nurse whose relationa with the
subject-patient are limited entirely to nursing duties, or of a fellow
civilian employee not having any supervisory power over the subject, there is no duty to ~ a r m . 3 ~
However, the teat of "officiality," standing alone, appears to be
inconsistent with the result in the Cl'eamer case. Therein, the air
policeman was cerisinly acting in his official capacity in escorting
the subject. The distinguishing factor would appear to be that in
Creamer the interrogation wad not, in the words of Judge Latimer,
"in furtherance of eome official investigation." The decisions of the
boards of review indicate their awareness of this distinction.
An excellent illustration of this approach is found in a case
wherein a commanding officer, acting as such, queried one of his
officers about an apparent shortage of official funds, without warning him of his rights, and received an incriminating reply vhich
was held admissible. The Captain had been placed in arrest of
-

I2
88

8

grade).
C M 367761, Cox, 13 C M R 414 i1953): ACII 6468, Taylor, 10 C M R 669
(1953).
C M 360857 Smith 10 C M R 360 i1963) a8;d 5 USCXA 314 17 C M R
814 (1954); A C J < 6913, Jlatthewa, 13'C R' 615 ( 1 9 5 3 ) , s i . den., 3
U S C M A 843, 14 CMR 223 (1954).
*oo
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ARTICLE 31(b)
quarters pending action on charge4 that he had written personal
checks which had been returned unpaid by the bank. When notified
of his arrest he was relieved of all duties, including the custodianship of an official fund. At that time the commanding officer directed him to open the safe in which the funds were kept and found
an envelope containing f a r 188s money than a notation thereon indicated should have been there. The commanding officer then asked
the subject, without any warning of his rights, where the balance
was and the subject replied that he had spent it. The board held
that the checking of the fund wu performed a s an official responsibility of the commanding officer, incident to the subject being
relieved of his duties, and was not an investigation of any discrepancies in the fund." similarly, the boards have held that under
the following circumstances, an interrogator, although acting in
an official capacity, did not have a duty ta warn since he was not
conducting an investigation: His First Sergeant saw the subject,
later charged with rape, in a dirty uniform and said "You look like
a tramp. Why u e your clothes 80 dirty?" and the subject replied
he had been with a girl who "wouldn't give him any," "So I took
some."a6 The subject, later charged with making false claims, was
ordered to produce a marriage certificate to support a previously
filed claim for additional allowances.88 In a similar case, the subject replied that he couldn't produce a marriage certificate as his
marriage was illegal.87
That the boards had correctly anticipated the limitations to be
placed upon Article 31(b) was established by subaequent decisions
of the Court of Military Appeals. The next case presented to it
involved the issue of whether an informer working under certain
instructions from military investigators a n question a suspect
without warning him of his rights. In United States v. Gibson"
the suspect was in confinement. The authorities contacted another
prisoner, a former cell mate of the suspect, whom they had reason
to believe would cooperate, and then placed the potential informer
in the suspect's cell with instructions to watch him and relay to

CM864601 Williams 11 CMR 521
84

86
81

87
88
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626 (1958) pet: dan. 8 USCMA 889,
13 CMR i42 (1953): A more r&t
dmiaia; w t h a'aimilar holding
is U . S . 7 , Xapkins, 7 USCMA 519, 622, 22 CUR 809, 512 (1961). But
lee CM 383584, MCCerthy. 20 CMR 406 (1965) where an oflcer 4 we+
delinquent in rendering weeldg repmts on funds in his p06~less1m
become A W O L and on his return was asked by the Finance O m e u
where the miaaing cash was. The Board held thst the Finance O5cer
was conducting an inrestlgatim intc P p m i b i e embezzlementCM 888424, King. 13 CMR 261 (1968). pat. dan.,3 USCMA 846, 14 CMR
22s (1954).
NCM 267. Turpin, 18 CMR 587 (1953).
CGCM 9190. Burlrrler. 10 CMR 682 119681.
3 USCMA 748, 14 CMR 164 (1954)
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them any information which he might obrain concerning the suspect,
However, he was not given any instructions 89 to the nature of the
information which was desired. The informer obtained several incriminating admissions from the 8uspect by asking him why he had
been confined. All members of the Court concurred in holding thar
there was no duty to warn because of the absence of any element
of "officiality" in the interrogation by one prisoner of another.
Chief Judge Quinn was also of the belief that Congress never intended that Article 31(b) should bind informers or undercover
agents, saying:

". . . . Judieiai discretion indicates a neeesmty i o ) denymg ita sppilcatlon
to a situation not eonsidered by its framers, and wholly vnreiated to the
reasons for its rea anon. . . Careful consideration of the histor&,of the
requirement of w~armrg.eompe!a a eanoiurian that :tr purpose ia ta avoid
impairment of the eonntitvtianal guarantee aigainst eompul~ery self-In.
erimination."20
This opinion was shared by Judge B r o ~ m a n . 'Judge
~
Latimer would
hold that even an informer has a duty to warn but only when he
is acting under a "mantle of officiality."
Next came a case involving B. situation wherein a guard walking
his post saw the subject, a personal friend of the guard, and Some
other men in a closed post exchange late a t night. Shortly thereafter, the guard while still an duty found the subject in the boiler
r w m of a nearby building and, without any preliminary warning,
asked him why he had broken into the exchange. The Court did
not discuss the absence of a warning other than to refer to the
Creamer ease as con troll in^.'^ The next step was a holding that
Article 31(b) does not apply to an interrogation Of a larceny
suspect by the victim, acting in his private capacity and "not
cloaked with any color of afficiali'~."'~ Then, in United States T .
Dandaneau ' I the Court reaffirmed its adoption of the principle that
the mere aistence of an official relationship between the interrogator and the subject does not render the interrogation official for
purposes of Article 3 1 ( b ) . Therein, the accused, a marine staff
sergeant, missed the movement of the ship to which he was as-

___
O'
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I d . at 762, 14 CMR 170.
Id. at 763, 14 CMR 171.

LT.S.7 . Amstrong, 4 USCMA 248, 262, 16 CMR 248, 262 (1054).
C.S.s. Tiojanowski, 6 USCMA 305, 810, 17 C I R 305, 310 (1954).
Accord, U.S.Y. Schilling, I USCMA 482, 484, 22 CMR 272 274 (1067).
It is immaterial that the conversation betpaen the v&im and the
aceuaed m a y have been overheard by B military policeman. U.S. 7 ,
Johnson, 6 UBChIA 706.189, 10 CMR 01, 86 (1065).
6 USCJlA 462, 18 CMR 38 (1055).
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ARTICLE 31(b)
signed, remained absent for two weeks and then surrendered himself a t a marine base. Captain L. the commanding officer of a squadron a t the base, who had known the accused personally for about
1 year, heard of his surrender and anticipated that he would be
assigned to his squadron. Subsequently, he saw the accused in his
squadron office whereupon he walked over to him and taked to him
a b u t his predicament. During this conversatian, the accused made
several incriminating statements. About 1 hour thereafter, Captain
L interrogated him "officially" in hia office, after properly warning
him of his rights for the first time. Chief Judge Quinn, with Judge
Latimer concurring, held that the first conversation was on a purely
Personal, as opposed to official, basis and that there was no duty to
warn, stating:

". . . . The prohibition
of the Article [a11 extends oniy to statement. elicited
ai official interrogation. . . . One may ~ e e u p y position

in the

EOYTS~

B

offieiallg m ~ e r i mto that of an aeouaed, without neeeiiarily charscterizing
all his actions in relation to the accused, as offieial."4s

Judge Brosman agreed that not every conversation between military
Personnel is "official" but would hold that the interrogator's official
Position together with his knawledne of the offense havine been
committed a y the accused created a-sufficient "odor of o f f i c h t y "
to bring Article 31 ( b ) into play.48
Although the Court has not expressly adopted Judge Latimer's
Proposal in Wilson that a duty to warn does not arise unless the
interrogator not only occupies an official position but alsa is acting
in furtherance of an official investigation, an examination of the
foregoing cases compels the conclusion that their test of "officiality"
The interrogators in both
encompa98e8 both of these
Creamer and Armstrong clearly were acting in an official capacity.
Their exemption from Article 31(b) can be explained only on the
basis that they were not "investigating." Similarly, in Dandaneau
it is difficult to comprehend how Captain L, knowing of the accused's

__
45

48

I d . at 464 466 18 CMR 88 a@. The majority also discussed and
negatived (he pdrdble exist& of coercion out of the disparity in rank.
Id. at 466 18 CMR 90
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offense and also believing that he would be assigned to his command, could possibly be acting in other than an official capacity
when talking to him during normal duty hours in the ssuadron office.
However, a court might find that he was not &t the time investigating the offense but merely seeking information about a prospeetive member af his command far personal and administrative purposes.
A unique problem results from the fact that a doctor-patient
relationship does not arise out of the treatment of a member of the
armed forces b) an armed forces d o c t ~ r . ‘ ~When incriminating
statement8 made to the doctor by the patient are offered as evidence the question arises as t o whether the doetor, normally a person subject to the Code, should have warned the patient in
compliance with Article 31 (b) before seeking any information from
him, Thus far, the problem has arisen in only two types of cases;
VJQ., those involving the use of drugs and those involving neuropsychiatric evaluations.

I n the narcotics cases, it has been held that where the accused
is merely being treated for addiction, the doctor is not acting in
any investigative capacity and has no duty to warn his ~ a t i e n t . ‘ ~
But where a doctor, who had examined a suspect the previous night
a t the request of the militam police who suspected a narcotic
offense, has occasion to treat him on the folloaing day and a t that
time asks him if he had been using drugs, he &9sumes an investigative role and must also assume its obligations.‘o In this area the
mi-mai tests of “offieialie” end “investigation” a r e not overly difficult of application.
Where the incriminating statements a t iasue were made during
the course of a psychiatric examination which was being conducted
beeauae the patient was suspected of or charged with criminal
offenses, the picture becomes quite complicated. The doctor is
usually aware of the nature Gf the alleged offense and, in many
cases, his opinion is being sought 88 to the susixct’s mental condition a t the time of the offense. Under these conditions it is arguable
that the examination is necessarily being made in furtherance of
an official investigation. However, with but one exception, the
boards of review have held that the questioning of a subject by a
psychiatrist is merely a medical examination as sn aid to diagnosis
48
41
80

Par. 1510(2),M C M , 1951,
AC41 8280 Wright 8 CkIR 850,852,pat. den. aub m m .Schly, 8 U S C M A
s12,10 C ~ 159
R ci~s3).
C X 887109. Reed, 21 C M R 366, Pet. den., 21 C M R 340 (196s).

ARTICLE 31(b)
and is not an investigation for Article 31(b) purposes.6' In the
one case in which it was held that the doctor had a duty to warn
the patient, the facts were such as to show that the former had, in
fact, taken it upon himself to investigate a suspected offense.
Therein, the doetor had been alerted to the fact that the subject
intended ta feign insanity in order t o avoid further military service
and his interrogation of the patient, later tried for feigning mental
illness. was designed to obtain admissions to this effect.6n
The Court of Military Appeals has not pis yet passed upan thia
problem. In a ease wherein it appeared that the accused had refused, on advice of counsel, t o submit to a neuropsychiatric evaluation by military doctors, the several members of the Court by way
of diota indicated their general views.J8 Judge Latimer stated that
whether an accused can be compelled t o answer questions put to
him by a psychiatrist is "veiled in uncertainty" and took note of
the fact that controlling service publications indicate the desirability
of his being advised of his rights prior to the examination: Chief
Judge Quinn stated that he agreed with Judge Latimer; and Judge
Brosman added that this area is "an especially complex and difficult
one." The significance of the foregoing remarks becomes apparent
when i t is considered that if the subject cannot be ordered to
answer the questions put to him by the doctor, it necessarily fallows
that he must be warned of his right to refuse to do so, provided, of
course, that the other elements which bring Article 31(b) into play
are present.
The writer would hazarda guess that Lvhen the Court does decide
this issue it will do so by applying the eame test of "otkial investigation" as it has in other a r e m S 6 If the doctor is examining the
subject for the primary purpose of obtaining evidence ( e a , a
psychiatric evaluation for court-martial purposes) he is "investigating" and should be required to compll- with Article 31 ( b ) , However, if the interrogation is merely incidental to the normal
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diagnosis and treatment of a patient and it is not then contemplated
that the ree.ult8 thereof are to be used in connection with courtmartial charges, i.e., if the doctor does not have reasonable grounds
to believe that his patien: is a "suapect." there should be no duty
to warn.
I t must be noted that if an accused availed himaelf of his right
to remain silent and refused to cooperate with the psychiatrist, the
normal result w u l d be a lack of sufficient evidence ta overcome
the presump:ion of Sanity.;" For this reason, in all but t i e rare
case his counsel would certainly advise him to cooperate with the
doctor.
The last area wherein the statu3 of the interrogator bears on his
duty to w r n is that imoiving the not uncommon situation where
one investigator warns the subjeet of his rights and thereafter a
atatement is made to another individoal who has not personally
warned the subject. In this situation the law is clear. Where the
facts indicate one continuous investigation and the subject has
been properly warned a: some time during that investigation, that
warning thereafter continues in full farce and effect. Any subsequent interrogation can be made without any further warning,
even though the individual to whom the statement is made was not
the one who warned the subject or nas not even present when the
warning !vas given.?:
If Article 31(b) were to be amended to conform 10 its judiclal
interpretanon. that portion relating t o who must warn might read:
"No perian subject TO the code who occupies an a5eisi position superlor
that of an accu?ed 01 rurpeer or who occupies an official POEll~on In Can.
neetian a i t h lap enforcement, or the deteetmn or investigation of climes.
and no person, whether or not such person is himself subject to the code,
who 1s acting BI che agent o i such first mectianed person. shall, while
engaged ~n m official mveitigation of an alieped or empeeTed offense, unless
a t some p m r t m e d u r m g nueh mertigation the accused or suspect ha3 been
otherwise properly advised and mformed, interrogate.. . ''
to
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ARTICLE 31(b)
11. WHO MUST BE WARNED?
"X'o person
OffensP,,

. ."

. , mag interrogate , , , an aocvsed

OT

a pmon wpeoted

01 an

The meaning of the term "accused" is apparent and needs no discussion. The factors inx,olved in the determination of when a person is deemed to be a suspect within the meaning of Article 31(b)
are quite simple. Briefly stated, it appears that whether a person
is a suspect is solely a question of fact which with one exception,
the discussion of which will be deferred for the moment, presents
no legal problems. Presented below are some of the more common
factual situations which have been considered in this area.
The following circumstances have been held sufficient to make an
individual a "suspect":
A military policeman in pursuit of home soldiers who had been firing
w e ~ p o n sin a Korean town lost COntaCt v i t h them and then found the
rubject nearby holding P carbine which had been fired recently; 68 A milit a r y policeman Investigating a f a t a l ahoating shortiy after i t occurred
was informed bp m o t h e r military policeman t h a t same civilians had told
him that the subjects were the guilty ones; 60 Inve%tigators found the
subject's billfold on the aeene of an m m n ; 60 An s i r palieeman an duty
a t the base entrance WBS inatructed ta inspect outgoing cars for Stolen
gorernment property and found B burlap bag wntaining meat in the t m n k
of the subject's car; 61 An air policeman on duty a t the baas entrance wen
informed t h a t B radio was missing from the building where the subject
had been working and instructed t o detain him and thereafter the aubjeet
appeared carrrlinp a bag containing two radios;(* An investigation was
being ewdueted into eertaln ofenses allegedly committed by X, including
one charge of h w i n g escaped from confinement with the asdatanee of the
aubjeet; 68 A company commander w88 informed by B aoidier from whom (L
m t e h had been stolen t h a t the subject WBB weaiing a similar one; 64 After
an unlaaiul entry had been committed by filing through a brass lack, braall
filings were found on the subject's peaeost; 65 A eompany commander
A
found items eimilar to those reported stolen in the subject's locker;
c o m ~ a n yoammsnder was informed t h a t the subject was maintaining an
Unauthorimd f u n d ; 67 A finance officer knew t h a t the subject recently
returned t o duty after being absent without leare, had been four weeks
j8

Is

60
bl
82

63
81

6;
66
El

OM 363922, Finher 11 CMR 325 (1953), r d d on other
USCYA 162, 16 C d R 162 (1964).
U.S. 7 . Wilmn, 2 USCMA 245,8 CMR 48 (19631.
IC11 9786 Holmes 18 CMR 301 (1955), rsu'd
other
USCMA 161, 19 C a k 277 (19661.
ACM 6868, Murrsry, 12 CYR 794 (19631
A C X S-6129,Troupe, 10 CYR 878 (1953)
XCM 90,Wails, 3 CMR 102 (1952).
CM 890176,Hili, 21 CMR 501 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
CGCM 9796, Karl, 11 CMR 654 (1963).
CM 365519, DickerJon, 12 C X R 612 (1953).
C M 337781, Cox, 13 CMR 114 (19631.
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behind in his weekly reports as to cash on hand prior t o the absence; ( 8 A
military policeman knew t h a t the subject had been recently disciplined
and v a s therefore unlikely to haye a pa1s.68

The following circumstances have been held insufficient to cause
a subject to become a “suspect”:
An Sir polieeman on duty a t the bare entrance exsmined the subject’s
pans, later found t o be false, incident t o B routine cheek of personnel
leaying the base; 9 0 The subject’s first sergeant raw him in a soiled uniform
the day following B rape: il The subject’s commanding officer found an
apparent discrepancy in a fvnd of which the subjeet was custodian, incident
ta the avbject being reliered of respaniibiiitg for the fund; I* The subject
eontseted his commanding ameer bi telephone late at night and aaked
perminiion to Come to hin home and talk to him about an important
matter;
The subject’n cammanding office? received a letter from the
alleged wife of the subject complaining t h a t she was not receiving adequate
IYPPOTt.74

In all of the foregoing cases the inquiry by the board WBB into
the question of whether, baaed upon facts known to the interrogator, the individual being interrogated was a suspect. In many of
them, there were strong indications that there v e r e in existence
other circumstances known to the military authorities but not to the
interrogator which clearly made the subject a person suspected of
an offense. I t would appear, therefore, that the boards of reviev
have adopted the third of the requirements for the operation of
Article 31(b) laid down by Judge Latimer in his dissenting opinion
in Wilson; i.e., that the facts must have developed f a r enough to
reasonably cause the interrogator t o suspect the individual. The
logical extension of this rule is that if the interrogator does not,
a t the time of the interrogation, have reasonable grounds to believe that the subject ls a suspect, it is immaterial that he ie, in
fact, suspected by other military authorities or even has been
formally accused of an offense. To hold otherwise would be to
charge every interrogator vith knowledge of all information concerning the subject known, at leaat officially, by any and all military
authorities. In this connection. the Court of Xilitary Appeals has
89

x
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C M 383584,Mecarthy, 20 CMR 406 119551.
U . S . Y. .Vozulzng, 8 VSCMA 100,25 C Y R 332 11958)
A C N S-8174, Yeyers, 15 C Y R 746 (1954).
C M 866424. Xing, 13 C Y R 261 (19531,pet d m . , 3 WSC31A 546, 14 C Y R
220 Il’iSdi
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C M 364607, i l ~ l l ~ a m11~ CMR
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ARTICLE 31(b)
held that the official knowledge of a military superior is not, Per 81,
to be imputed to a subordinate for thispurpose."
The mere fact that a n individual is not a "suspect" a t the outset
Of a n interrogation does not conclude the matter. There is no doubt
that the duty to warn can arise thereafter as a result of information supplied by the subject which should reasonably cause the interrogator to suspect him of having committed an offense. However, the Court of Military Appeals has held that this d u b does not
arise as soon as the subject makes an incriminating remark. In
United States v. Hopkin6 '8 a routine monthly audit of a fund of
which the accused was custodian was being conducted by Lieutenant
B. When Lieutenant B, while counting the assets of the fund, asked
the accused where the balance %,as, the accused said that he had
something to tell him. Lieutenant B replied, "What's that?", whereupon the accused confessed to having taken the money. The Court
pointed out that there was no doubt that the execution of a routine
audit of a fund need not be prefaced by a warning to the custodian.
that only a "very suspicious person" would have suspected the
accused when he made his first remark. and that Lieutenant B'E
reply was entirely compatible with the expectation of receiving an
innocent explanation of the shortape. The Court closed with the
follaainp statement:
'I. . . . While it is armed that the Lieutenant was required to interrupt
the aeeuaed, before hi8 tale " 8 8 completed, we cannot agree. The aeeuaed's
explanation included both exenlpatory and ineulpatom atatementa, and we
esnnot demand a degree of perception such that the listener must aiseis
the nature af the statement before its cornpletion."W

There is one situation wherein it has been held by the Court of
Militav Appeals that the status of the subject, as such, places him
without the protection of Article 31 (b) A board of review had held
that a statement was inadmissible by virtue of Article 31 when made
by the subject as a witness before a court-martial without havinn
been, a t that time, informed of his rights under the Article.'8 T h e
Judge Advocate General of the Army forwarded the case to the
Court by certified questions requesting a further ruling on this issue

.

aimrning tho validity of the contention a i arguend;. The deeiaiah
was affirmed by the Covrt withovt dlseuanlm of the sbore pelnt. 1
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and the decision of the board was reversed by the Court.rs The Court
held that Article 31(b) has no application a t courts-martial and
stated that if witnesses, including an accused taking the stand as
a witness, are given the additional protection of Article 31(b) aver
and beyond the constitutional protection against compulsory selfincrimination as set forth in Article 31 (a) "absurdities present
An example of such an absurdity, the Court pointed
out, would be the imposition upon the attorney conducting the examination of a witneas of the burden of firat adrisinp him of his
right to remain silent.
On the basin of the foregoing discussion we can now a n m e r the
question, "Who must be warned?' The m m e r , again with reference to the language of the Article itself, follows :
''NOp e n a n . . ma) inrcrrogate . a peibon, other than R wylmesi before
ronably believed b y him to be scevsed

DL.

iuspeeted of

MUST THE WARXING BE GIVEN?

. . . may interropati, 07 ?*guest any statement from [a ruspeet1
, without t i n t informing h i m . . . .I'

-0 person

Thus far, we have discussed the factors involved in determining
both the individuals to whom the statutory prohibition of Article
31 (b) is addressed and those in whose favor it exists. We now P U S
on t o determine exactly when, or on what occasions, this duty of an
interrogator to warn a suspect must be discharged.
Before we enter upon the troublesome area encompassed by the
t e r n "interrogation" and "request far statement" it would be Well
to discuss briefly the significance and effect of the phrase "without
first informing him." Read literally, the phrase might seem to h P l y
that a warning must be given prior to each and every occasion on
which a Suspect is interrogated. The Court of Military Appeals has
not had the need to rule on this point. However, the boards of review
have uniformly held that the only requirement is that the subject
be warned a t the outset of the particular investigation and have
rejected the contention that an interruption of the interrogation
requires that the warning be repeated when it is renewed.81 It will
-9

-0

3'

U.S. V. Howard 5 USCSIA 126 17 CMR 186 (19541.
I d . a t 190, 17 'CUR 180 Psk. 13Ob, Y C M 1951, PmVideB that "the
court Should a d w e an apparently unmfo;med wit?eaa, o i his rjght
t o decline ID make any a m a e r s h i e h might tend to lnollmlnate him."
The Court held that this p ~ o - i i ~ i oisn not mandatory. 5 USCMA 194,
17 CMR 194.
E a , ACX 8900. Radford, 17 CMR 595 (19541; C M 363691, Smith, 12
C X R 519 (1913). pot. den., 3 L'BChIA 841, 14 CMR 228 (19E4); A C P
6788, Ragsdale, 11 C I R 730, pet. den., 3 USCMA 831, 12 CMR 204
(1953): ACM 6252, Otera S C Y R 795 (19631; CGCMS 19351, D a m a l e .
1 C Y R 466 (19521

ARTICLE 31(b)
be recalled that a comparable result is reached with regard to the
situation wherein there is a change in interrogators during an investigation.
The determination a3 to when an investigator is interrogating,
or requesting a statement from, a suspect would not appear to be
Particularly difficult. I t would seeming17 be necessary, in any given
case, Only to decide whether the interrogator wa8 seeking a statement, or its equivalent. Nevertheless, the first impression received
from an examination of the reported c a m dealing with this problem
i3 one of complete confusion. However, upon closer inspection much
of this confusion disappears. In retrospect it can be seen that the
cases divide themselves into two categories; viz., those wherein an
investigator seeks affirmative information from the words or actions
of the eubject and those wherein the investigator merely seeks physical evidence which speaks for itself.82

Under the first of these categories the issue is entirely one of
fact. The underlying principle is simple. If the suspect is being
asked to furnish information to the investigator, either by his conduct or by conduct together with words, he is being interrogated.
This problem normally arises in connection with a search by investigators for the fruits or tools of the crime or other physical
evidence.
If the alleged interrogation amounts to no more than a request
for the suspect's consent to the search there is no attempt to secure
information and, hence, no duty to warn.83 Conversely, if the subject
is asked to produce the fruits of the crimes4 or the weapon used
therein,B8 the investigator is seeking information both as to the
location of the items and the suspect's guilty howledge thereof.
Similarly, asking the subject to identify i t e m which have evidentiary value is a request for information. Thus, the Court of Military
Appeals has held that it is an interrogation within the meaning of
Ne are not concerned here m f h the iitustion wherem the inventigstor

ACM l l i 9 3 Duteher 21 C U R 147 offd 7 USCMA 439 22 C U R 229
(19561. S e i alio U.d. V. Wtlrher, h USdMA 215, 15 C d R 215 i19y4)
and U.S. v, Fla~snac, 1 USCMA 620, 6 CMR 4s (19521, affirming
admissibility Without mention of any duty to warn.
84
U.S.P. Jasew 3 U W P A 767 1 4 CMR 185 (1954) (stolen moneyl' OM
316162, Reld.'18 C k R 311 (i954l (stolen m 4 1 i ACM 7893, FlmLraa
14 CMR 804, et. den 4 USCMA 727. 15 CMR 431 (1964) (stolen'
propierty1
8:
ACM 9381, MeKa., 18 CMR 629 (19541, p e t . dm. 5 USCMA 863, 18
C P R 333 (19551 ?murder w8ap'onI: C)I 361215. Thomas, 10 CMR 299
(19631 ( m u r d e i weapon).
ACO - 9 i B
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the Article to request a suspect to identify his clothing or hia locker
where such identification has evidentiary significance: i.e., it furnishss information.Bn I t is immaterial, far this purpose, that the
information requested may otherwise have been readily available
to the
An excellent illustration of the close analysis required ta determine whether a certain act performed by a suspect includes withir
it any admissions is found in United States v. h'ouling.nS Therein
an air policeman on town patrol who, by his own admission,
"strongly suspected" that the accused did not have a proper pass,
Confronted the accused and asked to Bee "his pass." The accused
produced a pass bearing the name of another airman. The Court
held that the law officer erred in admitting the pass into evidence
over a defense abjection at the accuaed's trial for w r o n ~ u l l y
possessing an unauthorized pass with intent to deceive. The holding w89 based upon the failure af the air policeman to warn the
accused of his right8 under Article 31. It is clear that the act of
the accused in producing the pass in response to the demand for
"his pass" constituted both an admission of conscious posaessior
thereof and also a representation that it was his pass, the latter
representation being clearly relevant to the issue of his intent to
deceive. The pass would not be admissible a t the trial, under ordinary rules of relevancy, unless it could be somehow connected up
with the accused. Under the facts of this case, such connecting U F
would be impossible without showing the manner in which the air
policeman obtained the paes. Therefore, the pass was Inadmissible.
not because it was a "statement" obtained in violation of Article 31.
but because the exclusion of the evidence of the accused's actions
made it impassible to establish its relevanciz. Although the Court
did not expressly adopt the abore reasoning, that this was the under.
lying rationale of the reversal is plainly indicated by its discussion
of the principles involved in admissions by conduct which closed
with the following statement: "We conclude. therefore, that the
(6

67

U.S. Y . Bennett. I USCMA D i , 2 1 C l l R 223 (18561 (suspect identifiei
his locker); C.S.v H o l m e s . 6 USC?IA 151. 18 ChIR 277 ( 1 9 5 5 ) (sui-

of obtaining a handwriting dpeeimen-n
a jsoker identified as his
was held not to be an interrogation. The Caurt treated the nigninb
merely 81 B method .If "fagging" t h e sarment which eaold have bee?.
done b y anyone.
In Bennett. Buspect's locker 8 8 % plainly marked with his name Tie
same factara were present in Smidutz nrd Karl
D ~sc1.4 100. 26 CMR 362 (1968).

ARTICLE 31(b)
accused’s conduct in producing the pass at the request of the air
policeman was the equivalent of language which had relevance to
the accused’s guilt because of its content.” 89
I t must be noted that unless the identification or action which
is sought does have some evidentiary value or significance, the accused’s response to the request could not be a “statement.” However,
the need to warn must be tested by the circumstances existing at the
time of the interrogation and not by the subject’s response thereto.
The failure of the subject to give the requested information may
make it unnecessary to invoke the exclusionary sanction of Article
31 (d) but it cannot have retroactive effect so a s to legitimate the
failure to warn.

The second category of cases concerned with the problem of what
is an “interrogation” involves the situation wherein the subject is
requested to provide the investigator with a physical item of potential evidence but where the conduct of the subject in complying with
the request does not itself have any evidentiary value. In other
vords, the investigator is not seeking either information or incriminating admission% by word or deed, but is interested solely in
procuring the physical item. For this reason there would appear
to be no interrogation within the meaning of Article 31(b) and
no need that the subject be warned of his rights. However, the
validity of thia apparently logical conclusion has been rendered
doubtful by a recent decision of the Court of Military Appeals which
has far-reaching implications. A brief exposition of the development
of the ca8e law in this area is necessary to provide a proper frame
of reference for its import.
In 1963 the Court held that Article 31(a) prohibits an individual being required to furnish investigators with handwriting
exemplars or to utter words for purposes of voice identification.’
Although the Court reached these resuits entirely on the basis of
Article 31(a) and, indeed, made no mention of any necessib for a
warning in this area, the boards of review equated “compuisov
production” to “interrogation” and concluded that a warning waa
required. Thus, we find a board holding handwriting exemplars
inadmissible, not because they were obtained by compulsion, but
because they “were taken from him without adequate warning of
80

Id. at 102. 26 CYR 384. The Court eroreaah retomized the validit.
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his rights under Article 31."8a Similarly, in m e r involving voice
tests w e find the boards acting on the assumption that a warning
is required therein.Os
Finally, in United States Y. Ball:< the Court passed upon this
problem. The majority of the Court held that a handwriting specimen is rendered inadmimible only if obtained by compulsion and
that there is no requirement that the suspect be first warned of his
rights. Judge Brasman, with Judge Latimer concurring, pointed
out that the necessity for a warning is not coextensive with the
right against compulsory self-incrimination and that the terms "interrogate" and "statement" in Article 31(b) are directed solely to
testimonial utterances, which he would define as "language, or its
equivalent, which has relevance to one's guilt or innocence because
or falsity-and not because of its manner of
of its content-truth
utterance or the like." 95 By this test, neither a handwriting exemplar or a voice specimen constitutes a statement. Chief Judge Quinn.
although concurring in the result in the caze, would hold that asking the suspect for the exemplar is an "interrogation" and that the
responsive conduct of the suspect is a "statement," thus necessitating
that a preliminary w a n i n g be given to
Shortly thereafter, in
another case, Judge Quinn, speaking for a unanimous court, disposed
of a cantentian that an exemplar was inadmimible because obtained
without a warning having been given with the Statement '' . . the
Ball case is the law."*'
A similar result was reached with respect to the application of
Article 31(b) to the taking of urine specimens in narcotics cases.
It is in this area that we find the one reported board of review de.
cision which apecifically recognized, prior to any pronouncement by
the Court of Military Appeals, that the handwriting and voice specimen cases did not involve Article 3 1 ( b ) , In MiltonDBthe board held
that a urine specimen was not rendered inadmissible because obtained v,ithout a prior warning. The board pointed out that since
the probative value of the chemical tests performed upon the specimen is derived from the physical object and not from any communiY*

CM 362352 Williams IS CMR 118 160 11913i. Aoaord CM 865303
Wetiell. 14 CPR 269. 119531, vet. k e n , 4 USCMA 842,'14 CMR 229
(1854).

ACM 8318 Rirard 16 CMR 816 (1864)' CM 36110i. Thomas, 12 CMR
381, pat. d & . . 3 UdC>lA 887.13 C I R 14; (1953).
6 'L'SCMA 100.1'2 CMR 226 11966)
I d . at 104, 19 C I l R 230.
I d . a t 106, 1'2 CMR 232.

y:,; f$,;g:j

the Ball case.
A C P S-7346, 13 CMR 747 (1958).
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ARTICLE 31(b)
cation from the suspect, the furnishing of the specimen is not a
statement.
The firat ea68 decided by the Court of Military Appeals with regard to the compulsory production of urine specimem involved the
catheterization of an unconscious suspect. Judges Brosman and Latimer joined to uphold this action, in separate opinions, while Chief
Judge Quinn disaented. Judge Brosman's opinion was the only one
which mentioned the Article 31 (b) problem and he disposed of it
by citing the Milton case to the effect that voiding urine iB not makthe members of the
ing a statement.89 In United States v.
court agreed, separately, that no warning is required prior to requesting a suspect to furnish a urine sample. Judge Latimer would
limit Article 3 1 ( b ) to the obtaining of testimonial utterances and
a130 would hold it inapplicable where reasonable compulsion may be
employed to obtain compliance with the request: Judge Brosmar.
finds "testimonial utterance" to be the sole test: and Chief Judge
Quinn, in dissent an another point, would hold that a request for
a specimen is not an
Finally, in United States v.
Barnabyloa Judges Latimer and Brosman concurred in holding that
Article 31 ( b ) does not apply to demands for epecimene of body fluids.
Chief Judge Quinn, dissenting on another issue, was silent in this
regard.10a The Jordan case, l o 4 in which Judge Ferguson joined
with Chief Judge Quinn to hold an order to furnish a urine specimen
illegal, did not mention the requirement of a warning. The recent
Musguire case holding illegal an order to submit to a blood alcohol
test also failed to mention Article 31 (b)
At this stage of the development of the law it clearly would have
been correct to say that the rule of the Ball case, in the words of
Chief Judge Quinn, "is the law" and that an inquiry is not an in89

U.S.V. Wziiiamson 4 U W Y A
Be?

320 330 15 C Y R 320 330 ( 1 9 5 4 ) . Bul
V.S. v. Jones,'5 UCCMA 531: 18 'CMR 161 (19155) haldin inad-

missible In evidence the results of a ~pecimenabtained over t f e nub.
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terrogation within the meaning of Article 31(b) unless it amounts
io a request for a testimonial utterance, as that phrase has been
used by the Court in this a r e a However, there then appeared on the
scene the case of United States V. MinniBeld'Qe which with its implicatiom appears to constitute a complete reversal of prior law
in this area. Therein, the issue presented to the Court n a s whether
:he law officer had erred in not advising the court-martial that it
should disregard ceriain handwriting exemplars of the accused if
the members found them to have been obtained through the use of
an improper promise of leniency. It was undisputed that the accused
had been fully varned of his rights and advised specifically that he
was not required to furnish handwriting exemplars as requested, so
whether such a request need be prefaced by an Article 31(b) warning was not directly a t issue. However,in order to hold, as the Court
did, that an issue of involuntariness wa8 raised as to the specimens,
it wns necessary for it first to overcome the obstacle raised by existing decisions, based upon a comparison of the wording of Article
31 ( a ) and Article 31(d), holding that improper inducements will
render inadmissable only statements and cannot affect the admissibility of physical evidence.'O' I t accomplished this result by holding
that handwiting specimens are deemed to be "statements" within
the meaning of Article 31 (d). If they a r e statemenia for this purpose, it necessarily fallows that they are also statements within the
meaning of Article 31(b) and thereby protected by the warning
requirement. Because of the far-reaching implications of this
apinion, close study of the following extract is desirable with special
attention being given to the emphasized portions;
"Blile ve appreciate the fact that the isme of roiuntaiineia does not
touch upon t h e trustworthimas of the exemplars, we believe this preiientl
b e Question in too namow a fsshian. The r e d isme is aimgig whether or
not B COuiemsrtiai should bE permitted to consider a handwriting specimen
which it determines was involuntarily obtained. It 8 e e m to "8 lhot t o say
o. handwriting apeciman d m n o t omstiNta a "statamnt" within the
maoning a t A ~ t i o l a91 ie to give that Avtiole tha most reatricled hte7prstolion poa8ible. As any lawyer who hsri ever practiced criminal law well
knows. B specimen of an aeoueed'a handwriting is eftDn as ineliminating
and damning 1%the mmt completely documented confession. In pmeenting
numerous oRenses such BI forgery, larceny by cheek, embezzlement, false
preteneeq false aaieial statements, and fraudulent claima-jnit to mention
a few--a specimen of an wowed's handwriting oftten "pella the diRerence
bet"-> eoneiction and ~equittal. To say that before B eonfedon, which
generally b e a n an aeeused's Signature, can be admitted in w i d e m e , it must
106

9 USChIA S7S. 26 CMR 163 (1968),

!07

Article 31(s) forbids anly,"compluaian." Article 3 l ( d ) the on17 Pxvision of the Article mentioning "inducement" is by itb Lormr applicable only to "statements." U . S . 7 . Boll, 6 dSCQA 100, 19 C h R 228
(1955).
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be shown t h a t Article 31 has been complied with and t h a t no vnlswful
inducements were made, whereas rueh prerequisites may be dispensed with
when exempiers are inrolred, completely ignores the practicalities of the
situation. I f the p w p o s e of an Article SI warning ip to avoid impabment
of u l o Cmstitvtisnal q u m n t e a against compulsory scli-horiminotion, thsn
them o m e m i t little diffwmca between wndimning one's self b y mouth
and randamnino me'. s e l i bu hand. This is eweeialiY BO when i t is
remembered that Article si '%-wider in scope than-the Firth Amendment.'
United States Y . Musguire, 9 USGMA 67, 26 CMR 328. To izrludo m a m ~
.0 1 ~ .8from :ha t h a t o f Artiole 31 beoeuae thev do not litw7allv cdnititute
'stotemmctd' rspreaanb a flimsy and artifiioial tsohnieality which i80lat~11
a &nola zumd fvom a??entire concept.
I f this Court is t o succeed in premving the Uniform Code of Military
Justice as a truly living document, i t e m n o t permit B gradual whittling
away of an acsuaed's most important eafegvard until nothing is left of
it b u t P heap of bare bones. In times of Stress, BI well 8 s in tlmea of
calm, it is a libwai and snlightmed, rather than a n w r m and 87Udgmg
awlication of Article SI thst ia bmt calnrlaiad t o i m r r to the militwy
the p ~ b a w m t i o nof o w traditional concepts a i j w t b and fair play. W B
would imagine that but slight inoonvenianrs tvaz~ld b r occasioned by 7s.
qziving military law enjorcament afiers, baiara enlisting an aOOUBad's
aid in obtaining inariminating s m p l e 8 o i his handwriting, t o wa7n him
of his riehts and a t the Same time Iefrain from tempting him with improper
inducementa in order to obtain such evidence. Judging by the large number
of cases whieh reseh this Court in which confessions are found which have
been pmperly obtained. we suspect t h a t the work of such law enforcement
ofleers has not been effectively hindered OP curtailed by the presence of
Article 21.
So t h a t there will be no misunderstanding as t o the position thia Court
now takes, zu8 s p r f l f i d l s hold that an acouscd's handwriting erempiw 29
equated to a '8ta:ment' as that t a m is f a m d in Article SI. I t followa,
therefore, t h a t in order to be admissible it must be shown t h a t the pmiisiani of Article 31 have been fully satisfied. When an issue of volvntarinesr
is raised. 88 i t "88 in the ease a t bar, i t must be submitted under pmper
instructions to the court-martial for it8 consideration. Here the law oiacer
erred in not submitting that issue to the court. Anything eontained in the
EBSB of United States P Ball, supra, United States s Morris, supra, or
United States s McGrifP, supra. whieh is contrary t o o w holding, is hereby
exp~eislyoverruled." (emphasis added)

I t is arguable that the foregoing opinion should be limited in its
application to cases involving handwriting specimens a8 being sui
generiS. This limitation could be supported by the recurring references therein to the highly incriminating material of handwriting.
Further support could be found in the theory, not mentioned by the
Court, that when an individual, in response to a request to create
a sample of his handwriting, does so his act of compliance includes
a representation that he had not attempted to alter or otherwise
disguise the nannai characteristics of his handwriting and, therefore, that his act constitutes to at least thia limited extent a "testimonial utterance." If eo limited, the decision in Minnifield would
AGO 7 U B
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not extend to such matters as the production of urine specimens
upon request and would be consistent with the separate opinion of
Chief Judge Quinn in United States v. Booker 1 0 8 wherein he stated
that the request for a urine specimen is not an interrogation so as
to require a preliminary warning. However, in Minnifield the Chief
Judge concurred in the opinion of Judge Ferguson and not merely
in the result of the case. With the emphasis placed in the opinion
upon the belief of the majority that Article 31 he given a "liberal
and enlightened, rather than a narrow and grudging application"
together with the conclusion that Article 31(b) existn to protect
"the Constitutional guarantee against compulsory self-incrimination," it would seem that the military serYices would be well-advised,
in the absence of contrary indications from the Court, to aperate an
the basis that Article 31 (b) is coterminous with Article 31 ( a ) . Under this construction, it would be necessary that a suspect be warned
whenever the investigation proposes to request him to perform an
act which he cannot he compelled to do under Article 31 ( a ) , As to
acts which can be compelled, there would be no duty to !Tarn as it
would be meaningless to advise a man that, for example, he could
refuse to give his fingerprints and then, upon such refusal, to take
them legally by reasonable force.
AS a matter of policy, the writer would recommend extending the
Minnifield decision to ita utmost. It is difficult to see how criminal
investigations would he impeded by a wholehearted compliance with
the spirit of Article 31 and requiring that criminal investigators
befnre having any face-to-face dealings nhatsoever with a suspect
first warn him of his rights under Article 31. It is doubtful that
such a policy would result in les? eridence being obtained and it is
certain that all eridence thus obtained m u i d he beyond attack on
Article 31 ( b ) grounds.
Based upon the foregoing discussion, the ansiwr to the question
"When must the warning be given?" is, with continued reference
to the language af the Article, set forth below:

.

"No person . . may aak questions designed to elicit information, or request
any statement or the performance of an act which is pmtected by Article
31(a), from [a suapeetl . . . unless st inme time prim to such asking or
reqvest and during the m m e investigation the subject has been in.
f o r m e d . . . .II

IV. WHAT WARSISG IS REQUIRED?

.

"No peryln . , . may interrogate [s aunpectl . . without first informing
him Of the nature Of tha acouiatim and odwaing him that he doe8 not have
t o mako any alolsmenl regarding the offense o f which he is aeniaed 07
108
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It will be seen that the pertinent portion of Article 31(b) set
forth above establishes three distinct elements of the requisite
warning; vi%, the nature of the offense, the right to remain silent,
and the availability of statements as evidence. We shall consider
each of these elements in turn, but before doing so we shall first
set forth certain principles which are applicable to the warning a s
a whole.
The warning must be given in such a manner that the suspect is
informed and advised substantially a s required by the statute. I t
matters not that he may, in fact, be fully aware of his rights; therefore, the duty to warn cannot be discharged by merely asking him
if he is aware of his rights and receiving an affirmative reply."' A
verbatim reading of Article 31 to the suspect, although desirable, is
not mandatory.llo However, B verbatim reading does not necessarily
show that an adequate warning has been given. A suspect has not
been properly advised unless he comprehends his rights, and if the
record shows the lack of such comprehension there has been no warning. Thus, where the record disclosed that the suspect had, ut best,
extremely slight understanding of the Engiish language and that
this shortcoming was known to the interrogator, the Court of Military Appeals held that:

...

[A] ritualistic reading of the Article in English to an accused r h o
has no knowledge or understanding of that language does not Constitute
compliance with the Article.'' L n
I,.

However, in the absence of evidence of lack of comprehension it is
not necessary that the record show affirmatively that the subject did
understand his rights.1'2
The interrogator may give the requisite warning with the utmost
clarity and completeness and yet if his conduct thereafter is such
a s to effectively negate that warning any subsequent interrogation
will be deemed violative of Article 31. An illustration of this principle is found in a case wherein the evidence showed that immedi-

etances.
llZ

. .

US.v, M o l e t t e , 3 USCllA 674,14 CMR 92 (1054).
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ately after the suspect was asked if he understood his rights, the
interrogator reminded him of them in the following language:
"You are not required to make a statement. Anything

you do say will

be

held a g a i m t rou, blah, blah, blah and 10 and 60.1' m
This factor will be considered below in more detail with reference
to the various elements of the warning.

A . TheSature o j t h e O f f ~ m e

". . . . w i t h o u t first informing him cf

the natiwe of the accudatzon , . . .)'

As might be anticipated, the problem posed in this area is whether
the suspect must be informed of the specific offense of which he is
suspected and of all offenses with which he is ultimately charged.
In the present atate of the law a definitive answer to this question
cannot be given. This impasse results from the combined effect of
two decisions of the Court of Military Appeals, both entitled United
States v O'Biian. In O'Brien #1 11' the cantentian was made that
the failure to apprise the accused of the charge against him, the
premeditated murder of his u,ife, violated Article 31(b). The Court
conceded that there was a probable violation but held any error to
be nanprejudicial. It then pointed out that the accused was fully
m a r e that he was suspected of killing his wife."' In O'Brien #S
the accused had been informed correctly that he was suspected of
attempted rape. Subsequently, as result of admissions made by
him, he was charged in addition with the misappropriation of a
s,ehicle. The Court held that the interrogator was not bound to anticipate that the accused would admit to offenses other than that
suspected. If it had stopped a t that point, there would be no incon.
sistencywith O'Bi.icn _L 1. Hoxever, it proceeded to add:

". . .

,
I t i i not always possible to know of all the onensea which might
be involved from B given state of facts, but it is neeetsary t h a t one 8uSpected
of a mime know generally the iubject of t h e inquiv. Thia puts him on
notice of the p u ~ p o s eof the questioning, and thereafter, a t least, anything
not entirely foreign ta the subject under diawssion is ralvnteered a t t h e
accused's peril," 117

The last aentence of the quoted passage would seem to adopt the
rule that Article 31 is satisfied so long as the suspect is put on notice
of the general purpose of the investigation and, to that extent, conflicts with the prior holding of the Court that it is error, albeit
ACM 9381 YeKay 18 C Y R 629 648 (1954), h'eodlesn to my, the
law officer held the Gesulting c o n f e h n inadrnisnible.
lx4
3 USCYA 105,11 CMR 105 (1953).
1x5 id. a t 109, 11 CPR 109.
118 3 USCXA 825.12 ChfR 81 (1953).
11:
Id. a t 328, 12
84.
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nonprejudicial, not to inform him of the exact nature of the charge.
The two cases might, nevertheless, be distinguishable on their respective facts were it not far a subsequent pronouncement of the
Court, under facts similar to O'Brien ;i. I , that the failure to
specify the offense charged is "immaterial."
The net result i8 that we find the boards of review going both
ways. Some hold that there is a violatian of the Article but that it
is not prejudicialP Others, the majority, hold that there is no
error; that it is sufficient if the accused is informed of the general
nature of the offense under investigation, as then known to the interrogator.120 The end result, in either case, being that the receipt
in evidence of the statements is not fatal to the findings. It Will be
noted that this is the first occasion on which the u'riter has made
mention of the prejudicial effect of Article 31 vialations and this
occurred only because it was unavoidable. It is highly desirable to
divorce this issue completely from the question of whether or not
a violation of the Article did take place. From this viewpoint, the
ruling and language in O'Brien #2 would appear to state the law
more correctly than its alder brother. This conclusion is buttressed
by a recent case wherein the Court, without citing any prior authority, held that there WBS sufficient evidence of compliance with Article 3 l ( b ) where the accused, who had mailed a letter to the authorities accusing a named officer of gross immorality and was
eventually tried for criminal libel, was told by his interrogator that
the letter and the truth of its contents was under investigation. The
Court said that this warning sufficed to inform the accused that his
interrogation would extend to "all subject matter" embraced by the
letter221
This interpretation appears consistent with the language of the
Article which speaks of "nature of the accusation" and does not, by

MILITARY LAW REVIEW
its terns, require that the speciflc offense be named with full teehnia1 completeness and accuracy. I t is also consonant with the obvious
purpose of the provision to alert the accused to the subject matter
of the invatigation and his alleged connection therewith.
B. The Right t o Remain Silent

". . . . and

advising him that he does not have M make any s t a t a m a t
regaiding the odense of which he is aecuaed OF avspeetod , , .I'

.

I t is readily apparent that a complete failure to include this element in a warning is a violation of the Artiele.'*2 Likewise, if the
warning as given is so worded as to cause the suspect to believe that
he has any obligation whatsoever to answer his interrogator's questions, it falls short of advising him of his statutory right to remain
completely silent, and is defective. For example, a suspect has not
been warned properly if he is informed only that he need not make
a written statement, thereby implying that he cannot refuse to make
an oral one.lga Similarly, it is a violation of the Article to advise a
suspect that he can remain silent if the answers to the questions
would tend to incriminate or degrade him. %but all other questions
which would aid the solution of the crime and clarify the investigation he was obligated, as a member of the military service, to give
testimony. . ." 124 A warning which is limited to advising the SUBpect that he need not say anything incriminating is likewise defective.125 However, if the suspect has properly been advised that he
may remain silent and say nothing whatsoever, such advice is not
nullified by the inclusion in the warning of a remark that "he did
not have to make a statement that would jeopardize his position," "
or that he does not have to say anything to incriminate himself.'"
An adequate warning of the right to remain silent can be nullified
by subsequent misadvice to the extent that the accused ail1 be
deemed not to have been properly warned at all. Thus, where the
euspect was completely advised at the outset of an interrogation but
thereafter was told by various interrogators that he could remain
silent only if he were guilty and not if his answers would be incriminating only to others, Article Sl(b) had been violated.12BT h e same
result obtains where, after a proper warning had been given by one

.

111

E (I ACM 6745 Caiandrino. 12 CMR 689 (19531 (JusDeet adriard Only
that statement &id be used againlit him).

" U " s , 3 ~ 5 ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ ~60~62~(1953).
~ ~ ~ 5 $ ' ? ~ ) C M
111
118

CGCMS 20052, bayla, 17 CM$ 546 (19541,;et. dm., 5 USCMA 847,
18 CMR 533 (1955).
CM 349015, Davis, 14 CMR 238, 240 (19531,pat, den.,4 USCMA 718,

ARTICLE 31(b)
interrogator, another one told the suspect that he must either admit
or deny
and where the interrogator, after properly warning
the suspect, told him that if he remained silent he would be compelled to talk by another investigator.1’0
The writer has been unable to find any reported case wherein it
has been claimed that the phrase “regarding the offense of which
he is accused or suspected” so qualifies the suspect’s right not to
make a statement a s to give him less than a right to maintain absolute silence. It is arguable that Article 31(b) does not purport to
give him the right to refuse to answer questions not pertaining to
the offense under investigation. However, such an argument fails
to give proper recognition to the absolute prohibition in Article
3 l ( a ) against compelling any person “to answer any question the
answer to which may tend to incriminate him.” Article 31(b) was
designed to expand, not to diminish, the constitutional privilege 89
set forth in Article 31 ( a ) : the two provisions must be read together
far this purpose. I t appears clear that the subject cannot be compelled to make any statement which is, in fact, incriminating, even
though it may have no apparent bearing on the offense under investigation. Whether or not he can be compelled to answer a question
not pertaining to the investigation which will not elicit an incriminating reply is another question. I t would appear that this issue
would arise only in a case wherein he was tried for disobeying an
order to answer a completely innocuous question to which any reply
would have been equally innocuous. An example of such a question
would be asking a subject his name in B situation wherein his identity was in no wise at issue. This results from the fact that unless
the subject’s reply was somehow incriminating it would not otherwise be relevant at any subsequent trial. It is believed that in such
a case the failure to obey the order theoretically would be punishable. However, as a practical matter investigators would be ill advised to attempt to compel the subject to answer any questions whatsoever. Once any compulsion has been brought to bear upon the
subject during the investigation, it is extremely likely that the
reviewing authorities would find that it tainted the interrogation
from that point onward. A oaveot, laid down by the Court of Nilitaw Appeals in dealing with another Artjcle 31 problem, has equal
application to this situation.

.

, , [Wle are quite without diaposition ta oncoumge experimentation
on the part of militari law enforcement personnel with the limits of
Article S1.”181
I,.
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". .

C. The Availability of Stetements as Evidence

. , and that any statement made by him may be used as evidence
againat him in a trial by court-martial.''
The complete ornimion of this third and final element of the Article 31 (b) warning will, as in the case of each of the other two
elemen@, conatitute a violation of the Article.182 However, the warn.
ing need not be given in the precise t e r m of rhe Article and it is
sufficient if the suspect is informed, in substance, on this matter.
Thus, it is enough that he is told that his statement may be used
against him and the failure to add the phrase "in a court-martial"
is immateriai.18a

An inaccurate warning which misleads the suspect in this regard,
for example. advising him that an unsaorn statement cannot be
used against him,'*' is defective. However, B mistaken belief by the
suspect in this regard, not generated by the interrogator, will not
render a proper warning nugatory. Thus, the validity of a prior
warning is not effected by a self-created erroneous belief by the
Subject that an oral statement,lat a statement made before a board
or an oral statement made to the interrogator in the
of
absence of other ~ i t n e s s e s , ~cannot
3'
be used against him.
RS,

Hoiverer, if an interrogator, after informing the suspect that any
Statement may be used against him, makes an expl'ess or implied
promise that the statement \\,ill not be so used, the prior warning
is nullified and any resulting statement has been obtained in violation of Article 31. For example, nhere an interrogator, not satisfied
with the few admissions ix-hich he had elicited from the suspect after
properly warning him, told him that anything else he said would be
confidential and "kept just between them," Judge Latimer would
hold that, although the promise of secrecy was not compulsive, it
effectively destroyed the prior warning given to the

V. EFFECT O F FAILURE TO PROPERLY WARN
Art. 31(d) "KO statement o b t s m d from m y peraon in violation of this
article, OF through the m e of coercim. u n l a a l u l influence. or unlawful

U.S. Y. P e d r r a m , 2 CSrnlA 263 3 CXR 63 (19531; CGChlS 19431,
Wyant, 1 C Y R 480 (18521.
LM V . O ' B W ~ 3, U S C Y A 626 328, 12 CMR si. 34 (1053).
ACM 7874, hisuidm 13 C!dR 942 (19531.
A C Y 8768, Doyle, 1: CNR 615. 628. p e t . d e r . s s b nom. Gaskey, 5
USCIf.4 840, 17 CMR 381 (19511.
AChl 5615. Sippel, 3 CYR 6 8 8 , 73; (19531, a f f ' d . 4 CSCMA 50, 15 CNR
50 (1954).
U.S. Y. Payyne, 6 USCMA 226. 228, 19 C I R 351, 354 (1856).
C.S. V. C d d d , 6 USCYA 630 634 20 C Y R 846 360 (19561. Accord,
CMR 389181, Siniii, 3 Aug 19b6: d M 393214. B e h e , 21 Doe 1956
*co
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ARTICLE 31(b)
inducement may be received in evidence against him in a trial by court.

martial."

Wlere a statement is alleged to be inadmissible in evidence because of unlawful coercion, infiuence or inducement, the question is
whether or not the statement was "obtained , , .through" use of
the improper pressure. In other words, did the improper activities
of the investigators oanse the accused to make his incriminatory
statement? la@However, where a failure to properly warn is alleged,
the only issue is whether or not the statement sought to be introduced in evidence was "obtained , in violation of this article." It
is immaterial whether or not the failure to warn was the cause of
the accused's statement. The sole test is whether the statement was
made during an interrogation in which a warning, although required, had not been given.

..

The troublesome problem in this area is the effect upon the admissibility of a second statement, otherwise obtained in full compliance
with law, of a prior one obtained without the requisite preliminary
warning. The problem can best be set out by an examination of the
case law on the subject. In the first board of review case involving
these factors there was present the additional circumstance that,
although the second interrogation was conducted by a different individual, the suspect was specifically informed by him that he was
fully aware of the prior confession. The board avoided the issue
with which we are now concerned by holding that under the circumstances there was coercion which carried forward to taint the seeond
~tatement."~The second ca8e involved a situation wherein the second interrogator specifically informed the suspect that all prior
statement8 made by him could not be used against him. The board
did not make any mention of any possible taint upon the subsequent
statements."' In the next case, the board indicated that since the
absence of a warning does not affect voluntariness it could not taint
a second statement. However, it also avoided deciding the isaue by
basing its holding upon the improper use at the trial of the first
statement."z

The first recognition of this problem by the Court of Military
Appeals is found in a separate opinion by Judge Latimer wherein
he indicates hia belief that an admission obtained without a proper
warning will taint a later confession on the theory that the Gov11
140

141
142

U.S. 7 , Spsro, 8 USCXA 110, 28 CMR 334 ( 1 9 5 7 ) : US. v. M m g s , 1
USCMA86.100.2CMR1.6(1952).
CM 365180, Shernmd, 7 CMR 311,313 (1058).
ACX Bi38, Ramdale, 11 CMR 730, pet. den., a USCXA 831, 12 CMR
204 (1953).
ACM 7012, Hawk.12 CMR 741 (1865).
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emment should not profit by its own wrongdoing."a Shortly thereafter, in a case which was disposed of as posing a problem of continuing inducement under the law of confeaaions, there appears in
the opinion of the Court some rather inconclusive dicta to the effect
that if there has been a failure to warn the suspect prior to his making an earlier admission, such a failure is immaterial since the
earlier statement was not put in evidence.&" No mention waB made
of any possible effect of the failure to warn upon the final confession.
Finally, in United States v. Bannett the Court waa faeed with a
situation wherein the suspect had identified his belongings upon the
request of an interrogator who had not warned him of his rights.
Subsequently, after proper warning, the suspect made a full confession. The first "statement" was not put in evidence by the prosecution. The Court, in an unanimous opinion, held that there was
sufficient evidence to support the ruling a t the trial that the confession was not induced by the unhwfully obtained statement. I t
then indicated its opinion that if the prior statement had been more
damaging than i t was, ita presumed effect upon the subsequent statement would be greater and the mere fact that the suspect was thereafter given a proper warning would not insulate the resulting confesaion from the effect of the earlier violation of Article 31(b)
unless the suspect had meanwhile been informed or otherwise knew
that the firat statement was inadmissible against him.148 However,
in United States v. Spero,i'i the Court explained that it did not intend in Bennett to create a rule of law requiring in every case that
the accused be advised that his prior statements could not be used
against him. Rather, the Court only intended to reiterate the requirement that the Government clearly prove that the subsequent
statement was not the result of the improper conduct which induced
the first statement.

In the opinion of this writer, since the warning requirement of
Article 31 (b) is not dependent upon principles of causation, a proper
warning should in most eases cure the effect of any prior failure
to advise the subject of his right to remain silent. However, if the
evidence indicates that the interrogator, or group of interrogators,
lu U.S.

346
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7 . To#lm 6 U S C I A 178 185 17 CMR 178 186 (1864). The
mniority found it unnrceaaary io p&a upon the Pdmisaibility of the
aeeond statement.
US. P. Jahwon I USCYA 785 802 19 CPR 91 88 (1866). The Court
held that the inhueement of B +om& si immvnjty had been dissipated
prior to the first oonfewion.
7 USCYA 97,21 CMR 2 1 (1968).
I d . at 101, 21 CMR 227.
8 U S C I A 110,113, 23 CMR 214. 387 (1957).
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ARTICLE Sl(b)
deliberately failed t o warn the subject until some admiasions were
obtained to use BS psychological leverage against him, the belated
warning does not cure the illegality of the procedure."' In &e&,
when this sort of interrogation is considered as a whole, it may be
said that an effective advice was never really given

TRIAL OF CIVILIAN PERSONNEL BY FOREIGN COURTS
by L t Colonel E. G. Schuck*
The decision of the United States Supreme Court following the
rehearing of the case8 of Reid Y. Covert and Krueger v. Kinsello,'
both involving the question of jurisdiction of courts-martial over
dependents "accompanying" the armed forces overseas in peacetime,
may eventually result in the loss of all court-martial jurisdiction
over all civilians "serving with, employed by or accompanying" the
armed forces in time of peace. Although four justice8 clearly denied
court-martial jurisdiction over any civilian for any offense in time
of peace, two concurring justices limited their opinions to the narrow issue presented by the cases under consideration, i.e., jurisdiction over dependents for capital crimes. Accordingly, it is not clear
that a majority of the Supreme Court would hold that a courtmartial has no jurisdiction over civilian employees, or over dependents for noncapital crimm. These doubts will probably be resolved
shortly: it is inconceivable that Several civilian ex-employees now
confined by reason of court-martial sentences for capital and noncapital crimes will not bring actions for release, based upon the cases
mentioned above! Similarly, one of the dependents recently tried
in Europe for noncapital crimes will probably bring habeas corpua,
thus requiring judicial resolution of the other outstanding issue.a
Pending judicial clarification of the questions which the Court has
not answered, it is asmmed i n this memorandum, i n order to present
the problem i n i t s broadest terms, that the denial of court-martial
jurisdiction over civilian dependents in capitol m e s will el;entuallv
eztend to employees as well as to dependents. and in all cases.
I n the absence of jurisdiction over such persons in any other
United States court, i t appears, as a matter of law, that criminal
jurisdiction will be exercised over dependents and civilian employees

*

I

8

Ansirtsnt Chief, International ARairs Division, ORice of The Judge Adweate General U. s, Army Washington 26 D. C: member of the New
Yaik Bar; &duate of Coivmbia univerdtv Lab School. The views
herein expressed are those of the author nd do nol necessarily represent
those of the Secretary of the A m y or.'; The Judge Aduocate General
of the Army.
354 U.S. 1 (1957).

See C I 396739, Tyler, 11 Oct 1967 58 Chron Ltr Ills in which a board
of review denied the military juksdictian t o try a bivilian dependent
over~esain a ease initiated
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
by the courts of the countries in which such personnel are stationed
unless, under applicable international agreements, they enjoy diplomatic immunity (the comments which follow have no application
to MAAG, or Mission civilian personnel who may have diplomatic
immunih' in varying degree),
The ultimate denial of court-martial jurisdiction aver all civilians
in time of peace has been considered in the light of the various international agreements which define the legal status of civilian
employees and dependents over8ea.s. Analysis reveals that the agree.
ments all fall into either of two classes:
a. Agreements under which the recdving State will exercise jurisdiction over svch United States oivilians by operotion of the tveatv
langwrge (e.& the NATO Status of Forces Agreement '1.
b. Agreements under which the receiving State will exercise jurisdiction over such United States civilians b y operation of ozratomaly
international law (e.&, the agreement in effect in Korea 6 ) .
With respect to the type of agreement referred to in paragraph
a, above, i t should be noted that all cases involving offenses com.
mitted by members of the civilian component and dependents may
be entertained by local courts immediately upon loss of court-martial
jurisdiction over those persons, and without action of any kind on
the part of the United States, with the following exceptions:
a. In the Federal Republic of Germany, under the Bonn Conventions,' offenses under German law committed by dependente or civilian employees against other than German interests may be transfemed to the German courts with the consent of the German
authorities.
b. In the Philippines, offenses committed on military bases by dependents or civilian employees will be subject to Philippine jurisdiction upon mere notification to the Philippine prosecutor of the
intention of the United States not to proeecute.'
e. In the leaaed Territories (Antigua, Bahamas, Bermuda, British
Guisna, Jamaica, Saint Luck, Trinidad, and the Turks and Caicos
Islands), the United States enjoys concurrent jurisdiction only with
4
6

4

1
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4 U S . Treatier & Other lnt'i Agreements I782 T.I.A.S. No. 2846.
Agreement With the Republic of Korea Concerning Juriadietion Oyer
Offenses by United States Forces in Korea, July 12, 1850, 6 U.S. Treatie~
&Other InVi Agreements 1408. T.1.A.S. KO.3012.
Convention on the Rights and Obligation8 of Fareign Forces and Their
~ t y ~ ; ~ ; ; i ; g ; , g~;~~;~h~;~2:m
e . , 6 U.S.

Art. XIII, Agreement With the Republic of the Philippines Concerning
Nilitary Bases, March 14, 1947, 61 Stat. 4026, T.1.A.S KO.1776.
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respect to offenses committed within United States military sites.8
The ag-reements provide that in the event the United States decides
not to prosecute a given case, the lwal courts may do so, provided
both governments agree that the offender should be tried.
The advisability of enactment of federal legislation extending
United States District Court jurisdiction to offenses committed over.
seas, Suggested by implication in the Court’s opinion, is presumably
under consideration at appropriate levels of government. No reference to that p b j e c t will be made here, except to note that even
should domestic legislation thus enlarge the jurisdiction of United
States courts, and establish a substantive criminal code, violations
of which overaeaa would be cognizable by such courts, a new agreement would have to be negotiated with each of the countries with
which we now have agreements defining the iegai status of United
States personnel, in order to permit release of jurisdiction to the
United States District Courts. The possibility of obtaining such
agreements is believed to be negligible.
As indicated, in the abaence of legislation and of international
agreements of the kind referred to above, the courts of the receiving
States would have the exclusive right to exercise criminal jurlsdiction, in all cases cognizable under local law, over ail civilian personnel (civilian employees and dependents) to whom court-martial
juriadiction does not extend.

The Judge Advocate General of the Army, taking the position
that the opinions in the KmEgEV and Covert cases must be limited
to a view upon which a majority of the court agreed
martial have no jurisdiction to try dependents for capital crimes in
time of peace, has instructed oversea commanders to the effect that
court-martial policy remains unchanged, with the singie exception
that no dependent will be tried for a capital offense (clearly, should
such a case now arise, the receiving State, under the rationale deveioped above, would have the right to try the offender in its own
courts, unless this possibility can be avoided in a proper case by
court-martial trial on lesser charges alleging a noncapital offense).
In all other cams, courtmartial jurisdiction will be exercised as
heretofore, and the procedures under which waivers of receiving
State jurisdiction are requested will be continued.

It is anticipated that a number of the problems regarding the
extent of courtmartial jurisdiction over civilians which the decision of the Supreme Court created will be resolved in the near
8

Art. IV, Agreement With the United Kingdom Regarding Leased Naval
and Air Baser, Mareh 27, 1941. 65 Stat. 1562. E.A.S.No. 255.
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future. I t is desired to point aut, however, t h a t should judicial determination of these questions result in complete loss of such jurisdiction, as assumed for the purposes of this memorandum, certain
policy matters might appropriately be considered. Xajor oversea
commanders would have to be adviaed a t that time of the changed
legal status of civilian employees and dependents, ie., of their subjection to the exclusive receiving State criminal jurisdiction: the
attention of such commanders would have to be invited to the other
matters discussed above. Arangements might appropriately be made
to permit, or even require, civilian employees or d*endenk
(or
both categories) stationed in certain countries to return to the
United States, in view of their changed status. Alternatively, if
they a r e to be allawed to remain in such countries, their written
acknowledgement of understanding their subjection to local criminal
jurisdiction might he desired. Consideration might also appropriately be given to a policy precluding the introduction of civilian
employees or dependents into designated countries. Any policies
finally determined with respect to the foregoing matters would
necessarily require three-service coordination.
The situation engendered in Okinana by the Supreme Court's
opinion is unique. Executive Order 10113, effective 5 June 1957,
provides for the adminiatration of justice in the R y u b u Islands
by three court systems: The courts of the Government of the Ryukyu
Ialands (local courts), the courts of the United States Civil Administration far the Ryukyus, and courts-martial. The Executive Order deniea the GRI courts jurisdiction over any United States
nationa!s (except tourists). Persons subject to military law may
be tried by court-martial, or by the CSCAR courts, a t the discretion
of the military commander. The USCAR courts exercise jurisdiction over United States nationals employed by the United States who
are not subject to the Cniform Code of Military Justice, as well as
over their dependentr.
In the event that court-martial jurisdiction over civilians should
be eventually denied, under the mentioned provisions of the Exwu.
tive Order, USCAR courts would then exercise jurisdiction over all
civilian employees and their dependents, since such employees would
no longer be subject to the Uniform Code of Militars Juatice. No
court in the Ryukyus, however, under the provisions of the Executive Order, could exercise jurisdiction over the dependents of military personnel.
The Executive Order could, of course, be amended to extend the
jurisdiction of the USCAR courts or of the GRI courts to cover dl
United States civilian personnel. This might well prove to be a
40
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futiie measure, however, in the light of the reasoning of the Supreme
Court opinions here under consideration, for the USCAR and GRI
courk may be considered to be courts established by the United
States and the Supreme Court's opinions may be based upon the
propoaition that no American civilian may be tried by any court
established by the United States unless that court affords him certain rights guaranteed by the Constitution, e.g., indictment and trial
by jury. The USCAR and GRI court8 auffer from the same shortcomings in this respect as does the court-martial, and they would,
therefore, appear equally to lie under the Supreme Court's denial
of jurisdiction over civilians.
Taken in its broadest aspect, the Supreme Court'a opinion may
eventually lead to the undesirable result that no court could exercise jurisdiction over a civilian employee or dependent who commik
a crime in the Ryukyua. In its narrowest terms, the opinion means
that no dependent may now be tried by any court for a capital offense
committed in the Ryukyus.

A solution to this latter problem may lie in the enactment of
legislation extending United States District Court jurisdiction to
offenses committed in the Ryukyus, or even by judicial recognition
of the inclusion of the Ryukyus within the maritime jurisdiction of
the United States. As an interim measure, and unless the Supreme
Court's opinion is further extended, any civilian who commits a noncapital offense in the Ryukyus could be tried by court-martial or
by the USCAR courts. Similarly, and still under the narrow con.
struction referred ta above, a civilian employee alleged to have committed a capital offense may be tried by court-martial (or USCAR
court), and a dependent accused of a capital crime could be tried
by court-martial (or USCAR court) for an offense not capital, 0.g..
a dependent alleged to have committed premeditated murder, a
capital crime, could be tried by court-martial for unpremeditated
murder, a noncapital crime.
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COMPLAIKTS OF WROZG UNDER ARTICLE 138*
by Captain Abraham Nemrow

**

In May 1955, paragraph 26b of new Army Regulatiana 624-200
was promulgated which provided that personnel reduced for inefficiency would be advised in writing of their right to submit within ten days following the date of reduction a complaint under Article
138, Uniform Code of Military Justice.1 Prior to the appearance of
the new regulations, Article 138 as known to exist, and, legally at
any rate,l It was presumed that all enlisted personnel understcod
its provieions. In fact, it was rarely utilized and little understood.
Army commanders, their staffs, and legal advisers had for many
years accepted the attitude that the articles relating to complaints
were antiquated and of slight significance.8 For example, in testimony before the House Subcommittee on Nilitary Affairs relative to
Article of War I2l,* the forerunner of current Article 138, Brigadier General Enoeh H. Crowder, then The Judge Advocate General
of the Army, said :
"This i s zn u n m e d Article and 1 przsume B Etrong argument could be
made t h a t i t had been repeaied by
There is I think no demand
for i t in the %emice,and I can recall but one trial under this Bltide, 01,
rather but one inaentigatmn under i t in my 38 rears of seriiee. The inSpectors visit the poita and they hear the soldiers' eomplalntl. Then the
eoldiers can make their complaints to the commanding offiears and inYeStig*tions and trials result. Substantiel juitiee is done, and this article i S Of "0
use in the service. I do not care nhether i t is retuned, furthe? than i t ED.
eumbera the eade beeauae the ~ e r v i c ehas outlived it. I do not know why

'
'*

Thii article was adapted from B theai? preeented t o The Judge Advacate
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presented herein are thole of the author and do not neceJJarily represent
the views of the Judge Adraeate General's School or any other ZOVOI(1mental agency.
Officeof The Judge Advocate General. U. S. Arms, R'ashington 26,
D. C.: member of the hiassachuJett% State Bar: graduate of Northeastern llniveriii" 1.aa, SCh""1

reference to Article 138 and as the cadifiers had no Intent to Ch8.We
the eubitantire provisions of the enactment, m y f u t u r e citation of
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.4rt. 13- UCDIJ, requires t h a t certain articles of the Code, includhg
18s. shah be carefully explained to every enlisted peraan a t the time
of hir entrance on active dutv in an\ of the armed iorce. of the
United States, 01 within 6 dsfs t h e r e i f t e r : again a f t e r he has completed 6 months of active duty: and aiain a t the time he reenlists.
Winthrop. liilitary Law and Precedents 600 (Zd ad. 1020 reprint).
Act of 4 Jun 1920.41 Stat. 811.
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MILITARY LAW REVIEW
ti?& article is reinstated, unless somebody thinks it is good pieachment t o
have on the itatute bmks." I

There was considerable confusion a3 to the procedures to be used
in processing the Article 138 complaints engendered by the reduction regulations as there had never existed any implementing regulations for this statutory provision, whereas there had been in effect
in the Army for many years standing procedures for the receipt and
processing of complaints through inspector general channels.
Shortly after the dissemination of the reduction regulation, inspectors general were precluded from taking action in connection with
Complaints of wrongs or appeals made pursuant to Article 138.1 It
was then anticipated, and experience has proven it a valid prediction, that staff judge advocates would be responsible for processing
and transmitting complaints filed under AR 624-200 and Article
138.
Shortly after the effective data of the regulations with respect
to reductions, it became apparent that complaints' would be commonplace. As the regulations authorized commanders to reduce enlisted personnel more than one pay grade for inefficiency,8 it was
well known that rhi. procedure was being utilized frequently; and
that the individuals so reduced would as a matter of course appeal
such reduction on the theory that they had nothing to lose. Staff
judge advoeates were, therefore, immediately confronted with various problems concerning the procasing and transmitting of Article
138 complaints. Resort to the various manuals for courts-martial,

ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
t o Army regulations or to military publications failed to shed light
on many questions. The following a r e examples of some of the many
problems that were raised: To what extent and in what manner
should the officer exercising court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom the complaint was made investigate the complaint; what measure3 of redress could be taken, especially in those
cases where it was found that the reduction was not supported by
sufficient evidence of inefficiency ; what type of proceedings were required by the Article; what action could be taken on such praceedings by superior commanders? A lack of uniformity in the processing of complaints as to inefficiency reductions was soon apparent.
As a result of inquiries made by \,arious staff judge advocates, much
valuable guidance was furnished by the Office of The Judge Advocate General, and it appeared that within a reasonable time the pracedures would become standardized.
However, on 8 June 1966, Army regulations concerning promotions and reductions were again revised, and significantly the reference to Article 138 was omitted.@ Of coume, the right of the individual so reduced to appeal or complain to higher authority still
exists. This was clearly recognized when the revision of the Army
regulations in question was under consideration in the Department
of the Army.
It was noted:
“The intent of the propaned change is to permit an infomsl method of
complaint in addition to the right of complaint under Article 188. Prior
to promulgation of AR 624-200, the majmity of complaints were handled
under the informal prwedure, either orally 07 by ~ m i e s ~ o n d c n ~Repree.
aentstives of The ins pee to^ General and The Adjutant General indicated
that the proposed changes would re-establish the informal procedura used
In handling complaints of this type. If, however, a eomplsint was Bubmitted
sssoificully under Article 158 the pro~iaiansthereof would be followed, but
if complaint was not made ipeeifitdiy thereunder the proposed informal
method would be used, which would eliminate many complaints without
mer& together with the necessity of the administrative requirements of
Artide l88.”10

I t is reasonable to assume that formal complaints under the provisions of Article 138 with respect to inefficiency reductions will
still be submitted frequently. The procedure under Article 138
having been spotlighted, it is not likely to fade entirely into obscurity. The noncommissioned officer or specialist who feels himself aggrieved by the reduction will no doubt explore every avenue of redress known to him. He will probably seek that method of appeal
which assures him the best imnartial review. The Droceedinns under
10

Par. 24b, AR 624-200,8 Jun 1958, as changed.
Memorandum retained in OTJAG concerning opinion JAGA 186617908,
20 Oet 1855, emphasis added.
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Article 138, being formal proceedings somewhat like a board of inquiry, accomplish this objective more than any other complaint procedure.
Although reductions for inefficiency were the reason for the recent attention to the complaint procedure guaranteed by Article
138, this procedure has a functional purpose in other fields wherein
the military person feels himself aggrieved. The use of Article 138,
although historically infrequent in practice, nevertheless has a definite place in the administration of personnel matters. Therefore,
it is incumbent upon all individuals in the military service who may
be involved with a complaint made pursuant t o Article 138 to have a
thorough understanding of the provisions thereof, including their
basic aim, their scope and limitations, and the procedures to be followed.
The substance of Article 1% is not of recent origin. The provisions of the Article may be traced to the military code promulgated
in 1688 by the English King, James 11." In general, the James mde
and subsequent British12 and early AmericanIa articles of war were
in two parts: The first offered a method of relief to an "officer" who
thought "himself wronged by his Colonel, or the commanding afficer of the regiment"" while the latter provided a grievance procedure for the "inferior officer or soldier" wronged by his superior."
Though the article concerning complaints of officers was once considered in some quarters a device for the "settlement of professional
disputes,"'a it came ta be recognized that the true purpose of both
articles was the protection of subordinates from the abuses of mlsguided superior autharity.ll
Article 1211'of the 1920 Articles of War was the direct precursor
of the current redress procedure. I t afforded but one remedy to both
officer and enlisted man and substituted an examination into the
complaint by the comanding general for the former more formal
hearing by a "regimental eourt-martial"'Q with a right of appeal to
Articles a i War of James 11. Arts. L, LI and LVII (1888). Winthrop,
OP. ait. mprnnote a t 827.
E.#., AItieles of i+:r of 1761. I XII, Arts. I, 11, Wintbrop, 09, oit.
SUP70 s t 887 838.
E.#., krticied a i War af 1806, Arts. 34, 36, Winthrop, o p . dt. supla, at
919

ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
a general court.20 In spite of vigorous efforts to expunge these provisions from the law?' the present Article 138 is a virtual reenactment 2 2 of former 121-and now reads :
"Any member of the armed forces who believes himself m o w e d by hie
eommanding officer. and who, npon due application to that commanding
ameer, is refused redress, may eomplain to m y superior officer. who shall
forward the complaint to the officer exercising general coUremaTti*i jurisdietion over the officer against whom it is made. The officer exereiring general
emremartial jurisdiction @hallexamine into the complaint and take proper
me88ur.e~for redressing the wmng eomplained of; and he shall, as 6mn BE
possible, send to the Secretary concerned B true statement of that camplaint,
with the proceedings had therean."

"These provisions have been consistently interpreted as providing
a procedure through which soldiers and officers may be protected
from individual arbitrary, unfair or' unjust actions of a commander."" Congress clearly intends to perpetuate a formal grievance procedure for the protection of subordinates from the infrequent, but possible, abuses of military commands: and the reduction
for inefficiency situation illustrates how popular Article 138 procedure may become. A procedure which has clung SO tenaciously to military law must be understwd by military administrators.
I. SCOPE O F THE ARTICLE
Clearly, the first step in a detailed analysis of Article 138 is a
consideration of the type of wrongs which may be the subject of
complaints under its provisions. Does it encompass all conceivable
wrongs committed againat military personnel by superior commanders? Speaking of Article 35 of the 1806 Code, Captain DeHart expressed the opinion that it "ought to be well understood in order
that the subject matter of complaint be properly limited, [that]
[ulnless the species of wrong be clearly defined, i t wauld be in the
power of any dissatisfied soldier to harass his officer with baseless
or malicious allegations, and the service with troublesome and expensive inveatigations . , . "24 In view of the general nonuse of the
procedure authorized by Article 138, perhaps i t has been improperly
limited.

...

.

The key phrase in the Article-"who believes himself wronged by
his commanding officer"-is not defined either by the Article itself
or by any implementing publications or directives. Colonel Win20

II
11
pa
11

The former right of appeal was B dvbious o m since B "uenatioua and
gmundiesd' appeal WBB punishable by the general court.
See note 5, supra: Winthrop, OB, cit. sums note 3, at 800.
See Sen. Rep. NO. 486, 81rt Gong., 1st Seas. 33 (1949); H.R.Rep. No.
491,s i s t tong., irt sesn.
38 (1949).
JAGS 196311012,29Jan 1953.
DeHart. Military Law 257 (1882).
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throp had this to say about the term
29 of the Articles of War af 1874
term is interpreted as including any and all injuries or grievances
that may be done or caused by a Superior to an inferior officer in his
military capacity or relation, and that are, a t the same time, properly susceptible of baing rernrdied without a resort to a trial b y
eoart-martial."~8 H e was also of the opinion that a more specific
construction would be that "the wrongs contemplated are mainly
denials of rights or just privileges, or other arbitrery proceedings
in contravention of militam usage."Z'
With respect to a soldier "who thinks himself iwonped" Colonel
Winthrop expressed the following: "In ihe absence of any definition
of this term in the Article, the authorities have construed it 8s referring mainly to such iwongs as result from mistake of fact, misapprehension of law, or want of judgement on the part of the officer
in regard to some matter connected with the 'internal economy', ,
of the command."z8 The phrase "internal economy" found support
in the views of other militam writemPo

..

Some of the specific types of complaints considered by the early
militaq commentators to be cognizable under the laws enacted for
the redressing of wrongs were errors in the accounts of the soldier,
as in denying to him a right to pay or to a pecuniary or in kind
allowance to which he was entitled, or in entering stoppages against
him to which he should not have been subjected; grievances a s to the
impasition of unreasonable arrest, the assigning of improper duties,
the enjoining of excessive work or service, the withholding of
customary privileges. With respect to these b Q e S of grievances,
Colonel Winthrop took a rather narrow view. He expressed the
opinion that they could be remedied by such proceedings only where
the fault of the officer consisted of a misapprehension of facts or
lack of discretion rather than in an intention to injure or oppremaO
This view is understandable, however, as it w89 accepted doetrine
that where the act of the officer, a3 complained of, amounted clearly
to a specific military offense, it could not properly become the basis
of a complaint.81 Thus, formal grievance procedure would not be
available to investigate deliberate oppression or ill treatment or the
striking of a subordinate.82
25

Article 28 pertained only t o complaints of o5eerl.
Winthrap, op. c t t . supra note 3, at 600.

21
28

ILid.at 602.
Id.
Here he v a s reiernng to Art& 30 of the Articles of War
of 1874. This artiele pertained onls to emplaints o i soldiers.
E.#., DeHart, Military LawZSS (1862).
Wmthrap, as. r i t . wwa note 3, at 802.
I d . in. 82.

80

80
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ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
The then general view, followed by the military authorities23 and
the m i l i t a v writers of the day,34 was that only such matters could
be investigated as were susceptible of redress by doing justice to
the complainant; that is, when in some way he could be set right
by putting a stop ta the ivrongful condition which the officer had
caused to exist. Thus, a wrong consisting of the denial of a substantial right which may be restored as such, or a wrong involving the
imposition of a liability which may specifically be done away with,
would be within the purview of the redress procedure; to the w n trary where it consists of a n injury which is not practicable to undo
and for which no satisfaction can be afforded other than the moral
satisfaction experienced from the infiiction of punishment upon the
offender.
Prior to the enactment of the 1920 Articles of War, the War De.
partment had indicated that the redress procedure was generally
limited to the following: disputes involving accountability for public
property; the right to pay, or to an allowance, or relief from a stop.
page; a question of irregular detail, excessive work or duty, and the
like.*&Thus it v a s held t h a t when, in the course of his duty, a regimental commander reports facts in an officer's efficiency report, the
officer is not wronged in the sense of the 29th Article of War36 unless
it is clearly shown that the report by the regimental commander wag
malicious and was not dictated by a true sense of duty.ar
In a case involving the imposition of arrest, The Judge Advocate
General of the Army, after referring to the procedure authorized
by Article of War 121, expreased the opinion that a complaint
against close arrest and request for an extension of its limits for
the purpose of needed physical exercise should be forwarded by the
l o a 1 commanding officer to higher military authority for consideration and appropriate action.sS
In another case, the facts were in part a3 follows: An officer
charged with an offense, conviction of which then inwlved mandatory dismissal, w a s placed in arrest, and, while awaiting trial, was
restricted to his quarters, the officers'mess hall, and within a radius
of one-quarter of a mile af his quarters. Subsequently, the iimita
of arrest were enlarged and he wag authorized to attend divine
services and consult with the post chaplains. The officer filed a complaint, under Article of War 121, alleging that the restraint imDig OP J A G l s l 2 . f n 1,D 126.
Winthrop, o p . Dit. supra~note3, 602.
a % Dig Op JAG 1812 (Artiole of War XXX, 8 A ) , p 126.
86
Articiea of War of 1874.
87 Dig Op JAG 1912 (Article of War XXIX. B B),P 1
2:.
BB cni B
I BSI:
(1962). Dig OD JAG 1012.40, P 400.
88

84
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w e d on him exceeded the "minimum necesaary under the circumstances" as provided in paragraph 19, Manual for Courts-Martial,
U. 8. Army, 1928, in that it denied him social intercourse with
brother officers. Although relief was not granted, the wrong eomplained of was considered cognizable under Article of War 121.88
Since the enactment of Article 138 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, the most common type of wrong far which redress was
sought via the statutory complaint procedure involved reductions of
enlisted persons for inefficiency. Army regulations40 expremly
authorized the utilization of this procedure in order to obtain a review of the reduction action.
The Judge Advocate General of the Army suggested prompt investigation of reduction complaints." In cases, however, involving
Article 138 is not considered an avenue
reductions for mi~conduct,~*
of appeal from a reduction in grade pursuant to the imposition of
nonjudicial punirhrnent.'a
A recent opinion of The Judge Advocate General of the Army"
indicate8 that today Article 138 eovera many more types of wrong
than its predecessors did. I t was there stated that Article 138 does
not cover the redresa of imongs which the complaining member has
suffered as a result of the imposition of nonjudicial punishment or
conviction by court-martial, but rather is directed to allegations
that the member's commanding officer has deprived him of some
property right, abuaed his command discretion, or othenube dealt
w i t h him unjzstly in B geld other t h a n discipline.
In cases involving courta-martial, the view ha8 been expressed
that Article 138 does not provide military personnel convicted by
court-martial with an additional means of appeal.45 In one case, The
Inspector General of the Army decided that a court-martial conviction which came to his stteniion was incorrect in that no offense
had been proven and that the commander concerned should be directed to vacate the Andinga of guilty. The Judge Ad\,ocate General
of the Army concluded that The Inspector General had no such
authority.
a9
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ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
"The meye fact that the rempiaint was purportedly made in conformity
with the provisions 01 Article 138, UCMJ, doer not authorize a re-examination of the merits of the eaze by either The Judge Advocate General or
The Inrpector Generai. The Uniform Code of Military Justice expressly
provides an appellate procedure t o be followed in the review of trials by
court-martial. When this review has been accomplished, the sentence is
f i n d and emelusire. . . [The proviaions of Article 1381 were not intended
to pmride a deece for the rwiiew of punitive measure9 imposed pursmt
to statYte.. .I'( 8

.

.

This wae in accord with a previous ruling47 as to a complaint made
under Article 121 wherein it was held that the findings and sentence having been approt7ed and ordered executed, there is no authority in law for its subsequent vacation or modification.
Would Article 138, however, apply to wrongs which are allegedly
committed by a commander in connection with processing of courtmartial charges? For example, suppose a company commander prefers formal charges against a member of his command without any
preliminary inquiry into the allegations and without personal
knowledge of the a~eusations'~
and it turns out the accused is in fact
innocent. Or suppose a company commander, after making a n inquiry, prefers formal charges, notifies the accused thereof, but delays unreasonably the disposition of the charge^.'^ Such improper
action on the part of a commander would probably not be cognizable
under the redress procedure. Wrongs constituting violations of Article 98 of the Uniform Code of Nilitam Justice are, of course,
specific military offenses and presumably not remediable by Article
138 procedures. But ~ u p p o ~such
e violations also affect some praperty right of the accused. Suppose in the case of delayed disposition
of charges the accused is a sergeant, eligible in all respects for pramotion and in fact under consideration for promotion to the next
higher grade by the regimental commander. Army regulation@ provide that an individual may not be appointed to a higher grade when
he is under court-martial charges until such charges have been dis46
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missed, withdrawn, or the individual has been tried and acqnitted. In
such instances, the unreasonable delay in the preference of the
charges has ais0 affected the property rights of the member, that is,
his possible entitlement to a higher grade, additional pay and allowances. Therefore, a complaint against his company commander alleging the failure to make appropriate disposition of the charges
would be cognizable under Article 138.

In a case decided prior to the enactment of Article 98 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, a State court did indicate that the
preferring and the prosecution of unfounded court-martial charges
would be a type of wrong which should be redressed by a proceeding
under the complaint article. This caseE2involved a civil suit for malicious prosecution. The plaintiff, a warrant officer in the Sational
Guard of Oregon, alleged that the defendant had signed a courtmartial charge sheet accusing him aithout proper basis of making
false reporta as to the number of men in the band; and that the
Adjutant General of the State of Oregon improperly had referred
the charges to trial by general court-martial. After the prosecution
presented its case, a motion for verdict of acquittal was granted.
The court, in dismissing the civil suit, stated that:

". . . , Article 121 af

the Articles of War of the Army of the United States,
which are the governing law8 far the National Guard of this State, , .
is similar in language and identical in substance with the Seetion of the
Article* of War of the British Army which the court held in Dawkim s.
Paulet should be taken 8s preeeribing the measwe and made af redrens
to which an officer was entitled for wrong done him by his fommsnding
officer, and we think, SD far 8 3 the present question i s concerned, that no
different effect should be given the provision by this Court."68

. .

~n indication of the scope of the statutory redress procedure is
the recent case of Private Riley.s4 This soldier requested an investigation under the piorisions of Article 138 of the procedures employed by his superiors in reaching the decision to eliminate him
from the service under the provisions of AR 615-368.65 His allegation was that there had been a violation of the provision of the regulation which provided that "care will be exercised in assuring
that any intervening officer who h a direct knowledge of the case
is not a member of the board,''66 Complainant contended that one of
the members, a lieutenant colonel, had direct knowledge of t h e case,
69
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ARTICLE 188 COMPLAINTS
a8 complainant had served for him as a clerk for several weeks and
had been interviewed by him concerning an alleged wrong bearing
directly on the case. The Judge Advocate General of the Army expressed the following opinion: "Although this office appears never
to have considered a caw in which the elimination of an enlisted man
waa the subject of a complaint pursuant to Article 138, the general
principle that an abuse of command discretion for whioh no other
conective o?. appellate procedure is provided is a proper subject of
such a complaint can be gleaned from the cited case^."^'

Would the following, then, be a proper subject: Suppose defense
counsel in a general court-martial case requests prior to trial that
trial counsel subpoena Miss X to be a defense witness. Trial counsel
refuses on the ground that her testimony is admissible by deposition. Proper application is made to the convening authority, but he
denies the request although defense counsel clearly establishes that
the witness's testimony is essential ta the defense and cannot be
adequately presented by deposition. Complaint pursuant to Article
138 is thereupon made to the next superior commander. The refusal
of the convening authority, if shown to be an abuse of discretion,
is a type of wrong which should be subject to redress. I t may be
argued, however, that the complainant has not been wronged as a
corrective procedure exists, that is, a t the trial he could resubmit
his request for the subpoena of the witness to the court-martial
whose action would be subject to further review by the usual apellate procedure.56 The possibility of such corrective action is t w
remote and ineffectual. The defense i8 entitled to know prior to trial
whether or not the requested witness will be present as he must de.
cide on a proper courw of action prior to trial-whether to utilize
a deposition, attempt to bring in the ivitness a t accused's own expense, or to do without her.
In what other fields is the redress procedure properly operative?
A recent Federal court decision has indicated that an erroneous de.
termination of absence without leave would be a proper subject.6Q
This case involved a habeas corpus proceeding wherein the relator
contended that he was being held illegally in service beyond the
term of his enlistment to make up "time lost."6o The court held that
6i JAGA 1 9 6 6 1 4 5 2 . 1 7 Feb 1566 (emphasis added).
68 See US. V. Hamay 8 USCMA 638 26 ChlR 42
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if he felt the Computation \vas erroneous or that the absence was In
fact not an unauthorized one, the proper mechanism far him to use
to secure a recomputation by limper aothonty of the time he must
make up \%-asArticle 138. This case indicates a possible adequate
remedy for military personnel \who ivish to contest any administrative determination of absence without leave or desertion. Suppose,
for example, a soldier contends that he was unable io return from
an authorized absence due to circumstances beyond his control, but
his commanding officer determines that the overleare period w'a~
without proper autharitr. If he believes himself inonped by such
determination, that vrong rrould Se a proper sobject for a proceeding pursuant to Article 138.

ing may be considered as examples of wrong in addition to those aiready mentioned which probably could be redressed by the procedure under discussion: improper deprivation of pass or leave privi-

leges: denying, rritnoot YJfficient cause, a married enlisted member
of the command privilege of living off the post and draiving
Beparate rations: denying a noncommissioned officer, without sufficient cause, the privilege of occupying ~n available private squad
room, or utilizing a segara:e noneommi2sioned officers' mess; imposing duties upon a noncommissioned officer which tend to degrade
the rank; utilizing a noncommisianed officer for menial tasks,
which could be performed bl- available subordinates; utilization,
without proper authority, of subordinates on personal mattera, such
as cook, chauffeur, valet, gardener, and the like; requiring subordinates to purchase from personal funds articles of c!othing, uniform.
or equipment which are authorized hut not required by regulations
or custom; requiring sdbordiniite? to obtain permission to purchase
or own motor vehicle; faiiure to adhere to known command policies
Kith respeci to pretrial or Dost trial confinement; failure to consider,
without justification, a subordinate for promotion although he i s
eligible and vacancy exists: improper efficiency ratings: imposition
of punishment in g ~ i i of
e additional training.
The recitation of other examples would serve no useful purpose.
The general categorie8, previously mentioned, are sufficiently indicative of the type of wrongs ivhich are likely to arise under Article
138.
11. JURISDICTIOSAL PROBLEMS

In addition to the requirement that the complaint should involve
a particular type of wrong, there are other factors which must be
54
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considered before 2 determination can be made whether the formal
complaint procedure has been properly invoked These factor8 a r e
jurisdictional in nature and may either invalidate the proceedings
entirely or require that they be considered under 8ome provision of
law or regulation other than Article 138.
.~~
First, the complainant must be in the military s e r ~ i c e Separation of the complainant from the service after he ha8 filed his complaint will not, however, invalidate the proceedings. In the previously mentiond case af Private Wiles, involving the soldier who
wag discharged pursuant to an approved recommendation of a board
of officers convened pursuant to Army regulations, the opinion was
expressed that "logically Article 138 should apply to a complaint
made by a former member which \!-as made prior to separation and
which protested the member's pendinp separatian."a'

A recent case involved B reserve officer, not on active duty, who
complained againat the commanding officer of his reserve unit, alleging that he had been wrongfully transferred from the reserve unit
because of absenteeim Complainant contended that he had been
excused from the drills. and that racial discrimination by his commanding officer was the true cause of his involuntary transfer. The
vieW was expressed that:
"The Article8 from whieh Article 138, UChld, u.86 derived do not appear
to have been framed in eontemplation of eomplainta by reservists not on
s e t i r e duty nor subject to court-martial jurisdiction. This conclusion 18
supported by the fact t h a t the artides relaring to complainti have undergone relatively slight and infrequent changes l i m e 1771 while an entire
concept of L(BIPTW service has developed. Introduction of concept of
amenability to court-martial jurisdiction in Article 138, UCMJ, indicates
more eleaiiy than p w v i o u i y t h a t complainti such as in the inatant ease
may not be processed under this Article." 8 8

Reference \%-aspreviously made to a civil suit inrolring a warrant
officer occupying National Guard status wherein it was indicated
that his proper remedy was a proceeding under the article for redressing wranps.6' He w . 8 not on active duty when the alleged
nronp was committed. However, the proceeding which the court
mentioned actually involved a procedure authorized by state lawthat i8, the particular state had adopted a s part of its military law
the prorisiolls of Article of War 121. A proceeding of concern t o
the C. S. S r m y was not contemplated. Hence, it may be said that
the Federal enactment, Article 138, is not applicable to complaints
82
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by reserve or National Guard personnel regarding wrongs allegedly

committed against them by commanders of their units when neither
of the peraons involved is on active duty nor subject t o Army courtmartial jurisdiction.
The amenability to court-martial jurijdiction concept is not, however, the decisive criterion. There are many classes of persons who
are subject to military law and court-martial jurisdiction's but a r e
not within the provisions of Article 138. This Article uses the phrase
"any member of the armed forces" rather than the broad phrase
"any person subject to this code" which appears in many of the
other Articles of the Uniform Code of Xilitary Justiee.aB I t was
clearly intended that the formal redress procedure would be available only to those individuals who may be considered members of
the armed forces. This term is generally limited to those individuals
who are on active duty with an armed force of the United States.
They must a t least occupy this status at the time the complaint is
made. More often than not, a separation from the military service
will render the proceeding moot
A second basic requirement is that the grievance for which redress is sought must be personal to the complainant. Only direct aufferers may complain. Colonel Winthrop'a view, speaking of the 1874
enactment>' was that it did not include such acts as merely affect
discipline in general. That particular Article contained the phrase
"for the doing of justice to the complainant," and the military
writers consistently interpreted this to mean a personal wrong of
such a nature as was capable of redress.beThus, Article 138 procedure may not be used to inform upon a commander for misdeeds in
general or to others."

It is ala0 well settled that a combination or the joining of complaints together so as to present a formidable front nil1 not be permitted. Colonel Winthrop made the observation that "it is the sentiment of the authorities that where sweral soldiers have the same
grievance, they should not be permitted to combine in a joint complaint, since ta allow this would be to encourage a mutinous or insubordinate feeling, but that separate and individual complaints
Only should be entertained."iQ This historical precedent would not,

__

Art. 2 U C U J defines the perrons who are subject to the Uniform
Code d€ 35iiita;y Justme.
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ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
it is believed, preclude the presentation and consideration a t one
and the same time of separate complaints of more than one indi!,idual alleging the same wrong against the same commander.

"[Bly his commanding officer." In a recent opinion," The Judge
Advocate General of the A m y expressed the view that this language indicates t h a t Congress intended, through the medium of this
Article, to provide a remedy against the wrongful acts of a commander only. In that case, the complainant sought a reexamination
of the merits of a conviction by court-martial: and there can be no
argument with the conclusion that "there is no indication of an intent to provide f a r an additional review of trials by courts-martial
-that an error found in the conduct of a trial is the act of the members of the court-martial and not the commanding officer.":a
In a case involving the 121st Article of War, colored officers on
board a British transport made complaint to the commanding general of the United States troops on board the vessel, by way of letter
of appeal, charging that they were mistreated and discriminated
against solely on account of color. The conditions complained of
were brought about by British authorities. I t was held that the Article contemplates such wrongs as may emanate from the commanding officer of the complainant, not a state of affairs brought about
by foreign a u t h o r i t i e ~ . ~ ~
I t Is interesting to note that the 36th Article of War" of the Code
of 1806 contained the phrase "shall think himself wronged by his
Captain or other officer" (emphasis supplied). Article 30 of the
1814 Articles of War, however, was expressed in broader language,
utilizing the words "who thinks himself wronged by any officer"
(emphasis supplied). Colonel Winthrop nm, nevertheless, of the
opinion that the soldier was limited tO cases arising in the regiment.
Referring to the phrase "by any officer," he stated in his learned
treatise "while this general term may be held to include officers of
whatever rank, and whether or not of the same company or regiment
a s the complainant, it is to be gathered from the history and text
of the Article that it was therein contemplated that it would be
mainly the acts of company officers and especially company cam.
manders for which redress would be sought," 76
However, there were differences of opinion as to the Article
concerning complaints of officers. Article 34 of the 1806 Code used
71
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the phrase '"ranged by his Colonel, 0.- the commanding officer of
the regiment"; and Article 29 of the 1874 Code provided relief to an
officer "wronged by the Commanding officer of the regiment." De.
Hart" was of the opinion that the 34th Article should be held to apply to cases of wrongs inflicted by any superior officer. It was his
theory that it was a remedial statute and might properly be thus
freely construed. Colonel Winthrop, however, maintained the eon.
trary-insisting
upon the rejection of a complaint against a post
commander not also a regimental commander."
Suppose, however, that this regiment was assigned or attached
to the Post, thereby making the post commander the immediate superior of the regimental commander. Surely in that situation a
wrong committed bs the post commander would be cognizable under
the current Article, as the more comprehensive term "by his commanding officer" has been used. The military authorities of his day,
however, followed Colonel Winthrop's view and held in several case8
that the 29th Article of War was expressly limited in its terms to
wrongs alleged to have been committed by commanders, and did
not apply to other than commanding officers..8
However, several recent opinions have clearly indicated that the
phrase "by his commanding officer" is not limited to the immediate
commanding officer but includes a commander higher in the chain
of command. Thus it was heldve"that with respect to complaints of
discharges issued pursuant to AR 615-568 the general court-martial
authority who convenes the board and orders the members discharged, rather than any subordinate [who initiates, recommends
or approves elimination] must be regarded the officer against whom
complaint is made." In another opinion,80 it was held that "where
the general court-martial authority is the officer being complained
of, Article 138 requires that the complaint be forwarded to the next
higher general court-martial authority for action." Certainly, the
latter opinion was not intended to apply only in those few instances
when the general court-martial authority was ala0 the immediate
commanding officer of the complainant. That view would be too
restrictive as it is common knowledge that grounds for complaints
very often a r e caused not only by the immediate commander but bs
superior commanders. A command relationship between the ag.
grieved and the alleged wrongdoer ivould appear sufficient. Hence,
a wrong committed by an officer subordinate t o the immediate ?om.
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ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
mander should also be copnimble; far example, a wrong committed
by a unit staff officer, platoon leader, or officer in charge of a section. With respect to the last two individuals, it should not matter
whether the aggrieved person is a member of their unit or a member
of another platoon or section. There i3 sufficient historical basis for
this holding. The early articles contained the phrase “by his captain or ather officer” and this was generally construed as meaning
other officers of the company or at least of the regiment.“ The current Article should receive an equally broad interpretation. However, complaints against a unit staff officer, platoon leader or the
like will be rare. An alleged wrong on the part of such officers is
usually called to the attention of the immediate commander. If the
latter fails to reetify the alleged wrong, then the complaint should
be alleged against him since wrongs on the part of a commander
may be passive as well as active.
Conceivably then, there may be complaints of wrong which are
not properly within the provisions of Article 138 and nevertheless
require redress or other corrective action. The complainant is not
usually without Some remedy. The precise form i t may take will be
discussed subsequently
A matter which also requires discussion from a jurisdictional
standpoint is: Who are the proper officer8 to receive and process
formal complaints properly cognizable under the statutory redress
procedure? In a recent opinion,81 the view was expressed that if
Article 138 is to be of any efficacy the wmplaint must be referred
to the superior of the officer who took the action of which complaint
is made rather than that officer himself. The present article proVide3 that the individual may complain “to any superior commissioned officer who shall forward the complaint to the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom
it is made.” This is the first time that an intermediate officer has
been interposed between the complainant and the officer to whom
the appeal for redress is being made. Article of War 121 authorized
a complaint directlv to the general commanding in the locality
where the officer against whom the complaint was made waa stationed, and amended Article of War 12Ie8authorized a complaint
directly t o the officer exercising generai court-martial jurisdiction
aver the officer against whom the complaint was made. What jurisdiction, if any. has been conferred upon this intermediary? He may
be compared to the “regimental commander” who Article 30 of the
81
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1874 Code authorized to summon B "regimental court-martial" to
hear a complaint. With respect to the 1814 provision, Colonel
Winthrop made the following observation : "This provision is canstrued by the authorities as making it compulsory upan the commander to convene the court, and entitling the complainant, as of
right, to have i: ordered: it is held that the commander has no
discretion in the matter, but that he is in ail cases obliged to assemble the court within a reasonable time after receiving the compiaint.''ei
A similar interpretation had previously been given to the 35th
Article of War of the 1806 Code. With respect to this provision, The
Attorney General stated that "the commanding officer of the regim e n t , . is required to summon B regimental court-martial on the
case. This latter provision is imperative and compuisow. I t is not
a matter of favor or discretion, but of r i g h t , . , ''ss
Thus, it is clear that this intermediate commander possesses no
authority whatsoever ta adjudicate a paoper complaint, The complainant is entitled, 8s a matter of right, to have his complaint
forwarded to the general court-martia! authority. However, from an
historical point of view, it may be said that this intermediate does
perhaps have some poaer. Speaking again of the regimental commander, Colonel Winthrop observed that "the general injunction,
however, of the Articlea6 is to be viewed as subject to the condition that the matter of the complaint be within its pulview:
if the wrong complained of is not one which the regimental court
is competent to entertain, the commander will properly decline to
convene it."8' It m u l d appear, therefore, that the officer with
whom the complaint is first lodged has jurisdiction to determine
whether the complaint is in fact properly cognizable under Article
138. This po\Ter must be considered as being very limited and
shouid be exercised only in the most obvious cases.
Who is this intermediate commander? Must he be the immediate
superior of the alleged arongdaer? The enactment uses broad ianguage. In the usual situation, both the complainant and the respondent, i.e., the alleged Wrongdoer, will be in the same command. At
one time, it was the view that "the officer, [against whom complaint
WBS made] eguaily a3 the complainant, shauid be within the command of the regimental commander, since otherwise the latter
cauid not give effect to a specific recommendation made by the regimental caurt."s[ This view. however, need not be considered binding
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a s the language "any auperior officer" is clearly applicable not only
to the officer immediately superior to the respondent but also to any
officer higher in the chain of command. For example, in the ease of
a separate battalion, a soldier aggrieved by his battery commander
would normally complain to the battalion commander; or, if such
battalion was attached to a group headquarters or to a division artillery headquarters the complaint could properly be filed dirwtly
with the commanding officer of the group or the division artillery.
In the ease of an infantry regiment, an individual aggrieved by the
company commander may properly file his complaint either with
the battalion commander or directly with the regimental commander. In either situation, if the complaint was filed directly with
the proper general court-martial authority, the redress procedure
was legally invoked. The Article states that the aggrieved individual may complain to any superior commissioned officer. I t is not
mandatory, although customary, that he file through command
channels. Lack of compliance is-ith mere procedural requirements
would not affect jurisdiction.'*
In final analysis, it is of little consequence who the officer is with
whom the complaint is initially filed. The important point is for the
complaint to reach the officer who has the jurisdiction, the competency, to examine into the complaint. He iB the officer exercising
general Court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom the
complaint is made. Hence, it is also relatively unimportant that the
complainant does not remain assigned ta the unit or command of
the officer who committted the alleged wrong. In that event, it
would be proper for the aggrieved person (assuming he still has a
proper grievance) to file his complaint with the commanding officer
of the organization to which he has been transferred. Jurisdiction
over the proceedings would remain Ivith the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction o\"er the officer against whom the
complaint is made and the complaint, af course, would have to be
transmitted to that authority by the command with which it was
filed.
Suppose after the nrong has been committed and redress has
been refused, the alleged wvoflgdoer is transferred from the unit or
command. Who has jurisdiction over the proceedings? In this situation, the complaint should, in accordance with plain warding of the
Article, be forwarded to the commander then exercising general
court-martial jurisdiction over the alleged n-rangdoer. However,
if the alleged wrongdoer has been separated from the military s e w eo
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ice, an Article 138 compiaint would not
But if the separation
occurs while the complaint is pending, the cornplaint should, if the
alleged grievance still exists, be processed to completion under a
procedure other than Article 138.
Another situation which might arise would be the transfer of
both the aggrieved person and the alleged wrongdoer. Transfers
may Oecur for various reasons-normal rotations to and from overseas, change of duty assignments, reorganization of units or cammands, inactivation of organizations. In these instances, the parties
involved might very well find themselves under different general
court-martial authorities. For example, Corporal A is assigned to
Tank Company, 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment, which is attached
to Fort George G. Meade, Maryland. A is reduced to private first
class for inefficiency by Captain X,his company commander. Several
days later the regiment is transferred to Germany in accordance
with a "gyroscope" plan. X,however, is transferred to The Armored
Center, Fort Knox, Kentucky, to attend school, and A is transferred
to The Infantry Center, Fort Benning, Georgia, for airborne training in accordance with a previous request. A , shortly after his arrival a t Fort Benning, submits a complaint to his company commander contesting his reduction. Four general court-martial
authorities may be involved-the commander in Germany exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the 3d Armored Cavalry
Regiment and nhere many of the witnesses map be stationed; the
commanding officer of Fort George G. Ileade, Xaryiand, where
other witnesses may be stationed; and the commanders of The Infantry Center and The Armored Center who, respectively, exercise
general court-martial jurisdiction over A and X.The answer, nevertheless, would be the same. Regardless of with whom the complaint
is initially filed, jurisdiction to determine the validity of the ailegations rests with the officer presently exercising general courtmartial jurisdiction m e r the respondent. In the foregoing example,
the complaint should be sent to the commanding general of The Armored Center who would have the responsibility for making and taking action on the investigation. I t may vel?. well be that he would
not have the power to redress the wrong. However, the lack of re.
medial action would not affect jurisdiction.
Another situation which is apt to arise in reduction casea is the
following: Commanding officer of A Company, 116th Infantry Regi-
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ment, Fort Riley, Kansas, recommends that Sergeant First Class X
be reduced to private first class for inefficiency. After considering
the matter, the regimental commander effects such reduction.
Shortly thereafter, the regimental commander is transferred to
Korea. The soldier files a complaint as to his reduction, seeking redress. I t would seem that the complaint must be transmitted to the
commander presently exerciaing general court-martial jurisdiction
over the regimental commander. The regimental commander is the
one u,ho actually made the reduction, and he allegedly is the wrongdoer. The complainant is seeking redress from his action, even
though it was based primarily on the recommendations of the company commander.
Before discussing the duties and responsibilities incumbent upon
the general court-martial authority, consideration should be given
to certain procedural aspects which govern the submission and
processing of complaints.
111. PROCEDURE UXDER THE ARTICLE
Over the course of years, and by virtue of certain language
appearing in the article concerning the redress of wrongs, certain
set rules have developed with respect to the administration and
processing of complaints. To some extent they may be termed conditions precedent. Thus, Article 138 provides that the individual
who believes himself wronged by his commander must make "due
application to such commander" for redress. He may only complain
if he is refused redreas.
Captain DeHart, writing of the prior grievance articles, indicated
that the reason for the initial petition to the commander is that it
"gives [him] the opportunity, xhere offenses have been inadvertently committed, for reparation by the officer complained of, and
thus saves the service from being harraised by vexatious actions , , . ,"El This observation is equally applicable to current
provisions. To preelude unnecessary interference with local command problems, the alleged wrongdoer should be given the opportunity to rectify the matter complained of. However, a prior
application is not required where the application for redress would
amount to a futile act. F o r example, an individual is reduced for
inefficiency by his commanding officer after an informal hearing is
held. Application t o the same commanding officer for redress would
not accomplish anything. Apparently, this was recognized in the
Army regulations pertaining to reductions for inefficiency wherein
it was provided in substance that such personnel n o u l d be advised
DeHart, Yilitar), Law 265 (1862).
A G O -818
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of their rights under Article 138 to submit a complaint. The reduction having taken effect, further request to the same officer far
relief should not be required.

How long muat the aggrieved person 5%-aitbefore making eomplaint? Is there a time limitation for such action? The historical
view was that "the refusal [to redresslmust be an absolute one, or
there must be such neglect of the application, on the part of the commanding officer, as shall constructively amount to a denial of jus.
t i ~ e . "Thus,
~ ~ in the reduetion cases, once the demotion is announced
the aggrieved person has the right to complain. Neither Article 138
nor any implementing directives create a statute of limitations for
the submission of the complaint. The normal criminal statute of
limitations is not applicable since an Article 138 hearing is not a
To fill the gap, military miter8 and authorities have
created a "rule of reason." If the complaint is not preented with
due diligence, it i s waived since the complainant through his ORTI
fault has caused a d a l e claim, possible absence of witnesses and the
like.'<

. .

In an early opinion. it RBS held that "the right to complain . is
a right conferred by statute, and its exercise can not be prejudiced
by requirements or
Query: Did the reduction reg".
lations offend the statutory enactment by requiring affected personnel to submit complaints ix4-ithin ten days followin8 the date of
r e d u c t i ~ n ?This
~ ~ specific question is now moot as the regulations
have been amended to delete the reference t o the right to complain.
Regulations which unduly restrict the right t o file complaints would
certainly be illegal. Reasonable restrictions, including a time limitation which contained provisions authorizing late filing upon a
showing of good cause, would undoubtedly be considered unobjectionable.
There is no prescribed farm published either by the Department
of Defense or the Department of the Army for the recording of a
cornplaint properly cognizable under Article 138. Yet it has been
'
this to
characterized as a formal complaint p r o ~ e d u r e . ~Compare
Q1
94

96
97
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Dig OP JAG 1812 (Article of War XXX, 8 B).p 125.
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Dig OP JAG 1812 (Article of Wsr X X X , S E),p 126.
Par. 21b. AR 624-200.31 May 1955.
In TAGA 185517905 20 Oet 1955 it w%s indicated that the l e m o n for
deleting the r e f e r e h to Art. lis in par. 21b AR 624-200 31 May
1855. was for the p u r p o ~ eof reerrabhrhlng the ;niormal prdedure for
handime of complaints concerning reductions.
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the regulation98 governing complaints to inspectors general, wherein i t is expressly provided that DA Form 1659 will be used to record
complaints from individuals.
Although not required by the Article, it appears to be settled that
the complaint should be in vriting, setting forth the facts of the
grievance and stating the substance of the original application to
the commander for relief and its result.n0
Captain DeHart expressed the view, at least with respect to complaints of officers, that the complaint must be identical to the original petition for relief to the commander and must be forwarded
through command channels to again afford the commander the oPportunity to change his mind or forward his own defense.lO0
Current Army regulations 101 concerning military correspondence
prescribe in substance that correspondence is routed through the
normal chain of command when the next higher chain of command
is expected to exercise control, take action, or to be concerned.
In accordance with historical precedent, the individual seeking
redress should, whenever possible, make application for it in writing. Upon being refused redress, he should then submit his complaint in writing addressed to the commanding officer of the alleged
wrongdoer. The complaint should, however, be submitted through
the normal chain of command; that is, through the aggrieved person's immediate commanding officer, regardless of who the alleged
wrongdoer is. Thus, if the sergeant first class of Company A is
reduced for inefficiency by the regimental commander, the letter
of complaint should be addressed to the commander exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the regimental commander but
submitted through the commanding officer of Company A and the
regimental commander. It is clear that such matters are of concern to both commandera.
As the general court-martial authority should haxw both sides of
the controversy, the complainant and all intermediate commanders
concerned should include with the letter of complaint, when appropriate, affidavits, certificates, or statements of other persons, official
daeuments, and other evidence. For example, B complaint involving
a reduction for inefficiency should be accompanied by a 8wom statement from the complainant setting forth in detail the reasons why
88
99

101
101

Par. 27,AR 20-1, 28 Jan 1867.
Winthrop, OP,eit. supra note S , st 601,606
DeHart, Military Law 255 (18621.
Para. 8 and 31,AR 340-15, 8 Dec 1956.
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he believes himself aggrieved; sworn statements from individuals
who support his contentions; commendations he may have received;
certificates or‘ affidavits from commanders and others setting forth
in detail the manner in which the complainant was inefficient in
the performance of his duties; certificates showing the length and
type of training complainant had received in connection with his
duties; extracts from service record as to ratings received for efficiency during periods involved; copies of special orders announcing
reduction: and other evidence bearing on the case.
The immediate commanding officer of the aggrieved person or
the officer to whom the complaint has been submitted has, in reviewing the file, very little authority, He has a duty to insure that
the complaint is in proper form and accompanied by appropriate
supporting documents. Should the complaint concern a matter
clearly not cognizable under Article 138, or a matter which could
be more conveniently processed by some other method, it would be
appropriate for intermediate commanders to advise the complainant
accordingly. It is clear, however, that they would have no authority to decide the complaint on its merits. The article uses mandatory language-“shall forward the complaint.” Unlesa the com.
plainant voluntarily withdraw it or expressly consents to some
other method of processing or disposing of it, or it is clearly without
the scope of Article 138, the complaint must be sent to the officer
exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against
whom it is made, Direct communication and complaint to the general court-martial authority would be sanctioned if the intermediate
commanders refused to transmit the

IV. CONSIDERATION O F COMPLAINT BY GENERAL
COURT-MARTIAL AKTHORITY
A. The Investigation
Article 138 expressly states that the officer exercising general
court-martial jurisdiction over the officer against whom it is made
“shall examine into the complaint.” The use of the word “shall”
indicates that an inquiry of some sort is mandatory, In several
recent opinions, The Judge Advocate General of the A m y expressed
the view that complaints concerning wrongful reductions for inefficiency received by the commanding general under Article 138 should
be promptly investigated to determine their validity.l’a
With respect to camplaints of officers, Colonel Winthrap observed
that “the general nill examine the statements, &c., and consider the
loa
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, " lo'
Captain DeHart expressed the opinion that
arguments
"no diwetion is allowed to the general to whom complaint is made,
to arbitrarily diapoae of it by his own will." 10% The reference to
"arguments" would indicate that a hearing, formal or informal,
was held a t which witnesses were heard and complainant or his
counsel was permitted to make an argument. In those days, complaints of enlisted personnel were heard by courts-martial. The
article concerning such complaints a180 used mandatory lanwage"who shall summon a regimental court-martial." 106

A review of the functions of this court will perhaps lead to a
better understanding of the type of hearing that should be held in
this day and age. The Article "does not contemplate or provide for
a trial of an officer a8 an accused, but simply an investigation and
adjustment of some matter in dispute , . The regimental court
does not really act as a court but a8 a board, and the 'appeal' authorized is practically from one board to another.""' Upon receipt
of the complaint, the commander convened the regimental court,
stating in the order the purpose for which it was assembled. No
arrest was made of the officer whose actions were in question. 108 At
the hearing each party, if he desired, appeared, exercised challenges,
presented testimony, cross examined and argued his position. The
"court" then reached conclusions in the form of recommendations
to the regimental commander. If either party was dissatisfied with
the decision of the regimental commander, he had an absolute right
to "appeal'' and thereby secure a de novo rehearing of the case by
a general court.

. .

What type of inquiry, then, is required by the provisions of the
current article? Complaints of both officers and enlisted personnel
are now governed by the one and same article. Only an "examination into" is demanded. No mention is made in either the Article or
in any implementing directives of a proeeeding in the nature of a
court-martial, or of a court or board of inquiry, or of a board of
officers."a
The last clause of the Article, reading-"with
the proceedings
had therwn"-should
be particularly noted. The general courtlod
lop

107
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Winthrop, op. oit. wpra note 3, s t 601.
DeHsrt. Military Law 263 (1562).
Article 80 of the 1874 Code. Article 35 of the 1806 Code used the
phrase "who is hereby required to summon B regimentsi courtmartial."
Dig Op JAG 1012 (Article of War XXX. I A ) . p 126. See d m
Winthrap, 0 % oit. buwo note 6, at 603.
An arrest older would be "irregular and premstwe." 1 Opa. Att'y
Gm. 166, 165 (18111.
Winthrop, op, nt. BUPm note 3, at 604, 606.
SAGA 1066/S60~,
12 Sei) 1965.
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martial authority i s required to transmit to the Secretaly of the
Army a true statement of the complaint with the proceedings had
thereon. If a question of first impression, it would be arguable that
the word “proceedings” means a formal examination of the evidence pertaining to the subject matter of the complaint. Without
such inquiry, what “proceedings” do you have which you can for.
ward to the Department? Sote the rights which the enlisted person
8
had a t one time with respect to his complaints. He ~ 8 assured
of two independent, formal hearings. Did Congress intend to eradicate this right entirely ><-henit provided that complaints of soldiers
would be proceased in the same manner as those of officers? It was
undoubtedly intended to make the proceedings le= cumbersome,
but was it necessarily intended to obviate the necessiv far some
sort of formal investigation! At least one command staff judge
advocate thought not when he promulgated the policy that “to
process such a complaint properly, the following action should be
taken by the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction
over the officer against whom the complaint has been made: (1)
appoint an inveBtigating officer or a board of officers (one or more)
pursuant to AR 1;-6; 111 (2) take such action as may be appropriate
an the report of proceedings submitted pursuant to paragraph 29,’12
AR 15-6.” 113 However, a recent opinion of The Judge Advocate
General of the Army has ruled that there is no requirement that
formal inreatigations be made of complaints under Article 138.“‘
Apparently the word “proeeedings” aa used in the Article is synonymous with “report;” that is, merely a report of the action taken
on the cornplaint munt be forwarded.
What then is the general court-martial authority required t o
do upon receipt of a complaint? He may not, as the early military
writers have indicated, arbitrarily dispose of it. A recent opinion,
referring to the 13th and 14th Articles of War of 1776, expressed
it thusly: ”. , , , f r o m the phraseologr of the foregoing, under those
article8 the commander concerned was to hare personal knowledge
of the complaint, but he could have the complaint investigated by a
subardinate or by a court-martial.”11i It is clear that his action
should be based on some sort of inquirv. Whether it will be a formal

ARTICLE 138 COMPLAINTS
or informal investigation will usually depend upon the seriousness
of the allegation, the whereabouts of the complainant, respondent
and witnesses, available time, and exigencies of the service
An investigation may be considered informal when the officer
exercising general court-martial jurisdiction personally makes the
necessary inquiry without formal hearings, or when he inatructs
a subordinate officer to check informally into the matter and repart.
The investigation is considered formal when the matter is referred
to a court of inquiry,"6 or board of inquiry, or a board of officers is
convened, or an investigating officer is appointed to inquire into
and report on the allegations. If a formal investigation is initiated,
it must be conducted in accordance with 4 R 16-6.117
Suppose the fallowing situations: (1) Corporal W of Company
A, 116th Infantry Regiment, is reduced for inefficiency by his company commander; (2) Sergeant X of Company A, 116th Infantry
Regiment, is reduced for inefficiency by the regimental commander;
(3) Sergeant First Class Y of 1st Engineer Battalion is reduced for
inefficiency by his battalion commander; (4) Master Sergeant 2,
of Hq Ca, 1st Infantry Division, is reduced far inefficiency by orders
of the division commander. In each case the aggrieved soldier complains, pursuant to Article 138, to the commanding general, 1st
Infantry Division, the officer exercising general court-martial
jurisdiction oyer all the units mentioned. Who may investigate the
complaint? In the last situation, it is clear, of course, that the complaint should be sent to the commander exercising general courtmartial jurisdiction over the division commander for processing.
But in the other situations, would it be proper for the division eom.
mander to return the files to the commanding officer of the 116th
Regiment for necasary action, assuming that the regimental
commander would in each esse appoint an investigating officer?

In situations (11, (2) and ( 3 ) , the normal and better course of
action is for the general court-martial authority to appaint, by
division special orders,ll8 a board of officers or an investigating
1x8
Ii7
118

Art. 135 UCMJ. AR 22-30 10 Dec 1861, provides in part that a Court
of in&
is s. formal, fact6hdmg tribunal.
JAGA 1956/6505,12 Sep 1956.
The order may read subatantially I S foliows: "Under +he provisions
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vesti ating officer) for the pnrpowpf inv(stmatiog into the complaint
i , i i ~ ~ r ~ A ~ m (his
~ n reduction
g
for inefficiency
SO No., .....~
,
HQ, ..~~..
(date))
(the alleged refusal of his company commander (Capt. ....-...to
issue him a Class A paas) (the alleged improper extra dutieb imposed
upon him by his eompnny, commander (Capt.
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prorisiana of AR 16-6."
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officer of grade and rank higher than the reducing officer. The investigating officer or members of the board should be commiwioned
officers and not members of the organization or commands involved.
This course of action, however, is not mandatory. In situations (1)
and (31,the file may he returned to the regimental commander for
investigation and action. With respect to the reduction imposed
upon Sergeant X by the regimental commander, the board of officers
or investigating officer must be appointed by the division commander or by the commander of another regiment or corresponding
unit. The following opinion an these specific points is illuminating:
"The ernerai eaurt-martial authority coneemed may instruct a aub.
ordinate commander t o make an investigation of a eompisint undm Artiele
138. UCMJ, b u t (1) he mas not direct that the affieer being complained of
Or any officer subordinate thereto inveitigate the complaint; (E) only an
officer senior in rank to tho officer being complained of may be appointed
to investigate the complaint: and ( 3 ) a complaint under Artiele 138, UCMJ,
against a general couremsrtial authority must be addressed to the next
higher renerd court-martial authority." llD

Some brief comments with respect to the formal investigation itself are appropriate. The individual under investigation is normally
the person against whom the complaint has been lodged. The aggrieved person, i.e., the complainant, is usually not considered the
respondent. However, a respondent or party in a hoard proceeding
or investigation is one whose conduct, fitness, efficiency, standing
or pecuniary liabiiity i s under investigation. An individual may
be a respondent a t the outset if hi8 interest is known to the board
or investigating officer, or a t any later stage in the proceedings
when the hoard or investigating officer discovers that he is involved.
Hence, in a proceeding involving a reduction for inefficiency, the
enlisted person who was reduced and who instituted the proceedings pursuant to Article 158, although technically not under investigation, may nevertheless he considered a party. Although the
initial respondent is the officer who effected the reduction, the proceeding really i n ~ d v e sa controversy between the complainant and
the officer effecting the reduction. The conduct and efficiency of
both parties may be in question. Therefore, the rights and privileges
of AR 15-6, particularly with respect ta the giving of notice of the
hearing and the allegations,l20 and the provisions as to coumel 12'
should he afforded to both parties.

120
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If the board of officers or the investigating officer adheres to the
provisions of AR 1:-6, a fair and impartial investigation, doing
justice to d l concerned, will result. It is essential that the investigating agency prepare an accurate and informative report. The
most diligent investigation is of small value UnlesB and until its
results are properly communicated to the appointing authority. The
report must relate all the facts upon which the conclusions are
founded so that the appointing authority and higher authority will
have a basis for intelligent action.

B. The Aotion
It is appropriate to consider the duties of the officer who is
required in the language of the Article "io take proper measures
for redressing the wmng complained of." Regardless of who investigated the complaint, or who convened the board of officers, the
officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the officer
against whom the complaint was made has primary responsibility
for redress. The investigating officer or board merely acts as a
fact-finding agency and as an advisory body to this commander. It
is, therefore, the general court-martial authority who is required
to evaluate the complaint and the proceedings had thereon, and to
determine the validity of the complaint. In doing this, he may accept
in toto, in part, or wholly ignore the findings and recommendations
of the board or investigating officer. His criteria for evaluating the
proeeedings should be whether the allegations of the complainant
are supported by substantial evidence. This is the customary
standard in administrative proceedings.1zz
The early military writers and authorities were of the opinion,
it appears, that the commander responsible for redressing the
wrong had broad discretionary powers either to take remedial action himself, forward to the Department of War for action or quash
an insufficient
However, the type of redress that was
available under the early articles, especially those concerning com.
plaints of inferior officers and soldiers, was very limited. No form
of penalty such as a fine or apology could be awarded.12' An early
English
points aut vividly the inadequacy of the remedy
under the complaint articles appearing in the British Articles of
War. In this case a captain's civil action for libel againat a superior
officer alleging that a letter addressed by the defendant to The
strative Procedure Aet
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Adjutant General of the Army reflected on the character and competency of the plaintiff as an officer was dismissed on the ground
that his only remedy was the military grievance procedure-even
though that remedy afforded no right tn pecuniary compensation.
What are Some of the problems in effecting redress which confront the general court-martial authority when reviewing proceed.
ings conducted pursuant to Article 138? A frequent type of wrong
for which redress is sought-reductions for inefficiency-deserves
detailed study.
With respect to those proceedings sherein it appears that the
and no difficuity is enreduction is void, na reduction
countered in restoring the complainant, That is, if the commander
ivho attempted to reduce was completely without authority to impose a reduction, the reduction would be void, and the order purPnrting to impose such a reduction should be set aside.x27 A mnre
complicated situation occurs when the general court-martial authority disagrees with the reducing authority and determines that
there was insufficient evidence a s to inefficiency or that the reduction was too severe. In such instances, the reduction has been
accomplished by competent authority, and the question is whether
superior authority has the power, in order to give the redress to
which complainant is entitled, to set aside o r mitigate the reduction. In such a ease he, apparently, does not have the pnwer to
grant complete redress.
It is nov settled that where the commanding officer concerned
possesse8 the authority to terminate the appointments nf nnncam.
CSJ.4GA 1948,8601 15 Feb 1919, elted with apprabal in JAGA 19521
3257.18 A p r 1952,i'Dig Ops, EM, S 39.2.
Par. 28 A R 624-200 5 Jnn 1956 as changed by C2 7 Mar 1957 provides
t h a t ''Except as &embed
in baragrsph 30a [?&ins
to n h n d u c t
,y4~~m;;c~~pomrmwo
t
~
~
~
or rescinded other than to correct an administrative emor." Where
the reduetion is void because it was imposed by i m ~ r o p e rnvthorlty,
the order was not issued by competent authority and may legally be
ret seide. I t could be argued t h a t in such ease It would ds)be proper
to revoke or resand the order. Such position is probably aound, ill
legaliy n o arderi K h a u m v e r are necesasry. However, i t must be
remembered t h a t the order merely announced the reductmn. Likewise,
I t is t h e deeuian af the reviewing authority, in determining t h a t the
reduetian was void and setting aside the iliegsi reduetion. which
clarifies the record. Hence, his decision should be recorded not merely
by reuaking the original order, but by m u i n g an arde? announcing hls
decision. Thus. the command having power to take action on the earnplaint should issue "s. order reading. far example, substantially a8

(--
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missioned officers of his command, the reduction of such individual
is ordered by competent authority, and administrative action purporting retroactively to restore the soldier to his former grade would
be illegal and ineffective,l~n
"Retmactiw orders may not be issued restoring B man, already effeet i d y reduced, ta hi3 former grade. This I P in accord with the poiicy that
Army records may only be changed t o refleet the true facts at the time
in question
To the same effect, a purported reduction by memi a i
a reweation, change, deletion, ete., of the original promotion orders will
not effectuate B reduction. , , So, too, a reduction once legally effected
may not be set anide by ?evoking or modifying the original orders of
reduction, except by the Secretary of t h e Army."IZ@

....

.

On this basis, the Comptroller General held that a restored enlisted man was not entitled to his higher rate of pay retroactively
from the date of his original red~ction.'3~

As the matter of appointment and reduction of noncommissioned
officers of the Army is one of regulation, the view was expreased
that there were no legal objfftionr to amending pertinent regulations.181 Accordingly, Army regulations were promulgated which
expressly authorized restoration to former grades effective as of
the issuance of the restoration orders but with the same date of
rank as before reduction.L3z
This change, however, fails to empower the general court-martial
authority to give the complainant complete redress. If the complainant's reduction was unjustified because the supporting evidence was not substantial, is he not entitled to be made whole?
Although entitled to proper redress he does not receive it, because
when he regains his farmer grade, he occupies that position
financially only from the date of his reappointment. For example,
Sergeant First Class A is reduced for inefficiency to private first
class by his regimental commander on 1 February 1956. He complains immediately and the general court-martial authority directs
an investigation. The report of the proceedings is submitted 20
February 1966 recommending that complainant should be restored
to the grade of sergeant first class as there was insufficient evidence
of inefficiency. The proceedings are reviewed by the staff judge
advocate and on 10 March 1966 the general court.martial authority
approves the recommendation. Special orders appointing A to his

180
181
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J A G A 1946.10542, 20 Mar 1947, 6 Bui JAG 105.
JAGA 19901T603, 29 Dee 1950. See a160 JAGA 196612692, 9 Mar 1956;
J A G A 1965l8903. 9 Dee 1955.
15 Camp. Gen. 935 (1936).
J A G A i ~ s s i i 8 0 320
. oet 1955.
Par. 30b. AR 624-200, 8 Jun 1968, 8 s changed by C 2, 7 Mar lQ57.
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former rank are issued 10 March 196G.13aAccording to the regulatianr, A ivould be entitled to pay of sergeant first class from 10
Ilarch 1956 although his date of rank would be the one he heid
before the reduction. For the period 2 February to 9 March 1956,
he may be paid only as a private first class. Thus, through no fault
on his part he has suffered a monetary loss.
The foregoing result is based not only on the Army regulations
but also on the foliowing view of the Camptroller General:
''. .
[Miere sdminlltratlve action purporting t o rescind and annul prior

..

reduetion orders retrosetively from date of issuance i s effective ta restore
the member to the higher grade only from the date such action i s taken.
There the reduction in grade was i d i d and the subsequent action taken
sdministrativeiy to rentore the farmer grade was not e x m l s e d p m u a o t
ta any authority t o set snide the prior reduction or t o reitore sii rights,
privileges, and property affected by the reduction.'' 131

The military authorities realizing the injustice suffered by such
complainant queried the Comptroller General "whether a n enliated
member of the uniformed Services who is reduced in grade for
misconduct or inefficiency and who is restored to his former grade
pursuant to the authority contained in Article X ( d ) or Article 138
of the Uniform Code of Iliiitary Justice may be restored to his
former grade for pay purposes retroactive to the date of his reduction." The Comptroller General, howewr, adhered to his former
position in so f a r as it concerned the restoration of individuals who
had been reduced for inefficiency.
"Article 138 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice, unlike Article
l 6 ( d ) , apparently contemplates administrative ~ c m nwhieh Fill be pro.
apectiveiy effective, rather than a netting aside of punishment or a restom.
tion of rights and property affected. If will be noted t h a t Article 138 relates
to 'wrongs' genemily and nat pertieuiariy to those resulting from the
imposition of punishments, as in Article 15(d). if B reduction in grade
i i imposed ad punishment, the member may have redress under Artieie
l 6 ( d ) . If it i s not imposed B P B punishmenr, Article 15(d) does not sppiy,
but if i t 1s nevertheless a 'wrong' the member may have redress under
Article 138. Under t h a t artiele, however, e c t m by ~ u p e i i o r authority i s
authorized only If the cammandmg officer refulel redreis. If the command-
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ing officer grants the redrena and reatores the higher grade, euth action
in the absence of mi language in Artieie 138, such as that in Article 1 6 l d ) ,
expressly authorizing the restoration of 'all righb, privilege&,and property
affmted,'ia viewed as effective only from the date the order announcing the
restomtion is issued. There i~ nothing in the language of Article 133 to
Suggest that action by superior autholity would have m y different effeotiw
date. Aeco'rdingly, it is eoneiuded that B restoration to a higher grade made
under A r t i l e l a 3 is affmtive only from the date the restoration action is
tsken."laa

The construction placed on the provisions of Article 138 by the
Comptroller General is an overly narrow and limited one. A more
liberal position can be justified, True enough, the Article does not
contain the express authority to set aside and restore which is set
forth in Article 1 5 ( d ) , but does it not contain language which is
entitled to the same interpretation? The phrase "take woper measures" should be construed in the light of the historical intendment
of the redress enactment. This legislative intent encompasses not
only prmpective corrective action but also the power to restore
rights, privileges and property, including pay, which was affected
by the wrong committed.
Suppose you have a case where the general court-martial authority determines that there was sufficient evidence of inefficiency but
the reduction to the grade to which reduced was too severe. For
example, a specialist first class is reduced to the grade of private
first Class because of inefficiency. Upon complaint, investigation
and review, it is determined that the complainant has the necessary
qualifications, training, proficiency, and willingness to perform certain type of duties which call for a specialist third claw rating. It
is further determined that in view of ail the facts and circumstances a reduction t o private first class was not warranted. Yay
the general court-martial authority mitigate the reduction and reappoint him to that grade? The regulations referred to above grant
the reviewing authority power to appoint ta the grade from which
reduced upon a showing that the reduction was unjustified. This
Power should include, assuming it is determined that the reduc.
tion t o the grade reduced was unjustified, the authority to reappoint
to B grade lower than that from which reduced.ls6 In the absence
185
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of specific prohibitory language in the regulations concerning reductions, no legal objetions are perceived to such construction.
The foregoing extensive discuasion of reductions far inefficiency
should not lead one to believe that it is solely in that field wherein
difficult problems may arise. The reason for the detailed attention
is that currently Article 138 proceedings concern mainly such re.
ductions. However, another problem area is foreseen; namely, comglainta BS to discharges, separations, and board proceedings imposing pecuniary liability or affecting rights, privileges, and property. This prognostication is made in view of the recent holding
by The Judge Advocate General of the Army which indicated that
an Article 138 complaint may properly involve an attack an the
proceedings of a board of officers convened under Army regulations
and raise the issue whether the board was properly constituted.'a'
It must be remembered that the Article 138 complaint may not
properly attack errors committed by the hoard of officers itaelf,
such as procedural errors and the like. As the complaint is against
his commanders, the attack may only involve the manner in which
the board was constituted by his commander, or the action taken
on the findings and recommendations by the appointing authority
or the superior commander. The appointment of boards is usually
prescribed by the specific statute or regulation which authorizes
the Particular board. In the absence of a specific statute or regulation, the eligibility of the member is determined by the general
regulations 135 governing boards of officers. Frequently, the question will arise whether it wa8 proper to appoint a civilian employee
of the Army, or a warrant officer, as a member of the board. Oecasianally, members of certain components or member8 with special
qualifications or other specified persons must be appointed to particular boards. If the required type of person has not been appointed, the board is not competent to act.1se
The more troublaome problems \%-ill no doubt wcur when the
complaint seeks B review of the convening authority's action on the
findings and recommendations of the board. In many cases, the
controlling statutes or regulations circumscribe the action which
may be taken by the appointing authority. In the greater number
of cases, the appointing authority ma? approve. modify, or set aside
the findlnga and recommendations of the board. If he approves the
proceedings, his action should be bared on a determination that the
131
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flndings are supported by substantial evidence.l'' Hence, if the
board proceedings lack sufficient evidence to warrant the findings,
the action of the appointing authority is groundless, and the mmplainant is entitled to relief from the wrong generated by the action.

a ArThe foregoing shows that the redress proeedure pursuant t
ticle 158 may be a menns whereby a reswndent or party in a board
proceeding may obtain an impartial review of the proceeding. The
general rule has been that there is seldom any right to an appeal
from the action taken on a board's report: but that the appointing
or reviewing authority may a t his discretion receive and act on any
request in the nature of an appeal or a petition far a new hearing."l
A complaint under Article 138 would, however, compel a review of
the proeeedings by superior authority.ll2
A step-by-step analysis of all subject matters which bave been,
or may be, considered pursuant to a complaint under Article 138 is,
of course, not possible. Difficult problems will from time to time
arise, but not, as a general rule, in the lower echelons of command.
Unit commanders do not knowingly seek an examination or inquiry
into the manner in which they have conducted themselves toward
their subrdinates. With respect to prospective actions likely to
affect the standing, privileges, rights, liability, and property of the
personnel under their command, commanding officers will, should
they have doubts of the legality or propriety of such actions, normally seek in advance the advice, concurrence, or approval of competent superior authority.
The staff judge advmate of the officer exercising general courtmartial jurisdiction over the person against whom the complaint
has been made will, no doubt, play an important role with respect
to such proceedings. In most commands, he will have the responsibility far the entire processing. Of course, there are no legislative
enactments or military regulations or directives which make it
mandatoly that he have that responsibility. I t is the prerogative of
general court-martial authority to determine who on his staff will
have that administrative function. Army regulations
preclude
the command inspector general. Hence, it will probably fall upon
the adjutant, the assistant chief of staff for personnel, or upon the
140
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This is the qnantum of pmof generally i q n i r e d m administrative proceedings. See note 122, supra.
JAGA 105410279, 7 Dee 1654,
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stall judge adrmate. I t is reasonable to assume that the latter, if
not charged with the processing thereof, will be requested to review
the proceedings for legal sufficiency, although his review is not
mandatory.
Regardless of !rho reviews the proceedings on the complaint, the
general court-martial authority may not delegate the authority to
take final action an the complaint. It is not necessary, however, that
the statement of the action of the general court-martial authority
on such proceedings be signed by him personaily.I44
After the complaint has been examined into and appropriate
decision has k e n made by the general court-martial authority, the
complainant should be advised in writing as to the action taken
with regard to his grievance. Although this is not required by the
express provisions of Article 138, this seems to be established policy
with respect to complaints. Thus, as to complaints s u b m i t w to an
inspector general, A m y regulations
provide that "the complainant must be informed of the action taken." A similar policy with
respect to Article 138 complaints was expressed by a theater staff
judge advocate as a result of a request from The Adjutant General,
Department of the A m y , for a copy of the reply transmitted to the
complainant.^^^

V. DISPOSITION OF THE PROCEEDINGS

Article 138 expressly provides "and he ahail, a8 soon as possible,
send to the Secretary concerned a true statement of that complaint,
with the proceedings thereon.'' Is such action mandatory in all
cases, including those cases where the general court-martial authority determines that the complaint ia unfounded? The early commentators on military law did not think it 113. Thus, Colonel
Winthrop made the following observation with respect to complaints of officers: "On the other hand, if he considers that no wrong
was done by the regimental commander, he will fomally disallow
the complaint, leaving the officer,if not satisfied, to appeal to higher
3AGA 1956l6605, 12 Sep 1856 (authormng m e of the command line).
Par. 2 7 a f l ) , AR 20-1, 29 Jan 1957.

general court-martial authority should "advine the complainant in
writing as to the action taken with respect to his silegationa." The
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receiving an indorsement from the Office of The Adjutant General DA
reqvesting B COPY of the reply f u m i a h d complainant in a proeeidin;
which had been forwarded t o it by a d i v i s m commander in Korea
through AFFE 'SAfRear).
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authority." 147 Captain DeHart was of the opinion that it was discretionary with the general whether to forward the camplaint to
the Department of War for further inquiry.
I t should be noted that both of these eminent writers were considering a statute which was applicable only to officers. The current
enactment concerns complaints of both officers and enlisted personnel. In view of the plain wording of the statute and the fact that
the word ''shall'' is normally construed as mandatory, it is reasonable to assume that one who submits a complaint pursuant to Article
138 anticipates, in fact presumes, that his complaint with the proceedings had thereon will be forwarded to the Department of the
Army for final dirposition. Two recent holdings seem ta supmrt
this view. In one it wae stated that "the Department concerned as
used in Article 138 is considered to mean Department of the Army
with respect to all complaints involving commanding officers who
are members of the Army."14S In the other case, a theater staff
judge advocate was advised by The Judge Advocate General that "the
report of proceedings with respect to a complaint under Article
138, UCMJ, should be forwarded directly to The Adjutant General,
Department of the Army." I(@ The latter cam involved an insuiry
as to what action the commander higher in the chain of command
than the officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction ox'er
the officer against whom the complaint has been filed may rake with
respect to the complaint. Staff judge advocates of subordinate commands had prwiowiy been advised that the file would be for.
warded, ordinarily over the signature of the commander, to The
Adjutant General through command channels and would include
the following: (1) the original or a certified copy of the complaint;
( 2 ) report of the prmeedings conducted pursuant to BR 16-6, including the action taken by the convening authority thereon; and
(3) a copy of the reply to complainant with respect to his allegations. 160 The prime issue was whether the theater commander
could properly set aside or modify the action taken by the general
court-martial authority where it was determined, after a review
of the proceedings, that the complainant was entitled to redress but
!Pi
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Winthrop, np. et. i q w o note 3, at 601. He was,re€errmg to the 29th
Artiole of the 1874 Code which used language ilmxlar t o that quoted.
JAGA 1955182i5 20 Oct 195: (emphaai added). Prior to the eodiflcation of Article i3S. which was effeetlve 1 January 1957 the phrase
under diieuinion read "tranamit to the Department cuAcerned." I t
now reads "send t o the Secretary concerned?
JAGA 196616105 12 Sep 1966. This _ a s a reply to B letter from the
~taff judge adv&ate of Hq, A F F E / 8 A ( R e s r ) , APO 343, in whose
amce the wmter i e r v d from 4 J a n u a q 1954 to 28 July 1856.
Par. 5. of the letter mentioned In note 146, eiili~a.
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had received none. The above quoted opinion was based on the
following view:
"iiowhere i s there any proviaion far review by intervenmg eammanders.
A % commanders higher in the chain of command than the g ~ n e ~ courtal
martial authority eoncemed can take no action in Article 138 proceedings,
no useful pnrpone would be served in forwarding reports in such C D P ~ J
through channels. Such commanders have no interest o r coneern in such
matter aithin the meaning of the regulation governing the rovtinq af military correspondence through channels. The foregoing is the mandatory
proeedure t o be follaned." 151

The "actions of the general court-martial authority concerned may
be set aside or mitigated a t the Department of the Army level
onls."152 Certainly this power was intended to apply to a case
wherein the general court-martial authority determined that complainant was not entitled ta redress. Hence, it must be concluded
that a general court-martial authority would not have the authority
to refuse arbitrarily to send the proceedings to the Secretary of the
Army, or to dispose of the proceedings by merely sending them to
file.
As indicated above, the Secretary of the Army has considerable
authority with respect t o complaints. At that level, the proceedings
are processed by the office of The Adjutant General. The Judge
Advocate General will consider Article 138 complaints only when
the legality of the action taken by the complainant's superior is in
question.'js
Sormally, the review of the proceedings by The Adjutant General for the Secretary of the Army will be considered as closing the
case. However, the complainant may h a w some auxiliary methods
of redress, and a discussion of some of them is considered in order.
VI. OTHER REXEDIES AVAILABLE TO COIPLAINANTS

This will be a brief discourse on procedures which a complainant
may utilize to redress an alleged wrong in addition to, or in lieu of,
the method available pursuant to Article 138. I t is not intended t o
analyze such methoda in detail but merely to highlight the manner
in which they may supplement the statutory right set forth in the
Uniform Code af X l i t a r y Justice.
These additional remedies may be classified into two broad categories, namely, administrative and judicial. With respect to the
J A G A 1966
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former, it will be seen that they are baaed either on statute, Army
regulations, or considered a s inherent in the administration of matters pertaining to members of the Armed Forces.
Most of the early writers on military law considered the procedure authorized by the redress enactment as only a guarantee of
a right to complain, but by no means as the exclusive remedy."'
However, Brigadier General Davis, writing in 1901 about the 29th
Article of the 1874 Article of War, was of the opinion that "in a
case properly arising under it, therefore, the remedy provided would
of course be applied to the exclusion of every othey."lib He nevertheless recognized the probability of other means of redress since
the Article provided an inadequate remedy for many wrongs.
The current view appears to be that the remedy provided by
Article 138 is not, with respect to wrongs cognizable thereunder,
ail inclusive. This was expressly recognized in regards to complaints involving reductions for inefficiency. Concerning a proposed
change to the Army regulations pertaining to reductions, whereby
the reference to Article 138 nould be deleted, the observation was
made that "the intent of the proposed change is to permit an informal method of complaint in addition to the right of complaint
under Article 138." 158
This informal right to file a complaint or appeal with respect to
an alleged grievance is not dependent upon statute or regulation.
It is a right arising out of command relationships and customarily
considered a part af the administration of
An individual, by virtue of being a member of the armed services, has a
right to appeal for redress directly to one empowered to correct
the alleged grievance. Far example, in a case where a sergeant is
reduced to private first class for inefficiencyby his regimental commander, he would have a right to appeal such reduction directiy
to any superior commander, such as the division or army commander, without compiying with the formalities required by Article
138. If the complainant does not indicate that he is relying an
Article 138, his appeal will be considered in the nature of an in.
formal complaint.
The aggrieved person is also given a right of complaint by Army
regulations.158 These regulations specifically provide that military
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Winthrop, op. o i t . supra note 3 s t SO1 602. Winthrop argued that
enlisted men preferred t o use iniarmai &plaint channels rsthei than
Article 138 proeedure whieh then contained penaltiea f o r vexatious
appeals.
Davis, Military Law 224 (1901). The 29th Article of War governed
cnrnp1sints of officers.
JAGA 19551iSO3, 20 Oet 1855.
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personnel on duty with the Aymy establishment will be kept informed of their right to register complaints. With the exception of
certain limitations, these persons are afforded an opportunity of
presenting, orally or in writing, their individual complaints to an
inspector general not less frequently than once in each quarter a i
a sear. All commands are required to make available to each person on duty with the Army an inspector general, or acting inspector
general, to whom complaints may be submitted per8onally. Inspectors genera! are precluded irom taking action in connection with
certain types of appeals including those which are governed by
regulations or the Uniform Code of Military Justice. The follonIn8 are expressly mentioned: Complaints under Article 138; actions
a s result of report of surrey; actions in connection with courtsmartial: protests of types of discharges from the military service.
It is interesting to note that the regulations do not purport to preclude all complaints of wrong which are cognizable under Article
138, but merely those wherein the complainant clearly indicates
that he is seeking redress pursuant to Article 138. If there is no
such indication, OT any limitation bu regulations, an inspettor general ma? properly consider a complaint which is also cognizable
under the statutory redress procedure. For example, inspectors
general for a short period of time could not consider complaints
involving reductions for inefficiency because the Army regulations
expremly provided that the aggriered perJon had a right to complain pursuant to Article 138. Since these Army regulations no
longer contain this instruction, there is nothing to preclude an
enlisted person from appealing his reduction through inspector
genera! channels.

I t should be noted, however, that a complaint to an inspector
general does not insure an investigation in all cases, whereas a complaint invoking the procedure of Article 138 requires an examination of some sort.168
In addition to the foregoing regulations concerning complaints
to inspectors general, there are numerous Army regulations which
in view of the fact that they may affect indiridual rights, privileges,

ARTICLE 188 COMPLAINTS
or property, specifically provide for the right of appeal or require
an impartial view of the proceedings by a superior commander or
by a review board created by a major commander or Department of
the Army.IaO
What statutory rights may an aggrieved party invoke after, or
prior to, an exhaustion of the remedy provided by Article 1381
Article 135 of the Uniform Code of Uilitary Justice provides in
part that courts of inquiry to investigate a q matter may be convened by certain designated authorities whether or not the persons
involved have reque8ted such an inquiry. Army regulations 161 implementing this statutory provision shed more light on the rights
of an individual. They provide in part that any person subject to
military jurisdiction who believes himself wronged by any accusation
or imputation against him may, if he cannot secure adequate redress
by any other means prescribed by law or regulations or authorized
by the Customs of the service, submit an application through his
immediate Commanding officerto the officer exercising general courtmartial jurisdiction over the command for the convening of a court
of inquiry to investigate and report an the alleged accusation or
imputation. Howwer, it i n the policy of the Department of the
Army to convene a court of inquiry only when the matter to be
investigated is one of g r w e importance to the military service or
to an individual thereof, and the testimony is expected to be so
multifarious, complicated, confiieting, or difficult to obtain that a
court of inquiry can best procure the pertinent e\,idence, ascertain
the true facts, and assist the convening or superior authority in
determining what action should be taken.lb' In the event the ~ e n e r a l
160
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court-martial authority refuses to convene a court of inquiry, the
applicant has the right to appeal to superior authority."* Historically, a court of inquiry was considered an investigative body which
could be convened only by the President or, upon reguest by an
individual whose conduct was in issue, by a commanding officer."'
Today the purpose and procedures of the court of inquiry are substantially unchanged, but it is infrequently used in the Army. Nevertheless, the right exists and conceivably may be utilized by military
personnel who have been seriously aggrieved by their commanders
or others in the military service.
The most powerful statutory remedy afforded to aggrieved persons is the one that authorized the creation of boards for correction
of military records. In 1946, Congress sought to free itself of the
numerous private bills submitted annually on behalf of members
and former members of the military service. To accomplish this,
Congress enacted legislation which empoi<-ered the secretaries of
the military departments, acting through boards of civilian officers
of their respective departments, to change any military or naval
records n h e n necessms to correct an error or to remove an
injustice.lei Pursuant to this act, the Secretary of the Army appointed the Army Board for Correction of Military Recards.1Be The
first opinions concerning the Board failed to recognize the wide
power which the legislature had given the Board. The pertinent
regulations simply state that the Board is to make recommendations
to the Secretary and provide that the Board has jurisdiction to
consider all matters brought before it consistent with existing law.167
The
I t is now settled that the Board ha3 very broad jurizdiction.~~8
Attorney General has ruled, In substance, that the Board was intended to provide relief in cases where previously Congress had
acted; consequently, it was empowered to do what Congress could
have done.'6q
The more important aspects of the Board'8 jurisdiction concerns
eases where although the individual's military recard accurately
reflects the facb, the applicant has nonetheless suffered an injustice. In this situation, the Board may be the only source of
Id. par. Zd.
See Winthrop op. r i t . mpra note 3, st 516533. far the origin and
development the court a t inquiry.
Legislative Reotganizatmn Act of 1946 $ 2 0 7 60 Stat. 837, 81 amended,
5 U.S.C. 191a (18521, now codified a8 10 r,S,C.1552 (Supp. IV).
AR 16155, 18 Jul 1955.
I d . pars. 4, 5.
41 Opn. Att'y Gon. KO.8 (1949)i id. Yo. 19 11952).
40 Opn. Att'y G i n . 504,508 11947).
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relief. For example, a master sergeant with 18 years of service
who believes that he has suffered an injustice by being reduced to
the grade of private for alleged inefficiency may first seek redress
through the use of Article 138 and being unsuccessful may then
petition to the Board for Correction of Military Records.170
Very often the redrees which the applicant seeks leads to monet a w or other benefits. Under the original statute, there was no
authority to pay claims arising from corrective action recommended by the Board,
and it was necessary for the applicant
to seek monetary relief from
I n 1951, the statute
was amended to confer such authority upon the Secretary.1T8This
authority enables a complainant who has received inadequate redress in a proceeding which under Article 138 ta m o v e r any
pecuniary loss he may have suffered.
Before discussing court decisions which have dealt Kith w r o n ~ s
allegedly committed against military personnel, it may be appropriate to mention one further adminietrative remedy which might
be available in some instances to an aggrieved party. The Secretary
of the Army has authority to settle claims administratively, and
Army regulations have been promulgated for the investigation
and processing of claims against the United States. Instances conceivably may occur where a member of the service may be wronged
by a commander, immediate or higher in the chain of command,
or for that matter by an officer with whom a command relationship
does not exist, and such wrong may also result in a claim against
the United States for damages.1i4
What are the rights of military personnel in courts of law with
respect to grievances? Xore specifically, what is their right to a
110
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For example. B past commander m u e i a directive t h a t personnel of the
command will not purchase or own motor vehicle without prior approval of their unit commander. A soldier, stationed s t this p a t , while
home on leave receive% an automobile 8s a gift and upon his r e t u r n ta
the company area the individual I P restricted by his company cammander and the automobile impounded and taken to the part motor
P o d The ealdier's complaint to mperior authority pursuant to Article
138 brings favorable i e Z U l t i . and the automobile is restored, lacking
Some vslusbie Bceemriee. A elaim against the United States Government. filed by the soldier with the l o e d elaims officer f o r the aaiw of
these BrtiCiPS. would, upon B ahowing t h a t the automobile had not
been properly anfaguarded. be payable by the A m y . Ci. SPJGDiD39695.27Jui 1944.3 Bul JAG 348.
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review of proceedings under Article 138 which denied them re.
dress, the right to damages, relief or the like?
Section 10 of the Administrative Procedure Act 175 permits
judicial revieu, of any agency action, Unless h statute precludes
judicial review or the action is by law committed to agency's discretion. This portion of the Act appears to apply equally to
statutory or nonstatutory boards and conceivably might apply to
an Army board of officers convened to examine into a complaint
submitted pursuant to Article 138. The courts have not passed
on the applicability of this section t o the m i l i t a q services. However, administrative law is not usually defined to include internal
problems of an agency or department.Iy6 Of course, some administrative processes within the Army are often sufficiently formal
to be analogous to the process employed in administrative law.
Some administrative actions, however, always have been and far
practical reasma should continue to be beyond the reach of judicial
review even for arbitrariness or for abuse of discretion.
Suppose a n enlisted soldier who was a lauyer in civilian life
complains t o his commanders pursuant to Article 138 that in view
of his education, civilian training, and standing, he should not
be classified a s a truck driver but should be given a legal clerk
assignment. This proceeding not being fruitful, the legally-minded
soldier files 8 petition in the local Federal court for a writ of
habeas corpus seeking to obtain a judicial order that he be discharged from the Army on the ground that he has not been assigned the duties to which he is entitled under the classification
regulationa. A recent decision of the United States Supreme Court
indicates that his court action would not lie.177
Habeas corpus would, hawerer, be a proper remedy where a
member of the military service is allegedly illegally confined and
cannot obtain hi8 release. In other words, suppose such individual
invokes the proceedings authorized by Article 138 but does not
1.1
lib
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obtain redress, may he seek relief in court? A receiil Federal case
indicates that habeas corpus would be proper.178
What civil remedies for damages does the aggrieved pcraon
have? First, what remedy exists agaimt the United States Government? The Court of Claims would probably have jurisdiction
to consider a suit for damages arising out of certain types of
u'ronga. BY statute,'i* the Court of Claims has jurisdictilm i o
render judgment upon any claim against the United States (a)
founded upon any Act of Congress, such as cases involving the
pay and allowances of members of the military services; 180 (b)
founded upon any regulation of an Executive Department. The
latter class embraces suits seeking judgments far compliance with
regulations.181 Several cases may be noted briefly.
The case of Donnell~'82 was an action t o recover damages
claimed to have resulted from unlawful proceedings under Article
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15.lsa While the plaintiff was serving in the grade of commisaaryman first class, he took a service-aide test for promotion to the
grade of commiasary chief. He passed the examination and qualified for advancement hut was not actually appointed to the higher
grade. Instead, he waa accused of cheating on the examination
and pursuant ta Article 15 was reduced one grade to commissaqman second class. Subsequently, the Board for Correction of Naval
Records corrected his records to show that he had not been reduced
ta commissaryman second class, and offered him the difference
between the pay of that grade and commiasaryman first class, for
the period that he had been in the lower grade. He refused to
accept the offer and asserted a claim for the difference in pay
between the grade of commissaryman second cia% and coinmissal?
man chief. The Court of Claims held:
"We think the plaintiff,Donneils, is limited to reeover? of pa? in aecordanta with the recorda 8 s they now stand corrected. To ailow him to recover
pap for t h e grade of eammiaiargmsn, chief, would be to allow him to
receive payment for B position to which he was never actually appointed.
Perhaps it was wrong f o r the Navy not to h a w promated plaintiff: perhaps
this wrong was due t o the allegedly illegal pmeeedingn under the Uniform
Code. Still the courts cannot undertake to treat plaintiff 8s though he had
xetusily been promoted. , . . Appointment is an executive function involving the exercise of exeeutlve discretion. . . . This court cannot exercise
this function
:'La4

..

In another case,
a member of the Army had enlisted in response to a stated need for certain specialists although he was
over-age for conscription. While in service, he consistently protested his rank and the failure of the Army ta give him a special
service assignment. He was dishonorably discharged pursuant to
a sentence of a court-martial. After obtaining correction of his
rwords to shou, that he was honorably discharged, he sued not
only for the pay ahich he had forfeited, but also for the additional
pay which the Secretary of the Army had denied him. The court
held that the plaintiff was not entitled to the additional pay because
the records did not establish an) "covenants" whereby the Army
bound itself to grant him a particular assignment and rank. It
w . 8 ai% held that the Court of Claims cannot undertake to grant
promotions or assignments which the Army decided not to make.
Whether B member of the Armed Forces v h o suffers a supposed
wrong a t the hands of his superior may hare a civil recovery of
~
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damages for the alleged wrong has been considered in several
cases. I t is well settled that a person in the military service has
his civil remedies for any abuse of authority by his military superiors.186Actions of trepass for injuries to the person have been
frequently brought and sustained in the common law courts against
naval as well as military commanders by their subordinates for
acta done both a t home and abroad under pretense and color of
naval or military discipline.187 The law is clear, however, that an
officer is not answerable for any injury done within the cope of
hia authority, unless influenced by malice, corruption, or cruelty,
although he may have committed an error of judgment in the
exercise of his discretionary authority.'Ps As a general rule, a
military officer is not liable to a subordinate for acts in the further.
ance of discipline, eo long as he acts within the scope of his duty
and is not actuated by personal malice.1a8
Two recent cases are worthy of mention. In one'Q0 an Air
Force sergeant brought suit against Air Force officers for false
imprisonment alleging that they were instrumental in effecting
his imprisonment upon unfounded charges of embezzlement. The
court denied recovery relying on a leading Federal case which held
that:

..

'I. .
if the act tomplained of was done within the mope of the officer's
duties as defined by law, the poiicy of the law is that he ehall not be
subjected to the haraiment of civil litigation or be liable for civil damages
bDeause of a mistake of fact oeourring in the exereiae of his judgment or
discretion, 01because of an erroneous construction and application of the
law." 181

The case relied on did not involve a military officer, but the court
stated that the quoted language applies with equal force to both
civilian and military officers performing their oficial duties
The other caseli2 also involved an action by some airmen against
Air Force officers. The plaintiffs sought damages because of slanderous remarks made by the officers. Recovery was denied on
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V. Cpiston, 84 F . Supp. 478 (N.D.
Csl. 1949).
Cooper Y O'Canna~,99 F.2d 135 (D.C.
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the theory that the remarks were not slanderous. The following
language of the court should, however, be noted:

. . . [A member of the] military service haa a c i v i l remedy f o r any abuse
of authorits by his military superiors; and, rsmirka of a slanderous c h m
actor %re no exception. , , , [Where military officers BIE administering
disciplinary action or are acting in a judicial or quasi-judicial eapaeity,
such] afficislr must have the same freedom af action, without B fear of
permnal liability, a% t h a t enjoyed by civilian judicial authoritien. Significantly however, an officer, e w n when acting within the scope of his
authority, e m i n e w civil liability if hia actions m e influenced by mallee,
corruption, or oruelts."1Q8
'I.

In the case of Wright i s , WhitelQ' it was held in substance
that Article 121 of the Articles of War of the Army of t h e United
States prescribed the measure and made of redress to which an
officer was entitled for a a r o n g done him by his commanding
officer, and that military and naval officers, including National
Guard officers, are immune from private suits for exercising their
authority to order courts-martial for the trial of their inferiors or
in putting their inferiors under arrest preliminary to trial, and
no i n q u i q into their motives in doing 60 can be suffered in a civil
suit.
The foregoing c a w indicate that only in limited situations may
8 member of the military service who has been aggrieved by acts
of his superiors obtain relief or redress in a judicial proceeding.
The types of wrong subject to litigation are generally those which
have involved monetary losses, phrsical injuries, or loss of liberty.
Just as it 19 difficult to determine whether a particular ivrong is
in fact cognizable under Article 138, so it i? equally difficult to
say nhether in a given case B civil court, Federal or State, will
assume jurisdiction.
T'II. SL7MX4RY, COSCLCSIONS, A N D
RECOXXESDATIONS

Article 138 is the SUCCBLSOT to provisions appearing in the
Articles of V a r as early as the first codification in 1715, There
has not been any material modification of ik provisions since the
general revisions of the military code of justice shortly after the
Pirst World War.
lm

Id a t 167.468. But see C o o p e i I . O'Conror, nilpra note 191, which Fred
the foiiowmg language st page 140. "[Ilt is now peneraily reeognrzed
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to impone liability, upon such en a f f i c ~ r who acts within the general
eeope of hi3 authority."
W w h t V. R h i t r . 165 Ore. 136, 110 P 2d 9:s (19411. cited with approval
in Croiman Y . Callahan, sspio note 192.
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ARTICLE 138 COIIPL.4IN'TS
The current Article, as its predecessors, has some significant
deficiencies. First, and foremost, it fails to indicate what classes
of wrongs may be considered. Historically, such statutes have been
consistently interpreted as providing a procedure through which
soldiers and officers may be protected from arbitrary, unfair, or
unjust actions of B commander. The early view was that they
related principally to the interior economy of a company, that i3,
to matters such 88 pay, messing, and repairs, between the commander af a unit and the soldiers who were immediately under his
command. This view has clearly been extended. It may be said
that the provisions of the Article are now applicable to any commander who has deprived a subordinate of some privilege or property right, abused his command discretion or dealt with him unjustly in a field other than discipline. The early view \\'as a major
contributing factor to the nonuse of the Article 138 remedy and
probably one of the reasons for the adoption of other means of
redreas. But even the moat liberal interpretation that may be
granted to the provisions of the enactment cannot make it applicable to all complaints. Thus, complaints as to wrong3 committed
by military personnel, although superior in grade or rank, with
whom there is no command relationship must be settled by Some
other procedure. It is also nell settled that Article 138 may not
be utilized to obtain a review of the findings and sentence of a
court-martial. or the merits of a case disposed of by nonjudicial
punishment. Alaa, complaints as to wrongs which seek merely
disciplinary action towards the alleged wrongdoer are clearly not
within the scope of Article 138. In recent years, the most frequent
type of iwong which has been the subject of complaint under this
Article has involved reductions in grade for inefficiency. Its use
in connection with board proceedings may broaden its mope eon.
siderably and result in its more frequent use.
Assuming then that the individual has been wronged by a cammander and that the alleged wrong is af the type which is properly
cognizable under the statutory enactment, there are, nevertheless,
certain other prerequisites ahich must be met. I t should be re.
membered that the utilization of the redress procedure authorized
by Article 138 is considered as the initiation af a formal complaint.
In order to be able to do this, the aggrieved person must have
made application to the commander concerned for redress. He may
complain only when he has been refused redress. Howwer, when
such action would be a futile gesture, the individual may file his
complaint immediately.
This matter of filing the complaint involves another area in
which difficulty ia encountered. Seither the Article itself nor
*GO i B 4 B
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Army regulations or directives set forth the methods for the
administration and processing of such complaints. Hence, there
are no well settled guide lines, nor any uniformity in procedure.
The Article permits the complaint to be submitted to any superior
officer. I n the U8Uai case, this officer will be the one who is im.
mediately superior to the officer against whom the complaint is
alleged. Thus, the superior in a ease in\wlving a commander of a
company or similar unit xs-ould be the battalion or regimental
commander. In a case involving the commander of a separate battalion, i t would be the group or post to which the battalion is
assigned or attached. This procedural requirement should not,
however, be equated to a condition precedent. The intermediate
commander has, a s it has been indicated, a minor role in the proceedings. His function is mainly administrative, that is, to insure
that the file is as complete as possibie and that it is transmitted
to the proper commander, who is described by the Article as the
officer exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over the officer
against whom the complaint is made. However, no reasons, legal
or otherwise, are perceived which would preclude consideration
of the complaint by the general court-martial authority should
the complainant submit it ta him directly, or send it through other
than normal channels.
According to the plain wording of the Article, jurisdiction over
the complaint for the purpose of determining its validity and, if
warranted, appropriate redress rests with the aforementioned
general court-martial authority. A troublesome situation occurs,
however, when either or both of the parties ta the controversy
have been transferred from the command wherein the alleged
wrong occurred. In such cases, two or more general court-martial
authorities may be involved. Does the language of the Article
control? Historically, a t least when the regimental commander
to whom the complaint was made was required to convene a courtmartial, it \vas believed that the officer, as well a8 the complainant,
should be within the command of the regimental commander.
There is no clear-cut decision on this particular point. I t could
be contended, with some merit, that a complaint of a wrong made
after either or both of the individuals are reassigned from the common general court-martial jurisdiction should not be cognizable
under Article 138. Is such a restrictive view warranted? I t must be
considered that in such instance the investigation of the allegations may be prolonged due ta nonavailability in the area of the
complainant or the witnesses. But the same difficulty would be
encountered if the complaint v a s processed through inspector
92
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general channels or by direct submission to the Department of the
Army. Regardless of method, some field commander will have the
responsibility of making an inquiry. Hence, a proceeding under
Artilce 138 in such circumstances i s equally feasible and should
not be precluded merely because of the lack of a common commander. In this situation, a commander receivinz a complaint
from an individual who believes that he has been wronged should
forward it directly, and not lhrough the usual channels of cammunication, to the commander exercising general court-martial
jurisdiction over the alleged wrongdoer.
The Article enjoins the general court-martial authority to ex.
amine into the complaint. The use of the ward "proceedings"
and the customs of the service with respect to the early Articles
clearly indicate that an inquiry of some sort must be conducted.
There is no express requirement by regulation or directive that a
formal inquiry be held. However, the underlying spirit and intent of the Article, that i3, to do justice to the complainant, would
seem to require an impartial investigation. This investigation is
more effective if formal in nature and conducted by a duly appointed investigating officer or a board of officers, pursuant to the
provisions of the Army regulations IaS governing investigations.
The failure to have this type of an investigation in the past may
be the real reason why military personnel pursued remedies other
than the course of action provided by the Article. The arbitrary
disposal of complaints by Eome commanders in all probability
Created need for an impartial h w s t i g a t h g officer. I t is reasonable
to assume that this ma? have been one of the reasons for the
establishment of the inspector general complaint procedure.ln6
A further flaw in the current Article is that, again like its pre.
decessors, it fails to indicate what authority may be exercised
by commanders in carrying out their conclusions. The general
court-martial authority is directed to take proper measures for
redressing the wrong complained of. One would prewme that the
term "proper measures" would give him all the authority which
may be necessary to redreas the wrong. Unfortunately, his power
has been construed to be more limited. It i8 considered that his
inirial function is to determine the validity of the complaint, that
is, to review the proceedinga concerning the allegations and decide
whether they have been sustained or found to be groundless. If
he decides in favor of the complainant, he must then determine
the redress to which the complainant is entitled. However, he
186
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may grant or effectuate remedial action only if it is within his
authority to do so. Thus, the present rule is that if the complaint
is valid and remedial action considered adequate is within the
authority of the general court-martial authority, such action should
be taken. If, however, remedial action considered adequate is not
within the authority of such officer, the complaint together with
a complete report of the pertinent facts should be transmitted to
the Department of the Army with recommendations as ta action
to be taken.
In accordance with the provisions of the Article, a report must
be sent to the Department of the Army in any event, whether
the eompiaint is considered meritorious or not, and regardless
of the action taken thereon. This report should include a true
copy of the complaint, the proceedings had thereon, and a copy of
the reply TO the complainant concerning his allegations.
What conclusianr may be deduced from the analysis of the
iarious provision8 of the Article? Is the current Article sufficiently
effective to accomplish the purposes for which it was intended?
Historicall>-. it was considered that the Articles of \Tar for the
redress of wrongs were framed t o afford a speedy and efficacious
remedy to officer and soldier a h c were, or thought themselves,
oppressed and aggrieved by their superiors. A different intent on
the part of the varioui redrafters has never been demonstrated.
The effeclii-enesr of the early Article to accomplish these pur.
poses was seriously doubted by the eminent writers on military
lair, and the effectiwnees of the current Article has been hampered
mainly by ita nonuse. The reason for the ncnuse af the current
procedure is chiefly because it has become customary over a period
of many years to use the less formal method of complaint: that

is, the aggrieved person merely appeals to whatever superior authority is empowered to take corrective action or files a complaint
with an inspector peneral of the superior commander. A study
of there two informal methods of redresl is not neces8ary in order
to conclude that they are no doubt ju3t as effective as the Article
138 procedure. The realization on the part of members of the
service that lees cumbermme and equally adequate systems exist
has relegated the statutory redress procedure to a back seat. Re.
gardlezs of the reasons for the adoption of other methods and
the comparative iimited use of the Article 138 procedure, one
may, nevertheless. conclude that it is an effective procedure. Its
recent use in connection with reduction8 for inefficiency has clearly
demonstrated its usefulness.
a4
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I t is submitted that so long as there exists a n area in which
this statutory procedure may properly and profihbly be utilized
by members of the service no reamns exist for its repeal. Under
certain circumstances this remedy may be more appropriate than
any other. A still more important reason exists, however, for
the retention of the statutory enactment. So long as the remeds
exists on the statute books, the military authorities are required
a8 a matter of law to entertain, process, and adjudicate complaints
of wrongs submitted by subordinates against superiors. I t is not
beyond the realm of probability that an emergency situation might
occur which would prompt a military edict precluding complaints
to inspectors general os appeals to superior commanders. I t is
well settled that customs of the service may hare the force and
effect of law, but to the novice in the military service a congreasional enactment furnishes much greater protection. Hence,
this writer believes that t h i j enactment is more than a good
preachment. I t is a valuable right.
To enhance this right, it is recommended that Arms regulations be promulgated to implement the provisions af the Article.
These regulations ehauld include provisions which in substance
would provide ( I ) that with respect to m y grievance whatsoever,
application for correction should first be submitted to the commander who allegedly committed the W S O ~ Fexcept
,
in certain
specified instances; ‘ei ( 2 ) that the procedure is applicable to aileged wrongs committed not only by the immediate commander
but by any officer superior or inferior t o the immediate commander,
with whom the complainant has a command relationship; ( 3 ) that
certain type of wrongs should be processed by the use of this
procedure rather than by complaints to inspeetors general: ( 4 )
the details for the processing of complaints, including the manner
in which they should be investigated: ( 5 ) the redress which may
be granted; ( 6 ) the details for the disposition of the proceedings:
and (7) the extent of rerien. a t the Department of the Army level.
Laws, regulations, or directives pertaining to complaints of
wrongs may be considered in the nature of a necessary evil. They
are based on the assumption that maladies are bound to exist in
the relationships of superiors toward subordinates. Specific regulation8 seek to prevent such o c c u r r e n c e s . ~Thus,
~ ~ superiors are
expressly forbidden to injure those under their authority by tyrannical or capricious conduct or by abusive language. While main187
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taining discipline and the thorough and prompt performance of
military duty, all officers vhen dealing with enlisted personnel
are required to bear in mind the a b d u t e necessity of treating
them in such a manner as to predert-e their self-respect. However,
even in the best organization, there may be occasions when genu.
ine cause for dissatisfaction may occur. The officer on duty with
troops i s bound sooner or later to have to deal with complaints
an the part of some of his men. The handling of complaints is a
good test of an officer's ability to manage men. Organization
commanders should endeavor a t all times to reduce to a minimum
the necemty ior a subordinate to resort to a complaint procedure.
How may he do this? >lamlg by fallowing itholeheartedly the
injunction of the Arm>- regulations which reads: "Officers w l l
keep in close touch n i t h personnel within their command, \%-ill
take an intereat in their organization life, will hear their com.
plaints, and will endeavor an all aceasions t a remoYe those causes
which make far dis8atisfaetm." Ig1 The men must know that
they may state a cause for complaint to their commander with
the knovledge that he will g l ~ ethem a hearing and correct the
grievance if he is convinced of its truth. They must believe that
he will wish t o remove causes for proper dissatisfaction. It takes
good judgment to handle complaints satiafactorily, so as neither
to weaken military discipline within the command, nor to allow
the complainnnt to go away feeling that he has not had a square
deal. If all commanders adher to rhia principle, few tears will be
shed over the lionuse of an>- and all redress procedures, whether
prescribed by atatute or regulations.

THE YOUTHFUL OFFENDER AND THE ARMED FORCES*
by Doyle Shackelford**
Parole agencies, correctional institutions, and especially our
courts and their juvenile probation departments are affected by
our continuing need for a strong armed force, just as most other
civilian 8ervices and fields of endeavor are. But military personnel,
particularly those concerned with recruiting, training, personnel
management, law enforcement, and correction, look on these agencies with a jaundiced eye, for all too often youthful offenders
entering the services run afoul of military law and are courtmartialed, confined, and discharged dishonorably. Obviously this
is a poor return for the taxpayers’ dollar, a loss of valuable manhours for the military services, and an additional stigma for the
individual who, in effect, has failed both the community and the
nation. Yet case records in the major military confinement facilities reveal numerous instances in which youthful offenders were
encouraged, urged, or induced to join the service in lieu of a
sentence, continued probation or parole supervision, or further
incarceration. Crowded dockets and heavy caseloads probably
contribute to this practice.
The courts, like other nonmilitary groups and individuals, have
some erroneous notions about military service. The existence of
selective service produces the idea that military service is inevitable. Zealous recruiting campaigns and public sentiment support
the idea that enlistment or induction is part of each man’s responsibility to the community, and judges, probation and parole super.
visors, and institution personnel share these attitudes, When
military service is considered for convicted offenders, the “successful” service of offenders during World War I1 is often used
as an argument to support this move. But these fairly widespread ideas are not in fact well founded. First of all, military
Service for every able-bodied man is not inevitable: a considerable
number are rejected for various reasons. Second, many individuals
can best aid national defense by working in industry, agriculture,
or other civilian pursuits not requiring military training: it is not
*

This article was originally published in 4 Natioml Probation and P w o ! ~
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for an indeterminate period and must perform a specific function.
A new mode of behavior which is not subject to compromise is thus
imposed, and it must be followed concurrently with the laws of civil
society. Soldier, sailor, ana marine are all subject to two codes of
law and may, in certain instances, be tried twice (once under civil
and once under military law) for the same offense. An enlistment
is a contract with the Government which may be broken only with
the consent of the Government and under the conditions it imposes.'
2. The meeifio aim of the Armed Forces-which
nation, not to make men out of boys.

is to protect the

Civilians often ascribe to the military the magical power of endowing each of its recruits with maturity and poise where none
existed before. We sometimes encourage our youth to enlist with the
fond hope that they will emerge from service as men. But it ain't
necessariiy B O ! Group living in this necessarily authoritarian setting
is not a panacea either for personal problems or for the ills of
society. Yet na lesa a personage than "The Cockleburr" wrote, I t
seems to me a two-year hitch in the Army may be the ananer t o the
irresponsible and vicious hoodlumiam and vandalism of the
eighteen-year-olds.2 The myth lives on, perpetuated by all sorts of
u'ell-intentioned persons, even including profeasianal soldiers.
I t is difficult to determine whether a person matures a s the result
of military training. Changes in the adolescent offender noticed on
furlough by his family or probation officer may actually be the
result of a natural development which would have taken place Without the enlistment.
3. The WlilitQmJ's attitude toward those who break its hwswhich is different from the civilian attitude.

MILITARY L A W REVIEW
Military offendera, with few exceptions, are dealt with quickly
and severely in the interests of order and discipline. Together with
the offenses recognized in civilian life, there are purely military
offenses: going AWOL, deserting, being insubordinate, disobeying
orders, for instance. These are, in the eyes of the military, a s
heinous as any civilian crime: committed during wartime they can
drastically affect not only the efficiency but also the very existence of
a unit. Few civilian crimes have so draatic an effect on other lives.
Enforcers of the military code are understandably less compassionate than their civilian counterparts. While new procedures for
court-martial are in use under the Uniform Code of Military Justice
of 1951, and provide more chances for appeal of a verdict and better
protection for the rights of the individual, the punishments prescribed are relatively unchanged.
Every branch of the Armed Forces has now embarked on programs of correction and rehabilitation for certain selected personnel. Though generally well conceived and directed, they are still
in their infancy and narrow in w p e . Their objectixws are purely
utilitarian: to retain only those men fit for active service. Relatively few of those sentenced to punitive discharge a r e returned
to duty.
SCREENING FACTORS
Judges and probation and parole officers must select only those
of their charges who are most capable of succeeding in military life.
This screening is the moat difficult aspect of their job \>is-a-vis the
Armed Forces, because clinical tools are seldom available to aid
them. But there is an aid they have on hand for this Bcreening. It
consists, in fact, of that intimate knowledge of the individual
offender on which the judge bases his sentence and on ahich probation or parole supervision ia based, contained in the presentence
report. However, those factors which neigh heavily for probation
or parale are not quite the same as those important for success in
military life. The prime difference between the two situations i s
that the offender who remain8 a civilian will be supervised; the
man who joins the services will not be. Screening, then, is tantamount to predicting future S U C C ~ S Sor failure in an unsupenrised
but specifically military life. Some of the factors which will contribute to success of failure are:

1. Motiuation j o r enlisting. There are many reasom for enlistment. First of all, mast recruits approach military life with some
trepidation, compounded of half-truths offered by friends, the tales
of veterans, and the blandishments of recruiting personnel. They
100
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have taken this step under the pressures of society and of the Selective Service Act. These general reasons, and particularly the varying personal motives, require close scrutiny. Personal reasons
arising out of dissatisfaction with existing situations such BS the
family, job, or probation status are immediately suspect. Impulses
of the moment inspired by movies or by the local recruiting sergeant, for instance, also need dissection-they may be only the
surface expression of some other motive. However, the recruiting
slogan, "Learn a trade while you serve," coupled with public sentiment and the pervasive idea that "I gotta go sometime" are predisposing factors that must be critically evaluated. Whatever the
reason8, they should always be consistent with the individual's personality. They will have to sustain the prospective recruit through
the initial stress, confiict, and insecurity of indoctrination and basic
training, until he can view his military future realistically. Case
records in military confinement facilities often reflect the whimsical
motives Of some of its inmates when they enlisted.
2. Adaptability and maturity. Adaptability implies, a t least, developing stability and maturity, together with the abilib to cope
with new situations, respond to guidance and inatruction, and accept imposed limitations and controls. The recruit must learn to
adjust himself to this new regime of behavior and get along with
the diverse personalities with whom he must associate. There is
less privacy than in civilian life and little choice in barracks mates.
During the first few weeks of basic training most new recruits will
wish themselves home again: this period, designed to effect a transition from civil to military living, will seem quite harsh, oppressive,
and frustrating to the beginner. Yet moat offenses do not occur
during this fast-paced, varied, and challenging group experience.
The specialized training and routine which follow it are far more
wearing. As the neophyte begins to act on his own, time and opportunity create offenses.

Recruib these days range in age from 17 to 21. They are not
expeeted to &ct like elder statesmen. But same stability and con.
sistency of purpose must be there to begin with. Military service
may hasten greater maturity; it cannot make something out of
nothing. The Armed Farces have minimum standards to meet and
cannot afford to gamble an these standards being upheld in the
future.

As I said abo\,e, moat offenses committed in the services are
purely military. They generally stem from an inability to get along
with others-particularly
those in authority-and
usually take
place during the first 2 years of service. The explanations-or
A00 i s m
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rationalizations-given
by the offenders a r e similar to those of
young truants from schwl, errant husbands, and persons with erratic mzork records; they are the explanations of people who for
one reason or another refuse responsibilities.
3. Intelligence and education. In addition to these personality
components, innate ability and academic accomplishment are both
important, though never exclusivel.
must be able t o profit from the expe
the services. Sometimes education and intelligence ought to tip
the balance either for or against military service; sometimes they
ought to determine the branch of service most suitable for a particular offender.

Contrary to a prevailing belief, the Armed Farces do wvant men
who are flexible and able to grow. Specialization is necessary in a
highly technical army and n a w ; substandard peraonnel are useless
mzhen faced with complicated machinery. The legendary perennial
private is no longer a fixture in any unit.
Men who cannot perform skilled jobs become dissa
failure-but menial and routine duties are the only poss
them. Such frustrations lead to minor offenses which become
habitual and grow more serious. Such persons can now be refused
by the service; they are sometimes discharged because they cannot
be trained.
All branches of the service emphasize self-improvement; each
sponsors special classes on the post or in conjunction m.ith nearby
schwls and colleges, as well a3 correspondence schools such 8s the
widely used U. S.Armed Forces Institute. Promotions go to those
who merit them by education and individual aptitude, performance,
leadership potential, and adherence t o military procedures.
4. Responsibilitg YS. p u t t e m s of escape. Close examination of the
offender’s social history and behavior under supervision will tell the
judge or the probation or parole officer whether the prospective re.

cruit has habitually been able to work independently, to conform
without group pressure, and to relate favorably to authoritarian
figures. If the individual has repeatedly tried to escape these situations, his pattern of behavior is obvioueiy disqualifying far military
service. It is this kind of recruit who u s ~ a l l ycommits the purely
military offenses of going AWOL, deserting. or disobeying commands.
Insecure. dependent, or passire persons respond to frustrating
situations by withdrawal or aggression as a means of avoiding
102
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stress. Youngsters striving for independence often leave home, become truant, resort to antisocial behavior, get a rapid succession of
jobs, or get married too soon. They also join the service; it is a
socially acceptable means of assuming the mantle of maturity and
masculinity and avoids the restrictions of family and community
living. Basic behavior patterns are not so easily broken, however,
and the "new start" mas soon became another dead end af irritation. Whether the old situation was real or imagined, the new one
becomes as unattractive as the castoff.
Probation and parole officers often act as emotional crutches
for such persons by supplying services, advice, and guidance
along with strict supervision. Often this treatment yields good
results after the individual gains self-confidence and stability.
Good adjustment on probation or parole is not necessarily a diploma insuring success in the service, however, because manipulation of the offender's environment by the supervising officer may
not prepare the indix7idual f a r independent group living under
rigidly enforced conditions. I t may, in some cases, be good practice, for example, for a probation or parole officer to encourage or
even require his charges to iit7.e away from home. Husbands can
live away from home provided they support their families and
work regularly. Changing the environment like this is impossible
a t a military camp or on a ship. First sergeants, mess sergeants,
squad leaders, and commanding officers often appear in the guise
of shrewish wife or mother, dominating parent, teacher, or boss;
the probationer or parolee will respond to these people in the
same i ~ a yhe did a t home, a t his job, or a t school. Unless the
offender is capable of independence, is able to cope with the everyday problems of human relations, and is adaptable to changing
situations rather than dependent on a change in environment,
he will not be successful in uniform. The judge and the probation
officer should remember this.
SEEING THE OFFENDER THROUGH

Once the court decides that the individual can meet the rigors of
military service, the supervisor must help him through the red tape
of enlistment or induction. I t i s imperative that the recruit be both
legally and psyehologicaliy ready for entrance into service. Supervision must be over, but merely sending the probationer or parolee
to the nearest recruiting officer or center to ''Sign up" is not enough.
Here are m n e means ta this end:
1. Beoome familiar with recruiting and selective seraiee p r u tices. Generally, the Armed Forces prefer voluntary recruits, but in
A 0 0 iQ4B
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emergencieS must use a draft to fill their ranks. Volunteers enlist
for 4 years, draftees far only 2 years; this difference in length of
service is the primary difference betiveen them. Currently the Army
uses most of the inductees; the S a v y and the Ilarine Corps resort
to draft enlistmenta only irregularly, when their waiting lists are
exhausted. The Air Force and Coast Guard rely entirely on volunteers. All branches allot quotas to recruiting or selective service regions, based on their projected personnel needs.
Eligibility of offenders far military service is restricted in the
same way for both draftees and volunteers. Offenders waiting for
court action aye specifically excluded: so are those recently placed
on probation or paroled, and serious felon>-offenders. Until August,
1965, the Department of Defense denied enlistment to offenders
until 6 months after their release from probation, parole, or confinement. Under the amended policy the individual, if otherwise acceptable, may enter military service immediately after supervision is
ended.
Rejection of applicant8 as unfit is now based on a complete review
of each case rather than on the fact of a career of juvenile or adult
delinquency. The probation or parole officer can play a major role
in the d e c t i o n of properly matirated and eligible individuals by
informing recruiters and d r a f t boards about such men. Recruiting
agencies and draft boards can, in turn, provide court officers not
only with useful information on induction procedures and policies
and copies of forms, but also of the enlistment or impending inductian of a parolee or probationer. (Some offenders enlist or submit
t o the draft without informing the court or parole office af their
status.) Local recruiting stations are usually informed of the failure in service of those recruited by them and can share such infarmation with the court, which can use it for future planning. Interchange of information should be continuous and, like contact with
local employment agencies, should he a necessity to the probation
or parole officer.
2 , Beware of "fraudulent enlistment"! A fraudulent enlistment
is one in which some item an an enlistment or draft farm has been
inaccurately reparted, distorted, denied, or omitted. Court-martial,
confinement, and punitive discharge can result from this offense,
which, under certain circumstances, endangers the security of the
service. Legally it is the misrepresentation of a fact rather than
the fact itaelf which is punishable. When the omission or discrepancy is inadvertant, the individual can sometimes complete his
enlistment, but he may be discharged even though his intent wan
not fraud. An official inquiry is made in every case discovered; its
findings determine the action taken.
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The offender may be particularly tempted to deny his record Of
convictions or his court record. An adolescent may falsify his age
or forge his parent’s or guardian’s signature on an affidavit. Persons
with prior military service may attempt to deny it, hide a dishonorable discharge, or misrepresent their previous experience. Routine
fingerprint checks with the FBI generally reveal discrepancies and
open the door for punitive action. Each case is reviewed and decided
individually-there is no set policy.
The prospective recruit can avoid such a situation if he is completely informed, via a face-to-face interview with recruiting or
selective service officials. By all means make certain that he has
all the facts. Discrepancies pertaining to civil offenses are particularly suspect and will result in dishonorable dismissal from the
service unless the circumstances are obviously in favor of the man.
3. Consider the branch of servioe. An enlistee has a choice of
services and It is appropriate to consider the branch of service in
terms of his abilities and personality. Since probationers and parolees have already met with frustration and failure, it is particularly
important that they should be steered into an environment in which
they can succeed. While each branch screens its new recruits for efficient placement to avoid putting square pegs in round holes, the
demands of the moment often dictate their assignment and training.
The Army and the Marine Corps can absorb more persons in nontechnical fields than the Navy, Air Force, or Coast Guard,
4. Be prepared to discharge the inditidual completely iron>super.
vision. For the purpose of joining the service, parolees and probationers can be released from supervision before their imposed terms
expire. Temporary discharge or suspended supervision is not advisable, as the services cannot be expected to accept men who have
such obligations to other agencies. Court costs or fines should similarly be paid or waived, f a r these may cauae worry or financial hardship, particularly if there are normal obligations to a family or
dependents.
5. Use the terrninal intbwiew. It is just as sound to have a terminating interview a3 it is to require an initial interview. During the
terminal talk, the youth should be made fully aware of his abligations to the Armed Forces. The probation or parole officer, who is
someone he knows and can trust, can do this best. The forms can
be studied and the importance of properly filling them out should
be explained.

Entry into service can, under these conditions, be truly a “new
Btart”; it may compensate for the penaltiea imposed for previous
*GO 7 1 4 8
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misconduct, especially when the probationer or parolee leaves with
the good wishes and genuine confidence af his supervisor. It is eiating to be ''on your awn" again, and the sanction of the court or state
is important to the probationer or parolee. Most persons depart for
service with the approval and backing of friends and relatives: if
the individual has no friends or relatives, the court stands in loco
pwrmtis for him,
Right now, every man capable of it is expected to take part in the
country's defense effort--and we must expect this to continue to be
true for pears to come. Our manpower resources cannot equal those
massed against i t : our military leaders propose to meet thi8 challenge by creating and maintaining a militarily well-prepared citlzenry and sn armed force superior in technical skill. Ifany offenders
can serve successfully and effectiveb in such a force. If they are
recruited indiscriminately, they will only waste man-hours, and our
defense cannot afford such ivaste. Judges and probation and parole
officers can help protect society by isolating and supervising those
mho have demimstrated their inability to stand alone.
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ASSIMILATIVE CRIMES ACT-STATE LAWS ASSIMILATED*: h t i c l e 134 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice provides for the punishment of "crimes and offenses not captial, of
which Persons subject to this code may be guilty" which are otherwise "not specifically mentioned in this code." Within the boundaries of a military resenmtion subjwt to the "exclusive or concurrent"' jurisdiction of the United States, the applicable noncapital
crimes and offenses not specifically mentioned in the Uniform Code
are likely to include State penal laws assimilated into Federal law
by the Assimilative Crime8 Act.2 All doubts relative to the constitutionality of carte blanche assimilation of past and prospective state
criminal laws into Federal jurisprudence have been put to rest by
the United States Supreme Court in Lifflited States Y. Shamnaek.a
Therefore, penal laws propounded by the legislatures and courts af
host States become a supplement to the Uniform Code of Military
Justice upon many Federal reservations within the continental
United States. However, are all the penal laws of the host State inexorably assimilated into Federal law?

In 1944, the Supreme Court in the case of Johmon

V.

Yellow

Cab Transit Company4 discussed the Assimilative Crimes Act with
respect to what portions of a State criminal law are actually
adopted and made Federal la\v under the provisions of the act. In
that case, the court set forth three questions concerning a particular
State criminal law all of which must be answered in the affirmative
before that iaw may be conaidered assimilated.
1. Is the law not in conflict with Federal policies as expressed by
other acts of Congress or by valid administrative regulations which
have the force of law?
2. Is the statute or law 30 dedgned that it can be adopted under
the act?
3. Does such law make penal the transaction alleged to have
taken place?

'

I

This note was adapted from a chapter of B thesis presented to The Jud e
Advocate Generalla School, U. S . A m y , Charlottewdle, Va., while t f e
author m e B member of the F i f t h Advanced Class. The opmion6 and
e D n C l ~ b i ~expressed
~s
herein are thabe of the author and do not necesS.BT~IY represent the view^ of The Judge Advmate General's School or
any other pvernmentai sgsncy.
The mode of acqvirition of Federal jurisdiction mer any pmticuhr
m e r i a t i o n muit be investigated to determine whether exolusive or con.
current jvrisdietion was attained.
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There are two aspects to the problem of whether a Federal policy
prevent8 assimilation. The first is a determination of whether other
acts of Congress apply t o the field in question and the second concerns administrative regulationa. With respect to other acta of
Congress, it is not necessary that the act of Congress specificaily
prohibit assimilation of a particular State law; it is sufficient if
Congress has elsewhere provided that the act or omission prohibited
by the State law is punishabie as a crime in United States courts.b
An examination of the United States Criminal Code reveals that
certain crimes come under the jurisdiction of the United States hecause they interfere with governmental activities, such a s stealing
from or unlawfuily interfering with the mail' or federally insured
banks.' Another class of crimes such as transporting stolen automobiies in interstate commerce s or transporting a woman from one
State to another for immoral purposes 0 fall within the jurisdiction
of the United States by reason of delegated constitutional powers
such as the power to regulate interstate commerce 10 or raise and
support armies.l' In the above classes of crimes the jurisdiction of
the United States courts is not dependent upon the United States exercising juriadiction over the specific geographical territory wherein
the offense was committed, Crimes of the type just mentioned are
for the most part committed within the territorial jurisdiction of
the various States. I t is obvious that these crimes have little effect
upon the Assimilative Crimes Act. A person violating one of these
statutes uwuld be tried in a Federal court for the specific offense
without regard to whether or not he committed the act within the
territorial jurisdiction of a State or upon a military reservation
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States. On the other
hand, Congress has provided for the punishment of certain crimes
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if committed on lands reserved or acquired for the use of the United
States and over which the United States exercises some form of territorial jurisdiction. These specifically denounced crimes form a
partial criminal code for these Federal areas which is supplemented
by the State law a s adopted by the Assimilative Crimes Act. Consequently, B State criminal law denouncing the Same or a similar offense cannot be assimilated.'l The fallowing crimes have been specifically prohibited by Congress if committed in these areas: Arson
in two degrees,l3 three types of aggravated assault,14 assault and
batterr,ls iimple ~ S S B Ularceny,);
I ~ , ~ ~ with a distinction as to punishment based on whether the property is of a value more or less than
one hundred dollars, receiving stolen property,ls murder in two degrees,'O voluntary manslaughter,zo involuntary manslaughter,2' attempt to commit murder?2 or manslaughter,2s rape?' carnal knoivledge.lb and robbery.z6 Nearly all the minor offensesor misdemeanor3
are not covered by the Federal code and are left subject to the State
law an assimilated. Also, the Federal code does not make full provision far the punishment of such major felonies as burglary, forpery, and obtaining money by false pretenses. Burglary is punished
as such only when of a post office building.2i Forgery i8 prohibited
only if the offense is committed by falsifying or altering specific
Government documenta.zP Obtaining money by false pretenses is
prohibited within the maritime jurisdiction or upon the high seas
but not within the Federal territorial jurisdicton.*$ Of course, in the
case of a military malefactor the Uniform Code satisfactorily covers
these offenses and prevents assirnilation of State burglary, forgery
and theft
At this stage of the discussion, it would appear
that a careful examination of Title 18 of the United States Code
should in all cases reveal whether or not Federal policy as expressed
by acts of Congress would prevent the assimilation of any particular
19461
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State i8w. However, may not Federal policy be expressed by acts
of Congress other than thme defining crimes? To pose a purely
hypothetical situation, assume that a Federal statute clearly expresses congressional intent that post exchanges be available daily
to satisfy the needs of military personnel. Could it not be argued
with force that the congressional policy expressed by this nonpenal
statute prevents the assimilation of a State "blue law" imposing
criminal sanctions upon the operation of a commercial establishment on the Sabbath? Although no case8 can be found which bear
directly upon this paint, the langnage used in the Yellow Cab cases]
certainly seems broad enough to cover such a situation.
Presumably, under Yellow Cab, valid administrative regulations
which have the force of law can also express a Federal policy preaenting the amimilatian of a state law. This concept presents a
more difficult problem. In order to obtain a basic understanding
of what is meant by the phrases Federal policy and valid adminiatrative regulation consider the Rentrela' and Xash88 cases. Both
of these cases were decided by the Federal District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia.
In the .?'ash case, the plaintiff, a Xegra woman, was refused
service in the restaurant operated by the defendant a t the Washinpton Satianal Airport under a concession contract with the Civil
Aeranautica Adminiatration. She uw.s informed by agent8 of the
defendant that she could only be served in a separate cafeteria
vhich was operated for colored people. A s a result of this refusal
of service, she sued for damages. I t was uncontested that the property in question \vas under exclusive jurisdiction of the United
States. Defendant argued that the Assimilative Crimes Act adopted
the segregation l a w of the State of Virginia and that no act of
Congress or administrative regulation prevented the asaimilation:
further that the concession contract provided for the estabiiahment
of segregated eating facilities. The plaintiff contended that segregation WBS so against Federal policy that even in the absence of an
administrative regulation to that effect it should prevent assimilation of the Virginia isws.
The court held that although an administrative regulation would
be sufficientta prevent assimilation, in this case there was no such
mglllation and therefore the Virginia law on the subject was
adopted as Federal laa.
~~
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Shortly after the legal action was instituted in the Sash case,
the Administrator of Cix7ii Aeronautics published a regulation prohibiting segregation a t the same Washington National Airport. Air
Terminal Services, Inc., the defendant in the Nash case, then instituted action against Rentzei, the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, to determine whether the regulation n a s invalid under the Assimilative Crimes Act. In this ease, the court held that the action
by Rentzel was a r,alid administrative order which effectively
barred assimilation of the Virginia segregation iawve. The court
went on to say that the administrative order was valid because it
expressed a Federal policy of avoiding race discrimination in Federal matters.

It is interesting to note that the Federal policy against segregation as expressed by court decisions existed a t the time the h’osh
case arosea4but was not considered adequate to prevent asslmilation in the absence of an administrative regulation. In this connection, it is somewhat speculative as to whether or not a Federal administrative regulation which does not express a known Federal
policy can effectively prevent assimilation. The Judge Advocate
General of the Army was called upon to answer this question in
a recent opinion.8bThe problem presented was whether or not the
Secretary of the Army by publishing regulations authorizing the
conduct of bingo games on military reservations could prevent the
assimilation of State laws prohibiting gambling or lotteries of any
type. The Attorney General of the United States had concluded in
a written opinion dated 29 April 1956 that public poiicy was so
against gambling that no regulation by the Secretary of the Army
permitting bingo wouid be sufficient to prevent assimilation. Obviously, this discussion only applied to areas under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the United States in that the independent operation
of the State law itself wouid prevent such activities in areas under
concurrent criminal jurisdiction.
The Eililitaly Affairs Division of the Office of The Judge Advocate
General was hard pressed to justify the Army’s position in this
matter. In fact, the opinion of The Attorney General presented the
hypothetical analogy of the Seeretary of the Army attempting to
prevent assimilation of a State law against prostitution by pmmulgating a regulation authorizing such activity on military reeervatians. In the Army opinion, it was concluded that the regulation was
not against Federal policy because the Secretaq of Defense and
Secretary of the Arms determine what is Federal policy as to the
Army and not the Attorney General.
84
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I t occurs to this writer that the type of Federal policy under discusaion is not one determined by any one section of the executive
branch of government, but is the type the courts refer ta a8 public
policy. This equates t o a general opinion of the public as to what is
good and what is evil and in the final analysis must be determined
by the courts. The playing af bingo in clubs upon military reservations has reached such proportions as a desired farm of recreation
that its effect upon morale alone may render it consistent with Federal public policy.
In line with the Rentzrl case, The Judge Advocate General of the
Army had no difficulty in rendering an opinion to the effect that
Federal policy was against racial discrimination and therefore
regulations of the Secretars of the Army to that effect would prevent the assimilation of Louisiana lamzswhich u-ere designed to prevent m>hiteand colored people from engaging jointly in any type af
sporting event.88
In summary, it is possible to state that if an administrative regulation promiI1gates a known Federal policy, it will prevent the
assimilation of a State law: but if it does not express such a known
policy, there is some doubt. This doubt could be further resolved by
looking to see if there is a policy against the purpose or effect of
the regdation. Logic would then dictate that such a regulation m'aa
not an expression of Federal policy and therefore could not prevent
assimilation; but if there was no evidence of what the Federal policy
was on the matter other than the regulation, then the regulation
ivould perform a dual purpose. I t nould establish the Federal
policy and also promulgate it in such a manner as to prevent the
assimilation of a particular State l a w
An administrative regulation in order to prevent assimilation
must in addition to promulgating Federal policy be 17alid. What is
meant by the term valid? Some regulations are promulgated as a
direct result of specific statutory authority. For example, the Secretary of Defense was given authority by statute to promulgate regulations governing the sale and use of intoxicating liquors upon military reservationa.3' These regulations, unless in confiict with other
Federal laws, are valid38 and would be sufficient to prevent adoption
of State laws pertaining to the use of l i q ~ o r . ~The
e next category
of administrative regulation to consider are those pramukated by
the head of an agency pursuant to his general statutory authorits to
~ ~ not in conflict wjth
reguiate.~aSuch regulations, if r e a s o n ~ b l eand
36
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other acts of Congress, have the force and effect of law.&zThe requirement that the regulation be reasonable is very similar to the
requirement that the regulation express Federal policy which has
previously been discussed. But it also implies that the regulation
can be neither arbitrary nor capricious in expressing that ~ o l i c y . ' ~
This tVpe of regulation would also prevent a ~ s i m i l a t i o n . ~ ~

In the military departments of the Government there exists a
p o w r to regulate which is independent of statutory authority and
is a part of the inherent powers of the President as Commander in
Chief.&$The courts hare held that these regulations also have the
force and effect of law if not in conflict with other acts of C ~ n g r e s s . ' ~
This type of regulation does not appear to differ in any way from
that discussed in the preceding paragraph.'' Whi:e there are no
court deciaions as to whether this category of regulation would pre.
rent assimilation of a State law, reawn dictates that it would.
The statutory authority to regulate is limited to the heads of the
various agencies or departments of the Government,'8 and even
though the inherent right to regulate within the military is not so
limited, only the regulation8 promulgated by the President or the
head of a department hare been held to have the force and effect of
Iaw.48 Therefore, although there are no cas% upon the point, it is
reasonable to m u m e that the regulation of a post commander or
similar officer in the civilian agencies of government could not effect
the assimilation of State laws.
With complete academic fairness, it should be pointed out that
the entire concept that an administrative regulation will prevent
assimilation of State law rests on rather tenuous grounds, There
are only three court decisions which indicate this result. The first is,
of course, JohiLson v. Yellozu Cab hmsnsit Company, supra. The Supreme Court in the majority opinion merely indicated in dicta that
such a rule might exist.60 Further, the opinion did not mention ad-
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ministrative regulations in general. but only Army regulations
which had previously been held to have the force and effect of law.
Justices Frankfurter and Roberts dissented in the case. Mr. Justice
Frankfurter, speaking for the dissent, assumed that Federal administrative policy could prevent assimilation af State law but he cer.
tainiy did not state it would in all cases have that result.b' Seizing
upon this decision, the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia held that Federal policy as expressed by a valid
administrative regulation would prevent adoption af State IBWin
t m
Neither of these cases were appealed. Opinions of the
various governmental agencies hare, without discussion, accepted
the decisions of the Virginia court a3 the i a w in this field.S3H o w
ever, it should be no great surprise if some other Federal district
court or appellate court should hold that Federal policy as expressed
by administrative regulations has no effect whatsoever upon the
Assimilative Crimes Act.
Ia a particular State statute or lau so designed that it can be
adapted as Federal law? The issue presented by this question is
illustrated by a recent case in the Federal District Court for the
Western District of Louisiana.64 The accused !vas charged vith having killed a fawn deer in a national forest in violation of Louisiana
law as assimilated. The fact established \%'as that the accused shot
a full grown male deer, but by some quirk of nature, it had no
horns. The Louiqiana statute provided as followa:
"KOperson shall:
(1) Take m y fawn (a deer with horns less than three inches long) or
any doe (a female wild deer), a t any time: or B wild deer a t an? time v h e n
driven to the high lands by ov~rflowaf high

The district judge brushed aside the prosecution on the basis that
the Louisiana statute was too trivial in nature to be conaidered assimilated into the Federal Criminal Code.K6This decision would
prewmably be impossible today in the light of a recent Federal stat.
Ute expressly assimilating State fish and game regulations for application an military reservations.b'
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A clearer example of a State law completely inappropriate for
assimilation was the New York statute which provided for one
punishment in one county for the offense of criminal iibei renardless of the number of counties in ahich the publication was circulated.58

In general, a State penal statute is not susceptible of assimilation
if written in terms peculiar to state institutions (single punishment for multiple publications of libel in varioug "counties") or incapable of effective administration and enforcement on Federal territory (prohibition against taking a "deer with horns less than
three inches long").
The third test which a State law must undergo before assimilation i8 whether It i 8 truly a penal statute. It must be understwd
that State lans are enacted to govern or regulate many fields of
activity such as intrastate commerce, public utilities, sale of aicoholic beverages, sale of insurance, iabar relations, practice of law
and medicine. Although a violation of theae statutes is in many
cases punishable by fine or even imprisonment, they are for the
most part considered regulatory measures rather than a part of the
State criminal code. It is f a r this reason that this type of State
statute I8 generally not subject to assimilation as part of the Fed.
erai l a w In this connfftion, it has been held that state liquor
milk regulations,lo building regulationa6I and Insurance iaw.362 are
not enforceable upon land under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
United States. This test as8ures that only the criminal law of a
State can be assimilated and not the vast maze of State and local
regulations.
Until now, this discussion has been concerned with only the criminal statutes of a state. However, a11 state criminal law is not
statutory. The States still recognize and punish many common law
crimes. This raises the rather novel issue of whether the Assimilative Crimes Act adopts as Federal law the State common law crimes
a8 well as the statutory crimes. Certainly it should not in view of
the fact that it has long been established that the United States
courts have no eommon law criminal jurisdiction as such.68 Kever.
~~
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theless, a t least one case holds rhst State common law offenses are
as~imilated.~4
Finally, assuming a statute appropriate far assimilation, is the
statute assimilated as construed by the State courts'? We know
that such is the case in the civil dirision of the Federal courts.6~In
a civil case, the Federal court may be bound eren by a State trial
court's interpretation of the State
For some unknown reason
the Supreme Court has not Seen fit to impase the same burden upan
the criminal division of the Federal courts with respect to State Ian
adopted under the Assimilative Crimea Act6. In the case of J o h n m i
v. Yellaic Cab Transit Company, s u p ~ aNr.
, Justice Black speaking
for the court stated as folloivs:

...

'I.
That broad question, though some parts of it involve a consideration
of the proper scope of the state law adapted by the federal government,
is in the final analseis a question of rhe correct interpretation of B federal
criminal Statute, and therefore an issue upon which federal eourti are not
b a w d by the r ~ l i n g eof state courts., . . " e *

The statement of Mr. Justice Black indicates that a State Ian,
if adopted, completely loses its identity aa a part of the State criminal code. It then becomes purely a Federal statute subject only to
interpretation by the Federal judiciary. Even so, the decisions of
State courts should not be completely disregarded. In situations
similar to the one at hand where State courts ha\w been called
upon ta rule on constitutional or other Federal matters, the United
States courts hare frequently stated that the decision8 of State
courts, although not conclusive, are entitled to great weight.6Y For
this reason, the Federal courts would in all probability accept and
follow any reasonable decision of a State court upon this subject.
Should a Federal court not adapt the Sta:e construction, an anomaIOU3 situation could result on territory Fubject to Concurrent State
and Federal jurisdiction: an act could be deemed a violation of a
State ststUte in a prosecution by the State but not a violation of
the identical statute as assimilated should the Federal authorities
initiate the action. Surely persons subject to the criminal jurisdiction of dual Sovereigns are entitled to a little greater clarity than
this. MAJOR JAXES C. WALLER, JR.
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